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This twenty-first annual report of the research prog�am at the 
Southeast South Dakota Experiment Farm has special significance 
for those engaged in agriculture and the agriculturally related 
businesses in the ten county area of southeast South Dakota. The 
results shown are not necessarily complete or conclusive. Inter­
pretations given are tentative because additional data resulting 
from continuation of these experiments may result in conclusions 
different from those based on any one year. Trade names are used 
in this publication merely to provide specific information. A 
trade name quoted here does not constitute a guarantee or 
warranty and does not signify that the product is approved to the 
exclusion of other comparable products. 
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1981 marks another year that Experiment Farm crops were 
injured by hail. The hail storm occurred August 3, but was not 
severe enough or early enough in the season to justify replanting. 
It will influence yields, however, especially in experiments 
with different planting dates or plant maturities. Corn 
appeared to recover from the hail damage better than soybeans. 
Part of the new shelter belt was replanted in 1981. The 
two hail storms in 1980 destroyed most of the pine and hackberry 
seedlings, but the chinkota elm survived fairly well. It became 
apparent that the two previous hail storms had also destroyed a 
majority of the fruit trees in the orchard. Some of the trees 
were 5 to 6 feet tall, but the two 1980 hail storms managed to 
girdle most of the branches and the trees eventually died. 
The growing season was preceded by a mild open winter. 
It was possible to begin tillage in February. A new experiment 
was quickly initiated to test advisability of such early planting 
of small grain. From a dry winter we moved into a dry spring. 
Surface moisture was deficient and many seedbeds were rough. 
Rains began to come in June and from then on, moisture was 
..1s� .. l: .. J_..:1_c;�;- E ... 1n ;: g: = ,�g-.i&7- • -- 'f""T'5 L=- e .. J
wrnll""r:r.11 .1� :-n-t::. s� -=:.=.. -�- �elds were expected. Then came 
the hail storm on August 3, and yield expectations were scaled 
down. 
Investigations with double cropping and late planting were 
continued. Results were promising but not spectacular. 
Some of the usual crop tours and field days were canceled 
due to the hail, but seven different groups were given 
special tours. 
The.hog house remodeling was co�pleted and feede� pigs were 
� ... f.l'• l':1, , U•J:1��! � ,:; ':iJ'.1 .._1;.;..:...J.� �,c.._..i.1c- "'- ,..,_:::.....1.•D: 
fJli:rmuc- l�;:i .-·.11 - - --r-:-r3..;� -:;.J:..-c�. «::w p-i:- i:·,•:ae�:; .-.a..wr- ,...., rr 
plastic planks, and slats over the scraper for manure removal. 
The new north feedlot is now in full scale operation. It 
has proved to be a valuable addition to the livestock facilities. 
We expect to see a lot of good research coming from this unit. 
A total of 37 meetings were held in the office and 
laboratory building. These include extension clubs, adult 
education meetings, judging schools and other local groups. 
Table 1. Temperatures at Southeast Experiment Farm 
Month 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1981 
Av. Temperature (F)l 
Maximum Minimum 
35. 5 
38.4 
53. 9 
68.6 
70.2 
8 2. 4 
83. 0 
80. 0 
78.1 
59.6 
50.1 
27.7 
8.6 
12.6 
21. 6 
39. 3 
43. 2 
55. 1 
60. 3 
55. 3 
45.6 
37. 5 
28.9 
10.4 
Departure from 
29 Year Average 29 Year Average 
Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum 
25. 5 
32.1 
43.5 
61.5 
73. 4 
82. 8 
87. 7 
85.7 
76.0 
65.3 
46. 4 
31.4 
I.J .1 
10.4 
22. 0 
35.6 
47.2 
57.2 
62. l 
59.5 
49.1 
40.3 
24.3 
11.2 
+10. 0 
+ 6. 3 
+10.4 
+ 7.1 
- 3.2 
.4 
- 4.7 
- 5.7 
+ 2. 1 
- 5. 7 
- 3.7 
- 3.7 
+4.5 
+2.2 
- • 4 
+3.7 
-4. 0 
-2.1 
-1. 8 
-4.2 
-3. 5 
-2. 8 
+4.6 
- • 8 
Table 2. Precipitation at the Southeast Experiment Fa-� 
Precipitation 29-year Departure 
1981 Average from 29-yr. 
Month (inches) (inches) Ave.Cinches) 
January T .47 - . 47 
February .26 1.08 - .82 
March 1.71 1.41 + .30 
April . 41 2. 30 -1.89 
May l.66 3.17 -1.51 
June 5.09 3.97 +1.21 
July 5.76 3.28 +2.48 
August 3.77 3.03 + . 74 
September 1.26 2.59 -1. 33  
October 1.70 1. 58 + .12 
November . 25 . 98 - . 73 
December 1.39 . 70 + .69 
Total 23.26 24.55 -1.29 
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RATES OF NITROGEN AND 
DATES Of PLANTING CORN 
F. Shubeck, B. Lawrensen and D. DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 81-1 
Objectives of Experiment 
1. Will planting dates influence response to fertilizer? 
2. What is the optimum rate of nitrogen fertilizer for a 
soil with a medium amount of organic matter when the 
same amount of nitrogen is applied each year for several 
years? 
3. Will optimum rates of nitrogen application be influenced 
by drought? 
4. Will high nitrogen rates influence disease or insect 
damage? 
5. Will soil temperatures serve as a dependable guide to 
determine an optimum date to plant corn? 
Methods and Procedures 
October 14-15, 1980 - Al.L high 3.nrl low ?ia1:;ss o[ ni J:I."OA-.:tr.: µlu& 
"t:ha;: pho5f!liorus .and �i2.5:iium ��r S.?.,1 elll'!. 
tn''lr)a� st by h�d o:. �l l plots. The-
r • .::;__ ar "".a .. ; s mo L ct..:1.;., .11" }11 v ,..,-.; d 1 .rt.ni r -
April 22, 1981 
April 27, 1981 
April 28, 1981 
May 6, 1981 
May 21, 1981 
May 28, 1981 
June 4, 1981 
June 8, 1981 
June 11, 1981 
June 26 ., 1981 
August 3, 1981 
October 19, 1981 
October 28, 1981 
diately after fertilization. 
£ aJlCA�i f ..l.2l AaT�·X �L �ilea�: aacasT. 
�� ....1..1 l�T. =,� was b.!..l'\tlfill n:� �cl one� 
to incorporate. 
- All plots field cultivated 
- First planting date. 
Variety planted - O's Gold 1107 
Herbicide - Eradicane-and Aatrex PPI 
Insecticide - Furadan lOG 
- Second planting date 
- Third planting date 
- Rotary hoed first plots planted 
- fourth planting date 
ultivated first and second planting 
date plots 
- Cultivated third planting date plots 
- Cultivated fourth planting date plots 
- Hail 
- Combined all plots 
- Plowed total plot area 
Table 3. Effect of Fertilizer and Planting Dates on Yield 
of Corn (High Nitrogen Rates) 
Broadcast 
Fertilizer Treatment Planting Dates 
N + P + K April 28 Mav 6 May 21 June 4 Average 
0 + 0 + 0 75 77  67 45 66.0 
0 + 11 + 58 82 77 69 48 69.0 
80 + 11 + 58 102 105 98 43 87.0 
160 + 11 + 58 95 100 84 49 82.0 
240 + 11 + 58 97 95 83 45 80.0 
A•.ttC" rag._,_ 'J • I ao.e BJ � -I E: .,.., 
Disc�-=1aic,n a:-id Entarnr �Eion o,:. Table 3 • 
80 pounds of nitrogen applied annually was sufficient to 
produce maximum yields in 1981. Rates of nitrogen higher than 
80 pounds per acre appeared to decrease corn yields in some 
planting dates. It should be noted that these high nitrogen 
rates were applied every year for many years, including those 
years with severe hail storms when little or no fertility was 
removed by the crops. Have we finally reached a point where 
excessive nitrogen rates are detrimental to yield, or is this 
just a temporary imbalance caused by unusually dry conditions 
in the spring of 1981? 
Yields from the late planting (June 4) fell off rather 
sharply this year. 
May 6 looks like a pretty good date to have most of the 
corn planting done. 
I 
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This diagram shows more dramatically the effects of 
planting dates on nitrogen response. Note the low yield and 
virtually no response to fertilizer by the June 4 planting. 
Table 4. Effect of Fertilizer and Planting Dates on Yield 
of Corn (Low Nitrogen Rates) 
Broadcast 
fertilizer Treatment Planting Dates 
N + P + K 
0 + 0 + 0 
20 + 11 + 
40 + 11 + 
60 + 11 + 
80 + 11 + 
Average 
April 
69 
58 95  
58 102 
58 102 
58 110 
95. 6 
28 May 6 
75 
86 
102 
109 
113 
97. 0 
Discu��ion a.nrl Int(t.l'.'2�c��i� of Table 
May 2 1  
63 
75 
94 
94 
97 
84.6 
4. 
June 4 
47 
52 
52 
52 
59 
S2.4 
Average 
63. 5 
77. 0 
87.5 
89.3 
94.8 
Yields from the June 4 planting date were considerably 
less than from earlier planting dates. 
Early and midseason plantings gave greater yield increases 
due to fertilizer than the late planting. 
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Corn yields are illustrated graphically to emphasize 
effect of nitrogen fertilizer rates. The May 6 planting date 
was selected because it has been one of the more successful 
planting dates in the past. The yield line between 80 and 
160 pounds of nitrogen is broken to show that it was estimated, 
because no data is available for this range. 
Length of vertical dotted lines A, B, C, and D indicate 
amount of yield increase for each added increment of nitrogen. 
Notice that lines A and B are longer than C and D. This 
suggests that with the climatic conditions and past history of 
these plots, low rates of nitrogen gave the biggest return for 
each dollar spent for fertilizer, but rates in the 80 pounds 
per acre range gave the greatest total yield per acre. 
Table 5. Effect of Fertilizer and Planting Dates on Ear 
Moisture Percent at Harvest. 
Broadcast 
Fertilizer Treatment 
N + P + K 
0 + 0 + 0 
0 + 11 + 5 8  
20 + 11 + 58 
40 + 11 + 5 8  
60 + 11 + 5 8  
80 + 11 + 58 
160 + 11 + 58 
240 + 11 + 5 8  
Average 
Diseu.o-s-ion a:ro1 
April 28 
17 
16 
15  
16 
17 
16 
17 
18 
16.5 
Ir1�@-�1'eta t. i or f 
Planting Dates 
May 6 
17 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
17 
17 
16.4 
Table 
May 21 
21 
18 
18 
18 
20 
18 
20 
21 
19.3 
5. 
June 4 
28 
26 
27 
27 
27 
28 
28 
32 
27. 9  
Average 
20.8 
19.0 
19.0 
19.3 
20.0 
19.S 
20.s 
22.0 
Except for the 240 pound rate, nitrogen had only small 
effects on ear moisture at harvest. 
Ear moisture increased dramatically when planting dates 
were delayed after May 6. 
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PLANT POPULATIONS FOR CORN 
F. Shubeck, B. Lawrensen, and D. DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 81-2 
1. Will a drought tolerant hybrid help reduce the expected 
loss when the planting rate turns out to be too high for 
the rainfall? 
2. Will a prolific hybrid planted at moderate populations be 
able to take full advantage of unexpected improved 
growing conditions? 
3. "Shortie" wheats have done very well in limited rainfall 
areas. How about "shortie" corn? 
4. Can the population problem be solved by using a single 
ear hybrid that has a strong ability to increase ear size 
if conditions are better than expected? 
5. Or is it best to use the biggest, tallest, latest corn 
that can be matured in most seasons? 
Methods and Procedures 
September 25, 1980 - Broadcast 160 lbs. N, 26 lbs. of P, and 
33 lbs. of K per acre; plowed the same 
April 22, 1981 
May 5, 1981 
May 6, 1981 
June 4-11, 1981 
June 12, 1981 
August 3, 1981 
October 16, 1981 
October 28, 1981 
October 29, 1981 
day 
- Over all sprayed with Eradicane plus 
Aatrex 4L at recommended rates. Tandem 
disked immediately. 
- Field cultivated plot 
- Planted all varieties and all plant 
populations 
Insecticide - Furadan lOG 
- Finished thinning all plots to correct 
populations 
- Cultivated all plots 
- Hail 
- Combined all plots 
- Tandem disked all plots 
- Plowed plot area. No fertilizer applied. 
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Table 6. Hybrids used with Important Features of Each 
Hybrid 
Curry's SC-150 
Frundt's 8500A 
Pioneer 3709 
Pioneer 3932A 
Yield Warranty 35A 
Special Characteristics 
Big tall full season 
Multi-ear tendency 
Heat 8 drought tolerant 
Ability to increase ear size 
"Shortie" about 5-1/2 to 6 ft. 
Days to 
Haturity 
115 
110 
105 
93 
95 
Optimum plant populations have varied widely with changing 
environmental conditions. It is virtually impossible to 
accurately guess rainfall and temperature patterns three months 
in advance. The amount of subsoil moisture at planting will 
serve as a guide but this is not always known. This 
experiment is centered around hybrids with unique characteristics 
that hopefully will help reduce the necessity of trying to 
out-guess the weather when selecting the planting rates. 
Table 7. Effect of Plant Populations and Hybrids on Corn Yield 
Plants Per Acre (final) 
Hybrid 102000 12,000 14 ,. 000 16 ,. 000 18.000 Average 
Pioneer 3709 102 111 120 123 131 117. 4 
Pioneer 3932 A 87 98 109 116 127 107 . 4  
YW 35A 93 105 106 117 118 107.8 
Curry SC150 98 120 131 132 141 124.4 
Frundts 8500A 127 125 138 139 139 133. 6 
Average 101. 4 111. 8 120.8 125. 4 l3l. 2 
Discus£io;1 and .:ion io:- Table 7 
This is one of the few years that a final stand of 
18,000 plants per acre may not have been sufficient for maximum 
yields. Yields were still advancing for each increase in 
population with all but one hybrid at the 18,000 plants per 
acre level. 
The two earlier maturing hybrids yielded less than the 
full season numbers at each population density. 
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Yields of all hybrids except the multi-eared number were 
continuing upward as populations reached 18 > 000. It looks like 
the multi-ear tendency can compensate fairly well for inadequate 
stands when growing conditions turn unexpectedly for the better. 
In other years > with less desirable growing conditions > 
the drought tolerant corn and the hybrid with a big flex-range 
in ear size were more successful in widening the range for 
optimum plants per acre. 
10 
Table 8. Effect of Plant Populations and Hybrids on Shelled 
Corn Moisture at Harvest 
Plants Per Acre 
Hybrid 10,000 12.000 14.000 16 .. 000 18.000 Averaize 
Pioneer 3709 15. 2 15. 5 15. 1 15.9 15.9 15.5 
Pioneer 3932-A 13. 9 13. 8 14. 8 14. 0 13.8 14.l 
YW 35-A 13.8 13. 1 13. 2 13.4 12.9 13.3 
Curry SC 150 20. 6 20.1 2 0. '+ 20.8 20. 7 20. 5 
Frundt's 8500-A 20. 3  20.2 19. 4 19.6 21.0 20.1 
Average 16.8 16.5 16. 6 f"6. 7 16. 9 
Di3-U5sior-� u.r.d !nt��pre�a�ion or Table 8. 
The two early hybrids had corn below 15. 5\ moisture at 
harvest. Corn from the two late hybrids averaged a little over 
20% at harvest. 
Populations had little or no affect on maturity measured 
by grain moisture when combined. 
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DATE OF PLANTING EARLYJ MEDIUM 
AND LATE MATURING HYBRIDS (CORN) 
F. Shubeck, B. Lawrensen and D. Dubois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 81-3 
Objectives of ExQerirnent 
1. How late can an early, medium, or late maturing hybrid 
be planted without decreasing yield? 
2. If planting is delayed by weather, when should a short 
or mid-season hybrid be substituted for a full season 
number. 
3. Is there a yield advantage for planting an early 
maturing hybrid early? or late? 
Methods and Procedures 
September 25, 1980 - Broadcast 80 lbs. of N; 13 lbs. of P, and 
25 lbs. of K per acre on soybean stubble 
April 24, 1981 
April 27, 1981 
April 29, 1981 
May 5 ) 1981 
May 14, 1981 
May 20, 1981 
May 28, 1981 
June 11, 1981 
June 17, 1981 
August 3, 1981 
August 13, 1981 
October 29, 1981 
Final Stand 
ar.....i �:::s·- ·-- ""' 
- S;u-.:!-�d i'i�-=-- .._.i:i:h f i�c �!i Z.1,1!i.rllc:'.:.E.!l 
o (!'!' e. c,, nd ... c:. nd er!1 cl '!ikerl i -r: 
- r--=-1- _ 1 °\.=-4 ,..le.,: c.ir:::� r- c. !:fi.t!_"l,ld1 
- First planting of all three varieties. 
No insecticide was used. 
- Area spike-tooth harrowed except for 
first planting date 
Second planting date for all three 
varieties 
- Third planting date 
- Fourth planting date 
Cultivated first, second and third 
plantings 
- Cultivated all four plantings for the 
second time 
- Hail 
- Sprayed all plots with 2,4D Ester at one 
pint per acre. 
- Combined all plots 
- 18,000 plants per acre 
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Table 9. Effect of Planting Dates and Varieties on Yield of 
Corn 
Planting 
Dates 
April 29 
May 14 
May 20 
lia_y :' s 
;\ v <.rrl ll t:; � 
Di Sc l! 3 :il..uli 
Hybrids 
Pioneer 3932A Pioneer 3709 
112 108 
113 111 
112 106 
' JB ::!� 
1. 
ar.:J • i-f, 't x:�.er= r a.: 1 on c: - Table 9. 
Pioneer 
128 
127 
137 
:L. 
!.26. ti 
3388 Averaf;e 
116.0 
117.0 
118.3 
lOl, (I 
=·i_onaer a 9�2.-r. i3 en t.!hJ-1 v hV�itl t �n day) ,:�:!:h a t·i:po1-t a-d 
lii'?".g' p ..,.r-�.:r- :.-"X-r-;;; &e- r :- a.-e. T1,:,r:@� 3-(:19 .:Ilcj �!:.. 
considered a mid-season number (104 day) that has some degree 
of drought tolerance. Pioneer 3388 is a full season (115-117 
day) hybrid. 
w •• �n y�a of -.. � :n."'e� h)J�n·· .�s W;t'=! a-..rP.r.:g2tl 1 "i:1-a�r,:- w� 
.,, 11 L ..na1:io: :if -= y:eld dei::vc-as� urrt:..:.1 pIBnt�r1s tLt=ii wr;ae-
delayed beyond May 20. 
The full season corn yielded more than the early and mid­
season numbers on every one of the planting dates. 
There was no yield advantage this year for planting an 
early corn early nor for delaying planting to May 20 or later. 
Caution should be used in applying this data because the 
hail storm August 3, may have damaged some hybrids more than 
those of another maturity or planting date. 
Table 10. Effect of Planting Dates and Hybrids on Kernel 
Moisture at Harvest 
Planting 
Dates Pioneer 3932A Pioneer 37u9 Pioneer 3388 Average 
April 29 
May 14 
May 20 
May 28 
Average 
14-. 2 
13.6 
13.7 
15. 3 
14. 2 
15.5 
16.1 
16.9 
18. 1 
1 D. �· 
20. 5 
21. 6 
22.3 
25.0 
22.4 
16.7 
17. 1 
17. 6 
19.5 
All three hybrids reached physiological -=turity before 
harvest. 
Kernel moisture for each respective hybrid was quite 
similar for the first three planting dates. The latest planting 
date resulted in more kernel moisture and a lower yield. 
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DEPTH OF PLOWING 
FOR CORN 
F. Shubeck, B. La..,I!"ensen and D. DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 81-4 
With the current high price of diesel fuel, will it pay to 
plow any deeper than 5 inches? 
wt 1. ni.r- &u.tJ � "'"""-;-i?e.r' tH: ar i.u:ta�u � s�t.1:..cir:..1-re =or, .... he 
� ·--=-1 -nr-_ r.J os-'='n �xoe __ �u f !'wlL. g_ ,_l'it� T:- �r1l.:.-at_on 
of soil organic matter in the deeper plowing? 
Whi-� ..:---'-'- e-•c .� .. _:.a_- ,x•,=-z.
.! ·- •• _.__ .:...r...__r�-1:e ti -lli:.i1t1 
1.,w:.ng wi;:-h f .. r ... :. ... .:.::1!� 011 de1lp ?].<1·..1ing: w �n .aar di�s-d!.. 
fuel requirements? 
Methods and Procedures 
May 14, 1981 
May 15, 1981 
June 11, 1981 
June 20, 1981 
August 3, 1981 
October 8, 1981 
Table 11. Effect of 
- Plowed all plots at specified depths. 
Tandem disked, harrowed, and planted 
Pioneer 3732 
Herbicide - Lasso 2 banded in row 
Final stand - 17,000 plants per acre 
- Sprayed Bladex 41 overall, pre-emergence 
- Cultivated all plots 
- Sidedressed specified plots with 
100 lbs. of N per acre. Cultivated 
all plots. 
- Hail 
- Combined all plots 
Depth of Plowing on Corn Yield 
Depth of Bu. per 
Plowing(in.) acre 
5 126 
8 123 
12 125 
e.i JW.e t.!!. •�on ± Table 11. 
There were no yield increases for plowing deeper than 5 
inches this year. 
Differences due to fertilizer were erratic and are not shown. 
There appeared to be some residual carry over from the previous 
year. Corn in some of the plots exhibited phosphorus deficiency 
symptoms early in the season, but these symptoms largely 
disappeared when the corn was 2-3 feet tall. 
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SILAGE REMOVAL 
AND SOIL DEPLETION 
F. Shubeck, B. Lawrensen and D. DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 81-5 
Objectives of Experiment 
1. By removing all crop residues from the field, but 
fertilizing adequately, how long can we continue raising 
corn without a yield decrease? 
2. Can we maintain yields where residues were removed by 
adding manure equal to that generated by the feed produced? 
Methods and Procedures 
October 9-10, 1980 
April 22, 1981 
April 27, 1981 
April 29, 1981 
May 29, 1981 
June 8, 1981 
June 26, 1981 
August 3, 1981 
October 20, 1981 
October 23, 1981 
October 29, 1981 
November 9, 1981 
- The total plot area was fertilized with 
specified amounts of manure and 
commercial N, P and K. 
Sprayed Eradicane + Aatrex at 
recommended rates. Immediately tandem 
disked area once. 
- Field cultivated the plot area in 
readiness for planting 
- Planted all plots 
Variety - Pioneer 3388 
Herbicide - Eradicane + Aatrex 41 
Insecticide - Furadan lOG 
Final Stand - 15,800 plants/acre 
- Rotary hoed all plots 
- Cultivated all plots 
- Cultivated all plots (lay-by) 
- Hail 
- Combined all plots 
- Removed corn stalks from specified plots 
- �otary chopped stalks 
- Spread commercial fertilizer and manure 
on specified plots, then plowed down for 
the 1982 study. 
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Table 12. Effect of Cor.mercial Fertilizer and Manure 
Applications on Corn Yields With Intensive Soil 
Depletion Management 
Removed Fertilizer Treatment Tons of Bu of corn 
From Plot N + P + l<  Silasz:e/acre -er acre 
Corn grain only 0 + 0 + 0 9 3  
Corn grain only 10 tons manure/acre 122 
Corn grain only 0 + 0 + 0 92 
Corn grain only 100 + 17. 6 + 33.2 126 
Grain and Stover 0 + 0 + 0 10. 1 96 
Grain and Stover 10 tons manure/acre 10.2 123 
Grain and Stover 0 + 0 + 0 10. 1 96 
Grain and Stover 1 0 0  + 17 . 6  + 33.2 9. 9 128 
ot Table 12. 
Plots where both grain and stover were removed since 197 5 ,  
yielded about the same as those where grain only was removed. 
Not much fertility was taken away in crops in 1980 because of 
the two hail storms. 
In 1981, both coiltmercial fertilizer and manure increased 
grain yields, but had little affect on yield of silage. 
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1 
CHI SEL PLOW FOR CORN 
AND SOYBEANS 
'i�1 •. 
r I - F. Shubeck, B. Lawrensen and D. DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 81-6 
Objectives of Experiment 
1 . 
3 • 
Hi:iw mu:::h ti::'..:S.�- :s rt,; ... � ...... n}• .fo!" opti..pru..-u �t��l.d!i1 
1ti. ! . �ai r-
.,. J ,_,g.,. i'"l��..::.E .. c::: � ' 1  '1l.'::::i�7t .. r:·� :::.�0:r.s�.:...: 
Can yields with chisel plowing be maintained equal to 
T�T fr1'"'1:1 m::_-:.1:oar_ -1 ,. �: 
!,Jh __ :, ..:..- ::h ..... ... e.�n.. Fi: .:: =�·-=�l p.oi:.n- 'i"D U6t: -
sweeps or twists? 
Methods and Procedure (corn after soybeans) 
October 2 ,  1980 
October 7, 1980 
March 23, 1981 
May 19, 1981 
- .f' -1- rl:..1..:. �� tr�:·tm::r,i:s �n 
- F::..:.� �-- �g� =;::::i�le-:==j 
- Spring tillage performed 
- Planted all plots 
Variety - Pioneer 3732 
Insecticide - None (corn in rotation with 
soybeans) 
Herbicide - Lasso II banded 
Final stand - 16, 0 0 0  plants/acre 
May 20, 1981 - Sprayed Bladex pre-emergence at 1. 5 quarts 
per acre 
- Cultivated all plots June 11, 1981 
June 25,  1981 
June 26, 1981 
August 3, 1981 
October 9, 1981 
- Sidedressed plots with 100 lbs. of N/acre 
- Cultivated 
- Hail 
- Combined all plots 
Table 13. Effect of Tillage Treatments on Yield of Corn 
( Corn after Soybeans) 
I. - - -
, .... .  - - -
3 .  - - -
:n 
--
I"al: 
-- - -- - --
4 . Plow (moldboard ) 
5. Chisel plow with 
6 .  Chisel plow with 
7 • Chisel plow with 
8. Chisel plow with 
9. ... - - "" - - - -
i D. 'nise:: ;loT ... 1 #}i·i; '1 
Tillage TX"eatments 
I:- s�ird 
-.J..S.-_ _,.._ a� - - - Sweeps-drag - - - Plow-disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
twists Disk-drag 
twists Disk-drag 
twists Sweeps-drag 
sweeps Sweeps-drag - - - - Disk-drag 
3WEE-·: :;wel!i:JS-Jt"�F.: 
17 
Bu corn/ 
- ,.. o-... ..c:. 
l'"'G 
113 
107 
115 
117 
123 
114 
109 
121 
l J �  
* Treatment 10 was unfertilized. All other corn plots received 
100 lbs. per acre of 8-32-16 (oxide) as a sideband starter. In 
addition, 100 lbs. of nitrogen per acre was applied as a 
sidedressing when corn was about 12 inches high. 
Plots receiving no fall tillage and only a disk-drag treat­
m:;'f,t 1- thL ,=pi.i:'iJ! C1UJril);:Jr l a ...... �) . ., !';1f�.1 '.' J'Y •,11_1:.A rn 
comparable years that have a dr) a.:.:. -�.a...:_y��� �y Q 1�� pr��K, 
this tillage treatment on soybean ground may turn out to be one 
of the better reduced tillage practices. 
Under these conditions , most of the late fall tillage 
treatments in soybean stubble were ineffective for increasing 
the following corn yields. 
More intensive tillage with a moldboard plow did not 
increase yields over the spring disk treatment . 
• tethn<J Bnrl ?'f'loe d U !"'-@ £  CSoy�_ns after corn) 
October 2-7, 1980 
March 2 3, 1981 
May 19, 1981 
- All fall treatments in cornstalks were 
performed 
- Spring tillage performed 
- Seedbed preparation with chisel plow 
sweeps and twists performed, then spike­
tooth harrowed 
May 21, 1981 
June 12, 1981 
June 30, 1981 
July 16, 1981 
- Planted all plots 
Variety - Wells II  
Herbicide - Lasso II  banded 
- Cultivated all plots (1st) 
- Cultivated all plots (2nd) 
- Cultivated all plots (3rd) 
July 17, 1981 
August 3, 1981 
September 18, 1981 
- Rogued plots for broad leaved weeds 
- Hail 
- Combined all plots 
Table 14. Effect of Tillage Treatments on Yield of Soybeans 
( Soybeans after Corn) 
L 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8 • 
9. 
10. 
Tillage Treatments 
Disk-moldboard plow 
Disk-twists 
Chop-twists 
Chop-twists 
Chop-sweeps 
Disk 
Chop-twists* 
.c.:.s} -J __ -J=,. 
Chop-sweeps-disk-drag 
Disk-moldboard plow-disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Disk-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
Disk-drag 
Sweeps-drag 
18 
Bu . of 
So t..::ic.J..t:U ' • .;.c.: ri _ 
33 
31 
33  
33  
31 
32 
3 0  
31 
31 
29 
*Treatment 10 was unfertilized. All other plots received 100 
lbs. per acre of 8-32-16 (oxide) as a sideband starter. 
Discussion and Interpretation of Table 14. 
Yield differences due to tillage treatments were very small 
or none at all. 
There appeared to be a small, but consistent increase in 
soybean yield due to the fertilizer treatment. 
Methods and Procedures (Corn after oats) 
August 5-6, 1980 
April 2 3, 1981 
May 19, 1981 
- Chisel sweeps, chisel twists and mold-
-· -1 ....:. , - � p.::r-f ""!'liE 1 
- Sprin illag,e don� 
- Dist. iUlld dr.a..g reaT;lllent� �Ol:lpl;�;� and 
r.: --7� -
Variety - Pioneer 3 7 3 2  
Insecticide - None 
Herbicide - Lasso II  banded in row 
May 20, 1981 - Sprayed Bladex 4L pre-emergence at 1. 5 
quarts per acre 
June 11, 1981 
June 2 5 ,  _-, 11  
June 2 6 ,  _ .... -l 
August 3, 1981 
October 10, 1981 
- Cultivated 
:: • � ..... i ... -.,, • 100 ! bs. 9:f 1, per cc-re 
L ' -a.nd (ldy-by ) 
- Hail 
- Combined all plots 
Table 15. Effect of Tillage Treatment on Yield of Corn 
( Corn after Oats) 
t. 
2 • 
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
6 .  
7 . 
8 .  
Tillage Treatments 
In Summer 
h! se� �1o�s���-3 
Chisel plow-twists 
Moldboard plow 
.-...... - Zi.� 
Disk-ct rag 
Disk-drag 
"'I:� Cl � l o.:-a.:..s -d,·.as 
Ch- el plow-swe�ps-dia�-drag 
C1..l5El pL;,w-�wi!:�s-dis�-drag 
1i!;J - .._ .. T.,V 
Chisel plow-sweeps-disk-drag* 
Corn 
i -· °:...::t':.: 
J 
1 2 2  
117 
117 
117 
121 
113 
8 7  
* Received no fertilizer. All other plots were fertilized with 
100 lbs. of 8-32-16 (oxide) as sideband starter and 100 lbs. 
of nitrogen sidedressed. 
A �(!"'1 crvp 5 ... ue:.-ieJ; 1,.�.:is ini !. ad .. ..-,.,: · .1 =·rr � -iJ.-. ... £.. 
: n  ?f'- -:-::;LJ.!ll.a:- - ... a-n, T -'l.!II • .=:-..::e : 11 1 ,  Oats was substituted for 
soybeans, making it an oats-corn sequence. · Tillage on the oats 
�-:-ul:;t _ 'fJA5 ,e::-::::-rru1.: ·- .;:,.,:_ :  u .\ 1gust. If tillage will increase 
r�� f :n.:� ·-.;;-.; .. .  � -_---i-5 r'-le .,...-rar:.. � , .. i:..J.. ;:· �·--i.J., � 
greater interval of time between tillage and freeze-up to increase 
soil water accumulation. 
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The two chisel plow treatments in summer plots appeared to 
yield a little more than most of the spring only tillage plots. 
Moldboard plowing in summer was not the highest yielding 
plot . 
A substantial yield increase was obtained for the use of 
fertilizer. 
2 0  
TILLAGE TREATMENTS WI TH 
DRYLAND CORN-SOYBEAN ROTATI ON 
T. Chisholm, F. Shubeck and B. Lawrensen 
AGR I CULTURE ENG INEER ING DEPARTMENT 81-7 
Experimental Plan 
Shallow Tillage Treatments 
Plow - Spring moldBoard plow • d5.sk twice a.nd drag 
I 9 11 • • a • 
d d � - ·p.,.� - a.a� : -·· . :::;.::-i.:::.i, ��s_;,: twice an rag 
Di_k - Spt"-=l� i i...-
T -·;=r:.e� n� & 
to - s�r-�lo. �:·r-�n£ ���o-.il� 
Deep tillage treatment 
S treatment - spring subsoil 
N treatment - not subsoiled 
Soil : Well drained loam 
Cropping Sequence :  Corn - Soybeans 
Methods and Procedures 
1. Subsoiling was performed in the spring before any of the 
other tillage operations . 
2. 109. 6 lbs/acre of 8-32-16 (oxide) was applied broadcast 
for both corn and soybeans. 
3. Nitrogen was broadcast at 100 lbs. of N per acre for corn. 
4. A tank mix of Eradicane and Bladex 4L was applied on corn 
ground. Rate of application was 4 lb. Eradicane and 1. 5 
lbs. of Bladex per acre. 
5. 7.-= r1an hv-t ;:; aµ::l::.�.:i. c.. ·1be.an s-::u-1:i�L-=. tlit!.!"biclt1!:!.:;, w�.:.'!:!c 
�r.-o ..... p r �  '"Jy oiiiar.in_g: a.r ro1:etil!i!!� i:am�::.-a;;;:e.:.ip ;-:'-::er 
application. 
E. ,.. -,:.:-;: i;..•-:_ "'1.�n"t".e-j r:;:- 22 . .is B'l. 
Rate - 18, 000 plants/acre 
7 .  "':i --..;..r "'" �4!"""" U-.ii..t-� ., l' 
T'P:::,--n-i.:z.--, - --. s • • 1 ........ ,. .. -.. --"- ..J 
8. Soybeans were combined October 6, 1981, and corn 
October 27, 1981. 
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Table 16. Effect of Different Tillage Treatments on Yield of 
Corn 
Plow Chisel Disk Roto 
--, PJ 11 s N e-.... �J 
Rep I 98. 2 94. S 103. 7 100. 6 135. 9 124.9 125.0 112.0 
Rep II 108.0 112 . 6  91.1 115. 0 107. 1 108.0 116. 3 108.8 
Rep III 93. 6 94. 2 107 . 7  97.3 106.2  12 6 . 7  118.1 129. 2 
?.e� :;1 l23 . !  1 oe .  c. 5 8 � � � :J� . :  :�E . B  1 3 :L O 
Avr!�� .-05r .. · 10:.S _o:o . � .Iu�. li a. .i*.' '!h.l !;;_:£..!. • � 
T t:11;2:� i-.·.r;a: . ib·i . 0 1.GL� J. n ·-' 
Subsoiling Averages : 
Subsoiled - 110. 8 
Not subsoiled - 112. 9  
Shallow tillage treatments (disking and rototilling) 
appeared to yield more than the deeper tillage methods of mold­
board and chisel plowing in 1981. There may be a trend in 
favor of shallow tillage in soybean stubble in a dry spring, but 
more data will be necessary before this can be confirmed. 
No increase in yield was obtained from the deep subsoiling 
treatment. 
Table 17. Effect of Different Tillage Treatments on Yield of 
Soybeans 
Plow Chisel Disk Roto 
c �r i:: I  t' '1 N 
32. 1 41. 3  35. 9 39. 2 32.8 35. 9 30.5 35. 9 
30. 5 37.6 28. 6 28.6 30.2  35. 7 3 4. 8 2 6 . 9  
28.8 28. 8 28. 6 26.9 2 5 . 0  32. 1  25. 0 30. 5 = . ti _ j • - ,lli. h .;) ., • L ., _ .., :,, _ j  I.. :l .  9 • 1:1.  e 
29.l 3 !: .. 3 .; r --D 30 . .!;: '.:9 . 6  31.8 � 9 . -S  �o. 
Tillage Ave. 30.7 30.3 30. 7 30. 2 
Subsoiling Averages : 
Subsoiled - 2 9. 6  
Not subsoiled - 31.3 
Yields from plowing, chiseling, disking and roto-tilling 
w"!rr .a..l.mr.1 r �l-.:.!:ct!.y �:i'e sam�. ni:r .__.L _-_et -:; !i;i: .s.t:irn. rnav n�v 
Lrlf"'....-t.= ... 1 ,.,. -J,.-3E "'�s .. 1 s .  Sg-ylJ�il.fii;i a.ppeiit,.iL -c b1c:c -:-.j ... �d mr.;r:f'� 
than the corn by the hail. 
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Table 18 . Effect of Tillage Methods on Stand Count 
f
 
Corn 
and Soybeans 
Plants per acre 
(Average of subsoiled and nonsubsoiled plots) 
Tillage Method Corn Soybeans 
Moldboard plow 
Roto-till 
Disk 
Chisel Plow 
15 ,800 
17 ,700 
17 , 050 
14,200  
64,500 
114,000 
66,500 
83 .. 000 
Both beans and corn were planted with a 6 row John Deere 
tool bar planter. Sprocket settings in planting units were 
constant for all of the tillage methods. 
It is interesting to see that rote-tilling resulted in higher 
stand counts with both corn and soybeans for this year. Dry 
cloddy surface soil characterized the seedbed with some tillage 
treatments in this year, with below average early season moisture 
supplies. Roto-tilling gave a more mellow seedbed with better 
seed-soil contact, which resulted in better germination and 
faster early growth. 
Table 19 . Effect of Tillage Methods 
and Soybeans 
Tillage Method 
Moldboard plow 
Roto-tilled 
Disk: 
Chisel Plow 
Height of 
June 23 
54 
64 
62 
48 
Corn in cm . 
July 2 9  
2 5 4  
264 
2 5 0  
242 
on Growth Rate of Corn 
Height of 
July 1 
21 
21 
20 
2 0  
soybeans in 
July 29 
92 
91 
85 
88 
cm . 
Subsoiled and non-subsoiled measurements were averaged for 
each of the primary tillage methods . Height measurements were 
made on two different dates to record any differences that may 
be due to tillage treatments . Heights from subsoiled and non­
subsoiled plots were averaged for each tillage treatment. 
With corn, the rote-tilling and disking tillage methods 
appeared to get the corn off to a little faster start . By the 
end of July, roto-tilled plots still maintained a small height 
advantage . 
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With soybeans, there were practically no height differences 
due to tillage methods on July 1. By the end of July , beans 
in plots that were moldboard plowed and rotary tilled were 
slightly taller. 
Table 20. Effect of Tillage Methods on Tasseling Dates of Corn 
Till�ge Method 
Moldboard plow 
Roto-till 
Disk 
Chisel Plow ----
\ Of Stalks With Tassles 
July 29 August 5 
96 
100 
95 
7 6  
Subsoiled and non-subsoiled measurements were averaged for 
each of the primary tillage treatments. The two tillage treat­
ments (roto-till and disk) that had the fastest early growth, 
also tasseled earlier and yielded the most corn at harvest. 
Getting corn off to a fast start in some years may be 
important from a standpoint of both yield and maturity at 
harvest. 
Table 21. Effect of Tillage on Kernel Moisture at Harvest 
Tillage Method 
Moldboard Plow 
Roto-till 
Disk 
Chisel Plow 
% Kernel Moisture 
16.4 
14. 9  
15. 3 
17. 0 
Results for subsoiled and non-subsoiled plots were averaged 
for each of the above four tillage treatments. 
The two tillage treatments where corn tasseled first (roto­
till and disking) had corn with slightly less grain moisture 
at harvest. 
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T bl- 1 ? .  £=:�:- �f '.:illage 'rreiittLEnts en ?oun�- r:if Resit! i; P t 
Acre 
O� Corn Ground A�t r �eann On Sean G'?'Ou�d � � Carn 
Til. ag Tt:•.;atmnnt uulv l AUl!"lS't 12  Ju_·,� _ .Ausuat· 12 
Moldboard Plow 3 1 5  5 7  9 
Roto-tiller 7 39 594 
Disk 1076 5 0 7  
Chisel Plow 1062 4 9 3  
Discussion and Interpretation of Table -l  
1 06 6 
1451 
1685 
1887 
553 
1317 
8 91 
993  
�uoso_-_eg nri� non-su��oi1�� �-�su�=m�n�� wer� av�s�- far 
�ch ox ::i 1: ptcim!l.! i' -illage "treatmt:nt:s. TIU:!"'� \.a..D A SL1r�r.ici.r =lli oun o� s.oy�an n�s .:.du� _'!t th � ... _ : --� _ th" 
�i�k ruid :liisel plow p�o-6 on JJly 1. Residue gradually 
�:aappea:r� �3 th� v;a��r pt grjssed. 
Corn �sidue on VO-},'be.�m gr.cu.rid ... .Uo va-r ied ·,..,i.i :1 1:yrie '.Jr 
till"-&et,odt.h cin:iseJ pjm; =1.nd cH."Gk.:nE ;c�,:iunt:ing fol"' �h- g•�-t. st  
_rn�um; vher. Jni'H!i.,.. •red en J -Y : . 
, ... _,:: . £.r::@c a. ':."il '1� -r-ea:tiut:ri-=:Ei �: Pt.-r:ien o-=- G:!'m.u t'! 
Ccv�r t1y Orgsni_ ,1e.i:: (On �;an Ground ,!.::"t!eJ'I Corn) 
% Of Ground Covered 
� 1 l�g� Not��d After Plantin� 
Moldboard Plow 4.8 
Roto-till 19 .0  
Disk 18 . 5  
Chisel Plow 18.5 
Discussion and Interpretation a Table ?3 
Holdbo-;: d il-O""ru. hil 
CC\t r t!LtlA -h� other rl_ ---= O\.i l':" � ?'Cl n•a.a m..a.=G . �= ground surface 
: ..... .:: -�1 no11- 1Ubsoi_ d rr;-::..a.su.?4!rn.on• 5 were averaged for 
�€ ;� y �illage Lre5 �m�T.t5. 
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Table 24. Effect of Tillage Methods on Soil Compaction 
July 2, 1981 
Tillage On Bean Ground After Corn On Corn Ground After Beans 
Treatment 0-20 cm. 20-40 cm. 0-20 cm. 20-40 cm. 
Moldboard Plow 0 . 94 1. 1 1. 2 1.4 
Roto-till 0 . 8 6 1. 1 1.1 0 . 9  
Disk 0.87 0.92 1 . 3  1.5 
Chisel Plow 1. 04 0. 81 1. 3 1 . 1  
ni,..�'..l.tr�ion iintl J J1t:2�r,:- tario:::. o:: Table 24 
Soil density is determined by comparing the weight of a 
�· 'i>'1 -�l' ·u� �-'..,. 'i-'1� -- -re ""W-t=iii;;,· =- � '===-- - f'\ ...U..:J :::-
water. A soil density of 1. 2 mec ....... -:.r,.::.--::: -:-,=- d":J-', �:ril .1ei6J.t S· 
1. 2 times more than an equal volume of water. Soil densities 
greater than 1.4 will slow down root growth and rate of water 
i:nfiltration. 
Soil density would be affected most at the 0-20 cm. depth 
( about 8 inches), by the different tillage methods , 
On bean ground at the 0-20 cm. depth, three of the tillage 
treatments had a soil density below one. 
It was surprising to see soil densities at the 0-20 cm. 
depth on corn ground after beans as high as 1.2 and 1.3. Perhaps 
this was influenced by tractor and cultivator. 
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,. ula r !i .  E.ff:?C t· of Ti1lagl! htP-t"hQdn tJn 
\,1., .. 't: EH' h ,Y VO 1 Ulfl U 
So£ ,1 
Tillage Soil On Cc�n G1"nund A! ·er Soi,.tbeans 
1, h ,I :.iS,b:..li 7/'S,  7 / 1 5  7 / ? 2  • 7 � ll 87� ! 7J II �7�� ti 7 i!'i 9/5 9/12 g/1L 
Chisel 15-30 28 27  29  29  3 0  27 25  25 24 25 22 
plow 30-45 26 2 5  2 6  25 2 6  2 3  22  22  22  22  20  
Moldboard 15-30 27 2 7  2 9  28 3 0  28 26 26 25  2 6  2 2  
plow 3 0-45 26 2 5  2 7  26 2 7  25 24 24 23 24 2 0  
Disk 15-30 22  2 8  28 27 30 25  24 23 23 23 21 " 3 0-45 24 28 26 25  28 24 2 2  2 2  21 2 2  19 
-....) 
Roto-Till 15-30 2 9  2 8  3 1  31 3 2  31 28 2 9  2 8  3 0  2 5  
II 3 0-45 29 28 3 0  29  31 29  28  28 2 7  28 25  
On Soybean Ground After Corn 
Chisel 15-30 28 26  3 0  29 32 29  2 7  2 6  2 5  2 5  2 5  
Plow 3 0-45 27 2 6  28 26 3 0  26 25 24 24 24 23 
.t,oldboard 15-30 31 3 2  3 2  31 3 3  3 0  27 2 7  2 5  2 7  2 5  
Plow 30-45 3 0  2 9  3 0  28 3 0  26 24  24  24 24  2 3  
Disk 15-30 31 3 0  3 1  29  33  29  28  28 2 7  28 26 
II 30-45 3 2  32  3 2  31 3 3  3 0  2 9  2 9  28 2 9  28 
Roto-till 15-3 0  3 4  33  3 3  33 3 4  31 3 0  29  28 2 9  2 9  " 30-45 3 2  3 2  3 2  3 2  3 2  31 30 3 0  3 0  31 31 
Dli;;.cuun!an l!..11.d In.t:erpre-ar�n -f Table 2 5 
Soil moisture determinations were made at several different 
dates and soil depths with a neutron probe. The 0-15 cm. depth 
was not measured with the probe because it is not accurate at 
this shallow depth. Eight depths were measured, but only the 
15-30 and 30-45 cm. depths are reported because these are the 
depths where the greatest differences in soil moisture due to 
tillage would be expected (15-30 cm depth - 6 to 12 inches). 
Soil moisture measurements were made both on corn ground 
and soybean ground in a corn-bean rotation. 
After August 5, soil water was gradually reduced as the 
plants need for moisture exceeded the rainfall. 
On corn ground following soybeans, roto-tilled plots had 
more soil moisture through the entire growing season at both 
depths than the other plots that we disked, chisel plowed or 
moldboard plowed. Roto-tilled plots also had some of the 
highest corn yields. 
On soybean ground, roto-tilled plots also had more soil 
moisture during most of the growing season at both depths, but 
chc..r" l:le!."' pras:-tl=a...:....l .. nc. n.:__=e .,.,1:...i's in v!z:::lJ l!.!.. :u -en � a:g, 
,-c-f. -,.:is .  ':b� Ail- Uf; 3 ha..:J_ St� may b..a.ve �-e,en d :_i:filJ.1;..:JI_& 
factor on soybean yields. 
Even though this trend appears to be consistent with all 
four roto-tilled measurements, no explanation will be 
attempted until more years t data are available. 
., 
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CONT INUOUS SOYBEANS 
B. Lawrensen, F. Shubeck and D. DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 81-8 
Objectives of Experiment 
1. What are the possibilities of growing continuous 
...t.. /l�h� =, • :rc:r :.a......!. -g :: r,i_ �irro.g� 1::!-, '= ;..a.me 
ti-l:1e p�JClu�� =n �4C�l:u�l cash crop? Approximately 
one pound of nitrogen is returned to the soil for 
'!I 
-E :i::'!t 3U SM,: 1 E !JG _{L .!iLl..... .:.. • I!- • 
Will L!l.e.a.s= arid f !'I'S� l:s gr.a.duG• 1:y .::E!ild up irt t IL !!:l°"'!l 
a.ilrl :'s!1t.:;c-= y id!d.:.? 
. . 
ls .i-:: _ .)s.sible 1::o =-u�lct up ni.r:r-ng_e� !'EHi-:Y"V� f:rr:;ru a.;T..hio-ii: 
!it'"ibi::n.n n!.n\o.gen? 
Methods and Procedures 
September 29, 1980 
April 14, 1981 
May 7, 1981 
May 20, 1981 
June a, 1981 
July 1, 1981 
August 3, 1981 
September 21, 1981 
October 26, 1981 
October 30, 1981 
- Total plot area plowed 
No fertili!Y a�d7d at this t�me. 
- 3 .... _-a:.: .... a"" ---- --=�� ..... I s,=.-�i.fli::::J p1 o-; 
u...r._ :;pike -,.,o-r:; hu:-:1"'0w�. 
_;;:;:-t?d �:! - --�dt'.ion c:�1!.i :.;10.ts f•Ar, 
.f_J! -u-ti".a:�::.;-i.i . 
Variety - Pioneer 3388  
Herbicide - Lasso II  banded over row 
- Planted all soybeans after field 
cultivating 
Variety - Wells 
Herbicide - Lasso II banded over row 
--�� -Lil!. � J -�� �-��� 
- Cul 'ti".rt'etl s.il. co�n i:!..nd b;an p.101;,rs 
- Hail 
- Combined all soybean plots 
- Combined all corn plots 
- Plowed all bean and corn plots 
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Table 26. Effect of Cropping Sequence on Yields of 
Soybeans and Corn 
Bushels of Bushels of 
Cr2,2Ein& Seq_uence Fertilizer corn per acre beans per a -::-e 
Continuous beans Check 31 
Continuous beans Fertilized* 3 3  
Rotation corn and beans ChE:Ck 108 3 3  
Rotation corn and beans Fertilized** 118 3 3  
* Soybeans were fertilized with 7 5  lbs. of 8-32-16 (oxide) per 
acre, broadcast. 
**Corn was fertilized with 80+30+20 (oxide), broadcast. 
None of these plots were harvested in 1980 because of the 
two hail storms that year. The term continuous beans may be 
somewhat misleading because the continuity was broken by the 
hailstorms. 
Rotation beans and continuous beans yielded about the same 
this year. The hail storm in 1981 seemed to minimize any 
potential yield differences that we could expect due to 
the treatments. 
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MOST PROFITABLE ROTATION 
B. Lawrensen, F. Shubeck and D. DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 81-9 
Objectives of Experiment 
l. How much will conm.ercial fertilizer increase net profits? 
2. Is it more profitable to add nitrogen from a commercial 
fertilizer source or grow a legume in a rotation? 
3. Which cropping sequence will bring the greatest net return? 
4. Will previous crops have much effect on available moisture 
at spring planting time? 
Methods and Procedures 
October 2-3, 1980 
April 6, 1981 
April 9, 1981 
April 10, 1981 
May 14, 1981 
May 14-15, 1981 
May 19, 1981 
May 20, 1981 
May 28, 1981 
May 29 , 1981 
Rotary chopped all corn and grain 
sorghum plots and plowed all six ranges 
Single tandem disked and spike-tooth 
harrowed all plot areas 
All oats plots spike tooth harrowed and 
planted. 
Variety - Moore Oats 
Sweet clover and Ma:M!loth red clover 
mixture was planted in catch crop legume 
plots. 
Alfalfa - N. K. Thor 
Land rolled all alfalfa and sweet clover 
plus red clover plots. Then, spike­
tooth harrowed to incorporate legume 
seed. 
All corn, grain sorghum and soybean 
plots spike-tooth harrowed. 
Planted all corn plots 
Variety - Pioneer 3732 
Herbicide - Lasso II banded over row 
Bladex 4L at 1. 5 qts. per acre 
� � -1 -!'-!.. -ruD.1!..! •:n!! i! :n� ie::.dc - furaci�11 'J GC 
Sprayed all oats plots, except those 
underseeded with legumes, with Bronate 
at one pint per acre. 
Planted all Joybean plots 
Variety - we�ls II 
Herbicide - Lasso II banded over row 
-iel c ... T1:i-;.:.1:E.:J =---1 g:;:7ai.n ..;.:irrthum ... "t:5 
-..:_!CI';;:; Fl.a:T't::..n.g 
Planted grain sorghum plots 
Variety - Cenex 310 T 
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June 1, 1981 
June 8, 1981 
June 12, 1981 
June 2 3, 1981 
June 25, 1981 
June 2 6, 1981 
July 16, 1981 
July 20, 1981 
August 3, 1981 
August 3, 1981 
September 21, 1981 
October 8, 1981 
October 10, 1981 
October 23, 1981 
October 27, 1981 
Herbicide - Bexton 4L 
Insecticide - Furadan 10 - for green 
bug suppression 
Rotary hoed all corn plots 
Cultivated all corn plots (1st) 
Cultivated all bean plots (1st) 
Field chopped all alfalfa plots to 
remove forage from plots . 
Reason : Damaging frost 
Sidedressed all corn and grain sorghum 
plots with specified amounts of 
ammonium nitrate . 
Cultivated all corn, bean and grain 
sorghum plots. 
Corn - second and lay-by 
Beans - second time 
: !' � T - ! . -.s ...:l l - : ..:.!" "'- '!:i.J!H! 
·-r - ��aj i..__ �-,� - -t:. •i • � L.:t.) �;ne 
at rate of 0. 6 pi�ts per acre. 
Cultivated all bean and grain sorghum 
plots 
Rogued soybean plots for volunteer corn 
and broadleaf weeds 
Combined all oat plots 
Hail in P. M. 
Combined beans 
Combined grain sorghum 
Combined corn plots 
Rotary chopped all corn and grain 
sorghum plots 
Plowed all plots except alfalfa that 
was established in spring of 1981. 
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Table 27. Effect of Cropping Sequence and Fertilizer on Crop Yield, 1981 
N 1st 2nd 
Crop Fertilizer Side Year Year Soy- Sor-
Receiving lbs/A Dress Oats Corn Corn beans ghum Hay 
Cro Jin , Sequence Fertilizer N + p + K lbs/A Bu/A Bu/A Bu/A Bu/A Bu/A Tons/A 
1 Continuous corn 0 + 0 + 0 82 . 0 
1 Continuous corn Corn 6 +11 +10 70 113. 0 
2 Corn-oats 0 + 0 + 0 52.0  99 . 0 
2 Corn-oats Corn 6 +11 +10 70 119 . 0 
Oats 3 0  + 7 + 0 63 0 
3 Corn-corn-Oats+alf hay 0 + 0 + 0 54.0 110 0 108.0 1.0 
3 Corn-corn-oats+alf l)qy Corn 6 +11 +10 118. 0 
Corn 6 +11 +10 70 120. 0 
w Oats 15 +26 + 0 63.0 w Alf resid. 0 + 0 + 0 1.19 
4 Oats+sweet clover-corn 0 + 0 + 0 59. 0 9 9 .  J 
4 Oats+sweet clover-corn Oats 30 + 7 + 0 66 . 0 
Corn 6 +11 +10 102 I J 
5 Corn-soybeans-oats 0 + 0 + 0 5 8 . t 91 . 0 33. 0 
5 Corn-soybeans-oats Corn 6 +11 +10 70 125 . 0 
Soybeans 6 +11 +10 36. 0 
Oats 30 + 7 + 0 7 5 .0 
6 Corn-oats-soybeans 0 + 0 + 0 s o . o  114 , 0 33.0 
6 Corn-oats-soybeans Corn 6 +11 +10 SS  123.0 
Oats 2 0  + 7 + 0 7 0 . 0  
Soybeans 6 +11 +10 36.0 
7 C.011 r lnm;1u 5 grain fl .il' ghUJ'll. 0 + 0 + 0 68.0 
(:c,i,t; ,IUOU-6 �rn • wghum Sorghum 6 +11 +10 70 98.0 
There were substantial increases in corn yield due to 
fertilizer, even though serious damage was inflicted by the 
August 3 hail storm. 
Where no fertilizer was applied, corn yields in a corn-oats 
sequence were higher than continuous corn. When corn followed 
soybeans, and no fertilizer added, corn yield was increased by 
32 bushels per acre over continuous corn. 
Alfalfa hay increased the following corn yield almost as 
much as soybeans when no fertilizer was used. 
Soybeans showed a small but consistent increase due to 
fertilizer. 
There was a large increase in grain sorghum yield from 
fertilizer, but that over-all sorghum yields were less than 
that of corn. 
Oats yields were rather mediocre in 1 981, due largely to 
insufficient rainfall early in the season. There were some 
increases from fertilizer, but not as large as in more favorable 
years. The highest oat yields occurred in the soybean rotations. 
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SOYBEAN VARIETY AND 
ROW SPAC ING STUDY 
F. Shubeck, B. Lawrensen and D. DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 81-10 
Objectives of Experiment 
1. Will it pay to narrow rows from 30 inches down to 
7 inches? 
2. What can we expect from intermediate row spacings 
between 30tt and 7", like 20" or skip row allowing room 
for tractor wheels and a cultivator? 
3. Is planting soybeans with a small grain press drill a 
good practice? 
4. Will soybeans with a different type of growth habit 
respond differently - like branching type (Corsoy) ; 
a thin line (Wells ; or a semi-dwarf (Gnome)? 
Methods and Procedures 
October 22, 1980 
April 24, 1981 
May 14, 1981 
May 22, 1981 
July 1, 1981 
August 3 ,  1981 
October 15, 1981 
Area was fall plowed. No fertility added 
at this time. 
- Sprayed area with Treflan at 1. 5 pints 
per acre and tandem disked i�.mediately. 
- Field cultivated diagonally to disking 
- Planted all row spacing and varieties 
Varieties, Corsey, Wells and Gnome 
Row Spacings - 30 11 , 20 11 , 7 11 and skip row 
- Cultivated first time in all spacings 
except 7 inch. 
- Hail storm 
- Combined all plots 
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Table 28. Comparison of Row Spacings and Varieties on Yield 
of Soybeans 
Row Spacing Plants Bu . of 
Variety in inches Per Acre Soybeans/acre 
Wells 7 112,000 2 6  
Wells 20 102 �000 31 
Wells 30 65,000 2 4  
Wells 15" Skip Row 71,000 25 
Corsoy 7 130,000 32 
Corsoy 20 96,000 37 
Corsoy 30 61,000 3 3  
Corsoy 15° Skip Row 7 3,000 35 
Gnome 7 106,000 33 
Gnome 20 76,000 4 1.f  
Gnome 30 58,000 33 
Gnome 15 11 Skip Row 53,000 3 8  
Di.&cu��io:n .an.d In-ra.rlll'eta't-ion o! Table 28 
There was a wide variation in stand counts arter the hail 
storm. From appearances, the Gnome variety had the most hail 
damage. The low stand counts in the Gnome plots are due in 
part to the hail storm. 
The surprising thing was the high yield with relatively low 
stand counts for the Gnome variety. Gnome is a semi-dwarf and 
was selected to do best with high soil fertility, dense stands 
and narrow rows. 
Both Gnome and Corsoy yielded more than the branching thin 
line Wells. 
From the yield data, 20 inch rows appeared to do the best, 
but caution should be used here because some of this apparent 
yield increase could be due to variations in plant populations. 
It will be interesting to see if a semi-dwarf variety can 
compete with established tall varieties in this ear, and to 
determine the conditions where it will give its best performance. 
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11�1. 
I r ' 
BROADCAST VS DR I LLI NG 
SEED FOR OATS 
B. Lawrensen, F .  Shubeck and D. DuBois 
SOUTHEAST FARM 81-11 
Objectives of Experiment 
1 ,  Will seeding oats with a press drill be better than 
broadcasting seed at a little higher rate than the 
drill method? 
2 .  Will there be much difference in stands and tilling 
between the two methods if seeding rates are similar? 
Methods and Procedures 
March 2 0 ,  1981 
April 3, 1981 
May 19 , 1981 
July 7 ,  1981 
- Tandem disked cornstalks 
- Applied 30 + 15 + 0 (oxide) on both drill 
and broadcast plots. Seed was broadcast 
on designated plots then entire area was 
disked and spike-tooth harrowed. Then 
drilled plots were seeded. 
- Sprayed plots with Brominal + at one pint 
per acre. 
- Combined all plots 
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BUS , 
PER 
ACRE 
e o  
F I GURE 4 . EFFECT OF SEEDING METHODS AND 
RATES ON OATS YIELD 
3 4 
BROADCA$1 
RATE BUS/ACRE 
3 
DR I LL 
80 . 8  
Oats yields in this experiment were very good even though 
the early growing season was dry .  
Where seed was broadcast, there was little or no difference 
in yield due to planting rates. 
Where seed was drilled, . there was a consistent increase in 
yield with each increase in planting rate. This is surprising 
because the broadcast method was expected to be more responsive 
to planting rates than drilling. With broadcasting, the seed-soil 
contact may not be as positive or uniform as with the press drill, 
and higher seeding rates are sometimes used to make up this 
expected stand deficiency . At any rate, there were some excel­
lent oats yields with use of the grain drill for conditions that 
prevailed in 198 1 .  
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DATE OF PLANT I NG SMALL GRAI N  
� .• r I , . F. Shubeck, B. Lawrensen, D. DuBois G. Williamson, B. Jurgensen and R. Hanson 
SOUTHEAST FARM 81-12 
Objectives of Ex2eriment 
1. In a year with winter temperatures so mild that tillage 
can be performed in the last week of February, should 
oats, wheat or barley be planted the first week in March? 
2. Would it be better to plant the wheat at this early date, 
but delay seeding of oats and barley? 
3. Would it be better to wait with the seeding of all the 
small grain until normal seeding time, regardless of the 
unseasonable warm early temperatures? 
Methods and Procedures 
Corn silage taken off in fall, then chisel plowed. 
Dates of seeding - March 6, March 12, March 19, March 26, 
April 2, April 10 and April 16 
May 6, 1981 
July 10 , 1981 
July 13, 1981 
July 14, 1981 
July 16, 1981 
July 23 , 1981 
Before each drilling date, area was 
double tandem disked and spike tooth 
harrowed. 
Varieties and seeding rates : 
Noble and Nodway oats - 3.0 bu. per acre 
Eureka Spring Wheat - 1 . 4  bu. per acre 
Larker Barley - 1.7 bu. per acre 
Sprayed all plantings with Brominal + 
at 1 pint per acre. 
Windrowed all wheat, oats and barley, 
except the last planting of wheat 
and barley 
Windrowed remaining plots 
Combined all oats plots 
Combined all barley plots 
Combined all wheat plots 
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Table 29 . Date of Planting 
Planting 
Dates 
March E 
March 12 
March 19 
March 25 
April 
April 10 
April 16 
Small Grain 
Small Grain Crops 
Spring Wheat 
13 
17 
21 
21 
25 
33 
3 3  
Oats 
68 
70 
6 8  
69 
67  
67  
69 
n _nd "!11".:e.!"IC��::E. cio;1 0 :- Table 2 9  
- Bu/Acre 
Barley 
22 
2 6  
21 
21 
25 
40 
4 3  
The latter part of February was so warm and dry that the 
surface soil was not frozen. Several inquiries were received 
regarding the planting of small grain this early. No 
information was available for such early planting in this area. 
It was decided to initiate an experiment with several dates of 
planting, so that if these very unusual conditions ever 
developed again, we would have some data on which to base 
recommendations. 
Noble oats was planted on the first four planting dates. 
For the last three planting dates an earlier oat, Nodway 70 
was planted. Varieties were constant for all planting dates 
with both wheat and barley. 
The usual recommendation for date of planting spring 
wheat, is to plant it as soon in the spring as you can prepare 
the seedbed . Under normal conditions, this may be good advice, 
but with the abnormal warm and dry spring of 1981, it would have 
been planted too early for maximum production. Results from 
this one abnormal year indicate that it 's  better to plant wheat 
closer to the normal planting date. 
Barley results were similar to those with wheat. Very 
early planting dates with 1981 conditions were not as successful 
as normal planting dates. 
With oat s, where the first four planting dates a mid­
season oat (Noble) was used and the last three dates and early 
oat (Nodway 70) was used, results were somewhat different. 
Yields were practically the same for all planting dates. Yields 
of oats were not depressed quite as much as wheat and barley 
when planted very early. Remember that these results are only 
for one year. If temperatures had been more severe in the 
40 
latter part of March and the first of April, wheat may have 
survived better than the oats. 
'IO S!.!lI'l :_ "t Up 
ii: m.a y rro t ; 1t-.ra}":; 
- \:·..;F!• �C.� _:,_"' 
!.r.!!r !!.:Hie -;;t; ! 
. . . _=..,���·� .::...ner.Ea�e� ���kS� 
yields. 
Table 30A. Effect of Planting Date on Kernel Grade of 
Larker Barley 
Date 
March 
March 
of 
6 
In.format ion Ccmoilc� h,� Phil Price 
Kernel Distribution 
Planting 7 / 64 6/64 5/64 
27. 1 46.0 22. 7 
12 28.2 50.0 19.3 
March 19 25. 1 51. 9 19.2  
March 25 36.6 43.7  16. 6 
April 2 35. 3 44.l 17.0 
April 10 19.6 45.8 27.2 
�ril 16 18. 9  47. 9 27. 6 
:-AN 
4. 3 
2. j 
3.8 
3.1 
3.6 
7.4  
5.6  
but: 
�- ' f-'- ....__,, ,.;,.,.- "'14-rl t d=-r-.:. --;.... � ., +• ,...&. t-.;.._,,.r-: -i - ,........,-..1:i·n':'!" .... Ja,Jl r-.. 'e'...1.. ;i � .. ..J.... .... t � ... - . '-.........- .. ----'- � .--.i--,; .-.g 6• �'-" --.;.. 
7 / -.1\1 P,�\L :.ht: fHll:�f:n� E!.""\=t:...i.ng 6/6 11 g!;.n-5 6 6  or Y.'-£!..1.• _plU.m.! � 
wh..:._J"_ 1 ,;::rrv=- �= zhf:! ma_,,.. .:.rtg. indu..., -:--�· ' .s  !'!!;,_.!.!,•@Jlli.t;l_ :o: � 
premium. 
T.�e t ...antng d�T� "i:"h==.-:: &-vc -;:J-.,a;.. highest percent plump 
\(!!�· M-rc-r . '"'  ..,,.ri-t, BO.,; ia.�� .Ap:ill with 7 9. 4\ plump. 
1-'e.rcen-c c-! kf!�la� s �adi.1g - ,5 ... dropped off sharply when 
�lart t!t1 Wr:'5 d.�!a'l�rl ro April ..i. C .  
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Table 30B .  Effect of Small Grain Planting 
Test Weight and Protein* 
Date of Seeding 
Test Weight 
Barley Oats Sp . Wheat 
March 6 47 35 5 5  
March 12 47 34 56 
March 19 l.f.7 3 5  5 5  
March 25  4 7  3 3  SS  
April 2 48 35 55  
April 10 46 34  so 
April 16 45 30  48 
*Data collected by Crop Performance Testing 
rfi5.aus-r..:..ior1 ru'.l.d In�=- re�-:iwr. D: Table 30B  
Date on 
% Protein 
S_prin& Wheat 
17. 5 
16 .1  
16.4 
15 . 2  
16.4 
16 . 2  
16 . 9  
Group , SDSU 
Test weights for barley , oats and spring wheat were neither 
lowered nor increased by very early planting . When planting 
was delayed until April 16 , some decrease in test weights 
were observed . 
Percent protein in spring wheat planted very early was 
as high or higher than spring wheat planted at normal dates . 
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OTHER CULTURAL PRACT ICE EXPER IMENTS 
Fred E. Shubeck 
SOUTHEAST FARM 81-13 
There were some additional experiments perfon\ed, but 
not reported because of their vulnerability to hail damage. For 
example, in the experiment with simulated hail damage on 
sunflowers, the simulated mechanical damage was performed on 
buds, leaves and stems, then the real hail storm came. This 
left the simulated damage plus the real hail damage without 
any undamaged plots to compare to. Some of the unreported 
experiments are listed below:  
1. Simulated hail damage on sunflowers - In 
cooperation with the South Dakota Research and 
Development CoJrunittee under the auspices of the 
National Crop Insurance Association. 
2. Effect on corn yield by clipping leaves of corn 
plants at 5 leaf stage. 
3. Interseeding of soybeans in oats. 
4. Saving hybrid corn seed for replanting from 
a two parent cross, a three parent cross and 
a four parent cross. 
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A COMPAR I SON OF SEVERAL 
SO I L  TEST I NG LABORATORY FERT IL I ZER RECOMMENDAT IONS 
R .  Gelderman ,  P. Carson , P. Fixen and B Lawrensen 
PLANT SCI ENCE 81-14 
Many soil test laboratory services are available to South 
Dakota. Although accurate figures are not available, it is 
estimated 20- 3 0  percent of the soil samples taken in South 
Dakota are tested by conunercial laboratories. Most of the 
remainder of the samples are tested by the state t s land grant 
college laboratory located at South Dakota State University at 
Brookings. Some samples are tested by bordering state 
universities. 
The purpose of a soil testing laboratory is to evaluate the 
nutrient status of a soil and provide a fertilizer reomrnendation 
to meet the nutrient needs of the crop. This recommendation 
must also be economical. It must be profitable to fertilize the 
crop . 
Variations in fertilizer recommendations between laboratories 
have been known for some time. These variations are a concern 
to many . These differences may be due to at least two factors : 
( 1 )  a difference in analysis results, or ( 2 )  a difference in 
philosophy of recommendation. In either case, the final evalu­
ation is to be made by the plant yields and profit per acre. 
The obj ectives of this experiment were to make comparisons 
of soil test recommendations from several laboratories. The 
effect of the recommendations on yield and fertilizer costs per 
acre are also to be evaluated. 
Methods and Procedures 
The experiment was conducted at the Southeast Experiment 
farm j ust to the east of the office building. The soil at this 
site was an Egan silty clay loam. Egan soils are well drained 
silty clay loams that formed in silty drift over glacial till. 
The area was in corn the year before and was spring plowed. A 
yield goal of 110 bushel/acre corn was set for the experiment . 
A composite soil sample was taken from the area, carefully 
mixed, dried, divided and sent to the various labs. None of the 
labs, including the SDSU lab, were aware that these samples were 
to be used as the basis for a comparative study. The samples 
were divided into 0-6 11 and 6-24 11 samples to evaluate nitrate­
nitrogen. All fertilizer reco"'"i7!ended by each lab was assumed to 
be needed and applied. The fertilizer was broadcast and worked 
into the soil before planting. 
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Laboratories were simply labeled A, B, c ,  etc. Fertilizer 
cos ts W'e:r- �� !.mA7llC. <=-· F'"'a.g;P":1 ,.,.a.....:.a b'I .--..:s:nN�rs "l.D i:-ilr- !::i� i.:ng , 
l SS�. ?h�y �r� set G� � F� ��und basis as follows : 
Nitrogen z $.22  per lb N 
Phosphorus = $ .27  per pound P2o 5 
Potassium = $. 12 per lb K
2
0 
Sulfur = $ . 3 3  per lb S 
Zinc = $. 97 per lb Zn 
These values were used to calculate fertilizer costs per acre, 
although these values did not include application costs per acre. 
'T-'rt; 'i:r; .. �:n:a Yi:-a...: =r:-an5"'-ct :..i a .:"and :,.cu.r.ed C'om:;;-�-e .a: ck 
. -=S"ir..1 • .rl!.. th .:>j1.J1. t e:J;, ... ii:a-:-iJ.r.s- The plots were harvested by hand 
with ear mid-section samples taken for moisture. Ear leaf 
a::.nrles Jc_ � Lu.J..-e:r r; ,:,. : � J.d.r..g .. b_.,.. -ara! •• ��s ii!" ni:l� -!:.tm.pL. -� u-
rh...L; t J JO? I 
The variety used was Pioneer 3388. It was planted Ha.Jt 11 .,,. 1 .aa_ . 
Results 
T;; ..s:narii....;.., thl? az-A, y&!..o r.i!:iu.l �-t. ,;:!:O!ll :..ne 11.ariGt';I la..Ds �"'Er� 
-Imi:=.1.1 {T3D�-:: .:: • =�-v . .:a-= ....... a,:-!..:..ns ,1:l.:.!.!L --11 i er:;:i.t..v b-="-w ''rl 
labs (Table 32 ) .  Fertilizer cost varied from a low of $15.30/ 
acre to a high of $48. 46/acre. 
Yields were excellent and surpassed the 110 yield goal. No 
significant yield differences were found between treatments. The 
yield for the check treatment was approximately midway between 
the yield range of 137-146 bu/A. 
Because no significant differences in yield were found, 
laboratory comparisons should be made on the basis of cost of 
.. • 
i..- -"'- 3\i.2'1! '-" - .... er+:. .:::.::-� =·TvJ;re...:i:'; . - :05 ;""'p;:'e.T"': -:: .. .i.ar !l'J:l� C': 
�h,..:. .:�N:1.:..�;:?' m.::l:'!".i.�t'fi � =-=-�-::mrrnded here increased grain yield 
or profits. However, fertilizer additions and their effect on 
yields need to be evaluated for many years. With this in mind, 
these plots will be continued. Individual plots will be sampled 
and sent to the respective laboratory for continued evaluation 
of fertility programs. 
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Table 3 1 .  Soil Tests From Experiment Site. 
s. r"R.>< ':] . .... ...:1r;;i£01. S'!UD'! .;. . 
1981 CORN 
:.....,.BORATORY 
Measurement SDSU A B c 
Nitrate-N #A-2' 96 60 107 5 5  
O . M. %  3. 1 3. 4 3.4 3. 5 
Phosphorus # /A 35 3 0  26 241; 
Potassium fl /A 810 58  0 2000 764  
pH 7 . 2  6. 6 6.8 6. 8 
Salts mmho. cm 0. 8 0. 35 0. 17 
Zinc ppm 1 .  5 3  1. 3 1 .  3 1 .  6 0  
Iron ppm 43. 5 57.3 37 76. 2 
Manganese ppm 45.4  26.3 20 38.2 
Copper ppm 2. S l .  7 1 .  5 2.00 
Sulfur (So4 ) ppm 8 8 +  12 10 8. 2 
Boron ppm 15 1 .  6 0.88 
Magnesium ppm 8 7 9  8 8 0  574 6 3 8  
Calcium ppm 3 3 8 4  3200 2240 2 6 4  5 
Sodium ppm 30 6 8  
CEC meq/lOOg 24. l  18. 5 2 0  
*Mechlich test 
Table 32. Suggested Fertilizer Recommendations for 
110 bu/A Corn 
jj 
32 
7 68 
6 . 9 
2 . 0 
-ill'---
9 
Pounds of Ferti:..::. .:,..._ P:..:._!'r.J'r:_n:L..: 1.:  ldt:-7=:!".- -·!'V 
Fertilizer SDSU A B C D 
Nitrogen lb/A 4 5  
: .1' sr . .u.- . LJ A F O, - � '! ; I", "' =- ::_ " · • r _::: .._ �, u 
Sulfur lb/A O 
Z inc lb/A O 
Fert. Cost/A $ 15.30 
90 100 102 
10 10 0 
0 3 0 
$48.30 $48. 4 6  $34. 0 5  
1 1 0  = 
0 
0 
$36. 35 
Table 33. Yields in Bushels of Corn Produced Per Acre. 
CHECK 
Laboratory SDSU A B C D (no fert. appl . )  
Yield bu/ Ai', 137 146 145  13 9 141 141 
*Yields were not significantly different at the . 0 5  level. 
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EFFECT OF DEGREE OF T I LLAGE 
ON NEED FOR ADDED PHOSPHORUS 
P .  Fixen , R. Gelderman , F. Shubeck , B. Lawrensen, 
P. Carson , R. Nettleton , R. Narem and R. Assmus 
PLANT SCIENCE 81-15 
Early growth of corn on fallow land has often been 
observed to be slow. Corn plants frequently exhibit purple 
color associated with phosphorus deficiency. It has been 
known for many years that application of phosphorus fertilizer 
at planting time with a planter equipped with a fertilizer 
attachment will greatly improve the early growth of corn and 
will sometim e s  increase yield . The cause or causes of this 
poor early growth after fallow are not clearly understood. 
Observations made at the Southeast Experiment Farm in 1977 
indicated that degree of tillage may influence the need for 
added phosphorus .  These plots were established in 1 978 with 
hail destroying them in July of that year , which resulted in a 
partial fallow for the entire area. 
The obj ectives of this experiment are to determine what 
effect the degree of tillage has on the need for added phosphorus 
and to determine if high yields can be obtained and maintained 
with limited tillage under South Dakota growing conditions .  
Methods and Procedures 
The experiment is located on an Egan silty clay loam 
(Udic haplustoll )  northeast of the office building at 
the Southeast Experiment Farm. Egan soils are deep, 
friable , well-drained silty clay loams developed in 
a silty cap over glacial till. Soil samples were 
taken in the spring of 1981 to a depth of 4 feet , but 
the analyses are not yet completed. The tests on the 
soil samples taken from the experimental area in the 
spring of 198 0 are reported in Table 34.  
These tests are averages of samples taken from the 
O+O+O  treatment plots in each tillage treatment area. 
The supply of available phosphorus is at such a level 
that yield increases from added phosphorus are not 
likely when corn is grown under a normal tillage 
program. The potassium supply is high. A comparison 
of the tests made for each of the tillage treatments 
show that the treatments for one year did not greatly 
effect the soil test values. 
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Table 34. Soil Tests on Samples* Taken in the Spring of 1980 
From the Tillage Plots. 
Sol. 
Tillage 
Treatment 
Depth** 
(inches) 
N03-N 
lb/A 
O . M .  
i 
P K pH Salts 
lb/A lb/A mmho/cm Texture 
Fallow 0-24 185 2.7 
0-48 256 
31 673 6. 5 . 9  Silty 
Clay Loam 
Continuous 0-24 143 2 , 8  20 6 3 8  6 . 8  1 . 1  Silty 
0-48 23 8 Clay Loam 
Corn-Oats 0-24 155 2.8 29 693 6 .6 .75 Silty 
0-48 223 
No-Till 0-24 201 
0-48 28 9 
2. 7 727 6.9 1 .  5 
Clay Loam 
Silty 
Clay Loam 
* The O+O+O  treatments were the only plots sampled, * �·, The designation 11depth 11 applied to the N03-N test only. 
All other tests were made on the 0-6 11 depth sample. 
2. The methods of tillage used in the experiment are : 
(a ) .  No tillage (Waffle Coulter). 
(b). Corn grown in a corn-oat rotation (Conventional 
tillage). 
(c). Continuous corn (plow, disk, plant ) .  
(d). Fallow-corn rotation (stubble plowed, kept black, 
and disked before planting). 
3. Fertilizer application was the same on all plots. The 
total amounts of applied fertilizer are as follows : 
Pounds per acre of 
N+Pz05+ K20 
100+ 0+20 
100+10+20 
100+20+20 
100+30+20 
100+40+20 
100+60+20 
These treatments provide six rates of phosphorus appli� 
cation plus a constant amount of added nitrogen and 
potassium. Ten pounds of the nitrogen, all of the 
phosphorus and the potassium were applied with the 
fertilizer attachment on the planter at planting time. 
The remainder of the nitrogen fertilizer was applied as 
a broadcast application before planting. The oat and 
fallow plots were not fertilized. 
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4. All plots were planted on May 7, 1981, at a rate of 
18 , 000 seeds per acre. The variety used was Pioneer 
3388. Lasso II granules and Furadan were applied with 
the planter at recommended rates. 
5. onvt! rr�l :mc=l. till,ag� is eor ride-re-1. to hr.: a �e,qu�"'\tP -,:. 
ohuppin, s.:-� ks r..n plow in J 3 -:i � - ' :- o_. !c:.:::.. 2)  
and rl:s' i�g -�� drugging b,fore planting in the spring . 
6. !;;:, ' rr  Jlved · ;-_ 1 = = Waf.="le Ccu1-r-e.r ju t ; ea11 
of the planter and no other <:::...!..:.!1.3B �x::::pt .: �!· one 
cultivation for weed control. 
7 .  Ear leaf plant samples were taken on July 2 3, but have 
not yet been analyzed. 
Results and Discussion 
The quantity of surface residue and the amount of the soil 
surface covered by residue is shown in Table 35 for each 
system. The corn-fallow and corn-oats systems resulted in 
about 200- 2 50 lbs/A of surface residue which covered 4 -5% of 
the surface. As expected, the no-till system resulted in much 
greater surface residue, about 2 , s o o  lbs/A, and covered 24% 
of the surface . 
Cne Ol tne �ru-:!.. '�!'!.!?a.=- �=a�-
dsec!'c - .:;: in oil t" ... , ,iJ-!"'c.-. 
�;,a.; 'the so::Ll �c.'Tlp.,.,,..?-.::u'!'c .:n 
2eoE �lo�, tt � amta:l't!a,,-_y . ll�d ;3;ys,:ei:... 
iXJt:enti..al ro d{! _t ��!1e nun io:n p,td � s:.n;;;- • 
i:;  d.i��==--Y lnfl ·encif:u hv awl - 'ta!pc:r�tl.r!'e .  
Bulk density in each of the systems is  reported in Table 
2.7 . :n �h· '.J- '' --•- :.-.», , • - I ,r- .:L
"'n gr-!!: .n- •4i1:..l-t 
no-�ii l  .��n wi th �he otha ayGLD�u - This.hes h��n noc�d y 
r:-, un�· .. -::: d -:- • "" .:. : e -. . e 
loosening action from moldboard plowing. Compaction is removed __ ,, � =- :...... 1 '°'I i:i-:: , - r, s: �tL:.C... tu- is . ..  -
.;2.-=- ,_:;.._ l.  "" -=�.,. · ... -: c - - n .i�nea1::1 -h-� p:ow -Yor 
appeared less with no-till than -ti "t"he c�nvcmtiona: till- ge 
,• .--t-"l:l-, . r=sc- , ....... _ .::r • _ ftl.., h -hF no- t:5.l1 s7·.:-c ..... 'TI r.ia}' 
.;,.e . ;h_ c:,u.1cE of .:h� ?."e�c---d G b.,:oil eomp_e., ;or • . 
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Table 35. Surface Residue in Four Tillage/Cropping Systems , 
S. E .  Fa_ .. , 1981. 
i of soil surface covered 
soon after planting* 
Surface residue, 
lbs/A 6/26/81 
Surface residue 
lbs/A 8/ 12/81 
Tillage/Cropping System 
Corn after Corn after Cont. Corn 
Fallow Oats conv. no-till 
4.0 5.0 7. 0 24. 0 
275 232 553 2491 
286 1247 455 2672 
*Based on photographic technique .  
Table 36. Soil Temperature in No-Till and Conventionally 
Tilled Corn at the S. E. Far.r 1981 
Date 
6/29 
6/30 
7 / 1  
7/2 
7/6 
7/7 
7/8 
7/9 
7/10 
7/13 
7/14 
7/15 
7/16 
7/17 
7/20 
7/21 
7/22 
7/23 
7/24 
Tillage* 
Conv . No-Till 
75.5 
79. 5 
79. 0 
77. 0 
76. 5 
77. 5 
78. 0 
77 . 0 
80.0 
84. 0 
84.5 
77. 5 
7 5. 0 
80. 5 
74. 0 
74. 0 
74.0 
72. 0 
fO - - -
74. 5  
75 . 0  
75. 0 
73. 5 
76 . 0  
73. 0 
76 . 0  
74 . 0 
77. 0 
79 . 0  
81. 5 
77. 5 
75.0 
78 . 5  
7 S .  0 
7 1 .  5 
73.0 
7 2 .  5 
72. 0 
Date 
7/27 
7/28 
7/29 
7/30  
7/31 
8/3  
8/5 
8/6 
8/7 
8/10 
8/11 
8/12 
8/13 
8/14 
8/17 
8/19 
8/20 
8/21 
8/28 
Avg . 
Tillage 1' 
Cony , No-Till 
63. 0 
63. 5 
65 . 0  
66.5 
70 . 5  
76.0 
wet 
76. 5 
71 . 0 
70.5 
73.0 
76. 0 
rain 
77 . S  
67.0 
72.5 
73.0 
7 6 .  0 
68 . 0  
74 . 3  
ro - - -
64. 0 
63.5 
65 . 0  
66. 0 
69.0 
73.0 
74 . 0  
7 4 .  5 
72. 5 
69.0 
71. 0 
7 3 . 0  
rain 
74 . 0  
67. 0 
69.0 
70. 0  
74 . 0  
67.5 
72.6 
:'c ·remperature at 4" depth in the row at 3-4 :  00 p . m .  
in Rep 4, 100-20-20 treatment (Thermocouples 4 and 8 ) .  
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Table 37. 
Depth 
inches 
0-8 
Bulk Density* in Four Tillage/Cropping Systems, 
S. E. Farm, 1981. 
Tillage/Cropping System 
Corn after Corn after Cont. Corn 
Fallow Oats Co!'l' • :· _-:_: 1 
1 . 16 1. 0 6  1.16 1 .  33  
8-16 1 . 37 1.52 1.49 1 . 31 
� Average o� traffic and non-traffic rows on - 2 /81. 
SOi- «A -� thn) 'Eh -he o�sor. is �eporr.:ed �n ' �--� 38 . 
GE:n�r-al y � w-tr.:� �on.:-an�5 ·:,r;:r� si:mi�'!.' th:: 1gh -=h �� aC!Jl t 
hQwever, :h� cgnven�icr..a:..ly ti11ed co.rt:inu�uc corn r��ded �o 
!',.:. 'E ::;l_::: ••. -• r.J.:. e ,...::-c, !:..° .. - - . :;-ni'>� :..)f'-� 5.'V!:�:::a.M . Ih.:..il 
may be due to soil differences between tillage sites. 
C,orn fi!'O•,.,rth und d:ev--::.-!:)n�;, rr:: '!.G G1�:u'i:e!1 i.-. rahl.e l n .  
Corn iJ -th· n-��ill. �ystem wa'!:l slig;-, -Y G.�ort�!' -al'lV in tL2? 
ae��a� -nan corn �� the o�har �ys ams . Na maj� d!.i::'cr ttCe� 
!.n rg;s ,.!?.!J:ng Cli'tes W�e rtPi:ei:1 . 
��-ir {i�ids and rno1sru�e gr� ;e�rcilii in Ta�lE , O a!rl 
Ul.  -Rot. • dp  ;.;ili,ad phos:Ph:n,us did not .ir,il 'iln!:e y:.e_-::. :-Jr gr�in 
m .... t.snl.!' - "" 1981 �d cnly lilino� yield tli!:fer-en�-s ,h • .?
1
� nn-; � 
b� tW�'t';'i, !l.)'S't'IA:i,l� I 
Ta"!ll !;7 sninf:\i\hi=f!.a gr-;3,i- yields over a three year period, 
n\om 19';9- l O 81. J:o yield dif -rences were found between 
pru>sphort.l.!l •rea.:ma..n·� er til 1�g, z;-,. T"'"G� Ju-:-� - t:� tr-=�­
·p;;f.... !:e."iod - Lac.:k o-f P r.=spons0 !:.£ n�t 5\ll"_pr-is.i.�g 5in-i:r UJ£! 
s.c..il ...._ 'Tt P 1€-.·e.!. vm::-ag�d 2'9 lb!;/ A which i!l in .:llc higb 
category. 
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Table 38. Soil Water in Four Tillage/Cropping Systems, 
s .  E. Farm, 1981 
Date 
7 /9  
7 /16 
7 / 22 
7 / 30 
8/6 
8/14 
8/22 
8/29 
9/5 
9/12 
9/26 
Avg. 
I rr � ... ;::" C r . _Jt r r 
· Fallow Oats 
18. S 
14. 8  
15.0 
14. 9  
15. 6 
15. 2 
14. 5 
14. 5 
14. 4 
14. 6  
13. 7 
15.1 
17. 5 
13. 7 
11.J . 8 
11+ . 6 
15. 4 
14. 9 
14. '-1-
14. 4 
14. 2 
14. 3 
1 3. 9  
14. 7  
16.8 
15.9 
17.0 
16. 9 
15. 3 
16.9 
16. 5 
16.4 
16.l 
16. 3 
15. 4  
16. 3 
- - -
19. 3 
14. 3  
11.J . 8  
14. 7  
15.1 
14.8 
14 . 4 ·  
14.4 
llL 3  
14. 5  
13.9 
15.0 
* Total water in 6 11-53 11 profile based on neutron 
-:obe readings. Average volumetric water contents 
can be calculated by dividing given numbers by 47 
(Example : 15. l + 4 7  = 32. 1\ ) .  
Table 39. Corn Growth and Development in Four Tillage/ 
Cropping Systems, S.E. Farm, 1981. 
T.: .;...�-- L'" !")OI.:J,. • nj; i•••:rt rut'.' 
Corn a �e..a. � � - �---:::- t�nt . Corn 
Plant height, 6/16/81 
inches 
Plant height, 7 /22/81 
inches 
% tasseled, 7 / 16/81 
% tasseled . 7 /22/81 
* Measurements not taken. 
Fallow Oats Cc.JN .  �:u -TJ.11 
26 26 27 22 
108 94 95 90 
66 0 54 � 
8 9  8 4  81 88 
...� 
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Table 40. Influence of Row Applied P on Grain Yield in 
Four Tillage/Cropping Systems, S.E. Farm, 1981. 
Phosphorus 
An:e.:i�d� 
V:1tr;s t"6a7A 
0 
10 
20 
3 0  
40 
60 
Average 
Avg. Pop. 
P Soil Test 
(lbs/A) 
136 
129 
122 
127 
129 
129 
129 
17,200 
31 
122 
124 
120 
119 
121 
118 
121 
16,100 
29 
Continuous Corn 
'a�- . I J-.-.HIJ:. j 
120 
126 
131 
123 
129 
125 
126 
16,400 
20 
136 
133 
125 
140 
134 
134 
134 
17,500 
3 5  
129 
128 
125 
127 
127 
125 
* All phosphorus and 20 lbs/A of K20 applied in 2x2 placement. 
Table 41. Influence of Row Applied P on Grain Moisture in 
Four Tillage/Cropping Systems , S.E. Farm, 1981. 
Iil..:!.�g� 'C��n=ing s7s�6!-' 
Corn a '!"'t,_ :;;..,..� �f"E!l"' - • _::_nuous Corn Phosphorus 
AQJ?lied Fallow Oats Conv. No-Till Averai!:. 
P205, lbs/A 
0 
10 
20 
3 0  
40 
6 0  
Avg. 
2 7  
27 
27 
27 
2 7  
27 
27 
- - % 
30 
2 9  
28 
29 
30 
28 
29 
53 
26 
26 
29 
27 
28 
27 
27 
28 
28 
27 
28 
27 
27 
28 
2 8  
28 
28 
28 
28 
27 
Table 42 . Influence of Row Applied P on Grain Yield in Four 
Tillage/Cropping Systems, S.E. Farm, 1979-1981. 
Phosphorus 
AEElied 
P, lbs/A 
0 
10 
20 
30 
4 0  
60 
Avg . 
* Average of 
-..:..2.1.aEI\./(!.. • ! � - ._ ........  ,:..J _  
Corn a'F,;.;: C .r:-. �1-::-er 
Fallow Oats 
- - - - - - - - -bu/A"-
121 113 
120 122 
117 117 
126 115 
122 120  
121 114 
121 117 
197 9 ,  198 0 ,  and 1981. 
5 4  
5V5"CE1. 
Z!ot1 t:Guous Corn 
�1i'I", 
- - - -
115  
116 
120  
114 
123 
120 
118 
, :,:_ ..-.:i-..L:.-
- - - -
121 
118 
116 
123 
119 
119 
119 
Ave-�'f1.� 
118 
119 
118 
120 
121 
119 
RESIDUAL POTASSIUM STUDY 
� . Gelderman, P. Fixen, P. Carson and B. Lawrensen 
PLANT SC I ENCE 81-16 
This study was initiated in 1 9 6 5 .  No yield data has been 
taken since 1969. Yields were taken in 19 81. 
Objectives 
1. To determine potassium soil test levels after ten years 
of continuous cropping . 
2. To determine residual potassium effect on yields .  
Methods and Materials 
The experiment is located east of the office building on 
an Egan silty clay loam. Egan soils are relatively well 
drained silty clay loams that developed from a silty cap over 
glacial till. 
The experimental 
'.'"_T� n-r-:; � \ I I  ) 
ap pl.ii:d I ::;.ff ( ) 
design consisted of three separate ,=··· I ,.  - • - ( I � - ·.r .. :" !l 
Th!! � ra:t WEr .. 
ov�r. � .. Oli- Vl!..!l.r � d �t��t!n �9�-- ri=-arrner.t Cbl  #�­
�,r� ad -a ,-r ;irf4 �-·e:a •,rir'-.:.. -pp .: 2-d . 
was repeated eight times. 
:-.!. ne r �ai:- ;-a,;, pl.:;-.. ,: l : Ma "1 �  19El . -�so wa5 1'3.rd-;d -a-. z-l=- r:iri -1m�= and r,.� n _ - e� . -.. a= a::- : !!i.  ..... "'--wnTm 
caused a serious lodging problem at this site. Forty feet of 
row was harvested from each plot. Ear mid-section samples were 
taken for moisture determination. 
Results 
Average yield of corn for 1981 is shown in Table 43.  In 
addition, the mean potassium soil test levels are shown in 
Table 43. The yield difference due to potassium treatments 
were not significant. Soil test levels increased with addition 
of added potash as would be expected. 
In summary, it appears added potassium after ten years of 
cropping had no effect on corn yields. This would be expected 
since the potassium level (606) is considered high. 
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Table 43 . Corn Yields and Soil Test Levels of the Residual 
Potassium Experiment , S .  E .  Farm, 1981 .  
Yield1'dn': Soil Test 
Treatment 1 9 8 1  197 9  
lb K') O/A b'J./ A lb/A K 
0 115 6 0 6  
2 0 0 0 1: 117 8 6 0  
6 0 �h\' 114 7 2 5  
* Broadcast 5 0 0#/A  for 4 years . * *  Band applied 15#/A for 4 year s .  
Yield 
1 9 6 5 - 1 9 6 9 (Av e )  
bu/A 
105  
9 8  
1 0 6  
* * * Yields were not significantly different due t o  treatment . 
Plots were begun in 19 6 5 . 
5 6  
•• I t . . 
L ectives 
EFFECTS OF APPL I ED N ITROGEN ON N ITRATE 
ACCUMULATION I N  THE SOI L  PROF I LE 
P. Fixen, R. Gelderman , F .  Shubeck, B. Lawrensen, 
P. Carson, R. Nettleton, R. Narem and R. Assmus 
PLANT SCI ENCE 81-17 
1. Study and record the effects of rates of nitrogen 
addition on the accumulation and movement of N03-N 
in the soil profile. 
2. Determine the effect of large amounts of nitrogen 
fertilizer on the pH of the soil. 
3. Measure the effects of the treatments on the nitrogen 
concentration in the leaves. 
4. Determine effects of the treatments on nitrogen 
concentration in the entire plant at maturity. 
Materials and Methods 
l. This experiment is located on a Viborg silty clay 
loam on the southeast corner of the Southeast Experi­
ment Farm. Viborg soils are deep, friable, moderately 
well-drained, silty clay loam soils developed in a 
silty cap over glacial till. The water table 
fluctuates from 3-7 feet in this area. 
2 ,  Two experiments are involved in this study, one 
involving a number of low rate N applications and the 
other a sequence of high N applications. The 
experiments are adjacent and related. The high rate 
experiment began in 1969. The low rate experiment 
began in 1975. 
3. Soil samples in the heavy rates of application were 
taken to a depth of 6 feet each year since 1969, except 
in 1979 when they were taken to a depth of 4 feet 
because of wet soil conditions. The N03-N is reported 
to a depth of 4 feet in 1980. The samples are only 
being taken to a depth of 4 feet in the low rate 
experiment. 
4. The samples were dried as soon as possible after taking, 
in a forced air oven at a temperature not to exceed 
115° f. 
5. Nitrate-nitrogen was determined by the n-phenol-di­
sulphonic acid method until 1973. Since then the 
nitrate electrode method has been used. 
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6 .  The longer duration experiment with high rates of 
nitrogen is in its thirteenth year . The nitrogen 
fertilizer used has been arrunonium nitrate. The 
..w:::..:.-C.:..:...n... :..r -"'I s c: = � .... 'J. ) ;-r...,__ _ {..., � lbs: A) l..&1\'il! 
!'cm.ai�f!d co.:i��::n: :.in ::-c-h e.x;_:;r-;; -:m�-s- .  .I\� -;:1-:,T.:: 
except the O+O+O  treatment have received the same 
amounts of P and K .  
7. Leaf samples were taken for analysis when the corn was 
in the early silk stage of growth. The leaf opposite 
and below the ear was taken for the samples. Leaves 
were dried in a forced air oven, ground, and nitrogen 
content determined by the Kjeldahl method. 
8 .  Grain and silage yields were not determined in 1980 due 
to a late hail storm. In 1981, silage and grain yields 
were measured and a sample of silage was taken from 
each plot for moisture and nitrogen determinations.  
Results and Discussion 
The influence of applied nitrogen on soil nitrate levels 
in the spring of 1980 after fertilization and in the fall of 
1980 after the growing season is reported in Tables 4 4  and 4 5 .  
The treatments shown in Table 4 4  have been applied for 12 years, 
,,..ti�!� t l�.S!: ..:n '.Z.:.t..1:Lt; J t.  .'l3 .,., .n-f, �PT]"'ili:I �n- -n, y = ,�;.J'L.. - , 
Th.ere.fcir? , Th'=' tl a  _,  If.. �c..,-= 1-- Tcttl1.;. ... s n�::; r�SU- 1:-.:l'l ii, 
much lower soil nitrates than the 80 lb/A treatment in Table 44. 
Figure 5 shows the change in total nitrate in the 0-4 ft. 
profile over the cropping season (S80-F80). This change may 
reflect differences in nitrogen uptake by the corn crop between 
treatments. Although the experiment was hailed out, the 
ni TI OK_iITJ -;;i:i k�n �p lJ .. l:-a ::;.:: .70 pl ..i.\".r t- ft�e S �tlJ. Jll "'10,..lJ I',., t y:-'"'"t 
M"e �.2.n � ntnl.y !""���:.ned i;o .;n� Gail n:::."C"i:;1:i= .r�s�·,o-:t' , 
Apparently, uptake increased until the 300-500 lbs/A 
range was reached, after which a decrease is indicated . This 
may have been caused by nutrient imbalance in the plant that 
resulted in less growth . Of course, this is speculation since 
no yield determinations were made . It will be pointed out 
later, however, that a yield depression did occur at high 
nitrate levels in 1981. 
Figure 6 depicts the nitrate distribution for the high 
rates study in the fall of 1980. The highest nitrate levels 
are found between 24 and 30� ; however, the 240 lb . rate has 
significantly increased nitrate levels to a depth of at least 
six feet. The relative decrease in nitrate levels in the 
12-18" zone likely reflect crop uptake since greatest removal 
probably occurred in this zone . 
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Grain yield and silage yield response is shown in 
Table 46. The grain yield response is also depicted in 
Figure 7. This graph shows that approximately 150 lbs/A of 
total nitrogen ( N03-N + fertilizer N) was adequate at this 
location in 1981 and resulted in about 110 bu/A. This agrees 
with our current recommendations for corn which also indicate 
149 lbs of N for a yield goal of 110 bu/A. 
There also appeared to be a yield depression at the 
highest nitrogen rates. Plant analysis may clarify this effect, 
but they are not completed at this time. 
?h� :r:n��.e� or Ap _ _  t=.,I -i:_ ...... - l• .Q.1" - : "et1. 
�e-� r �r -:-LE .'\m , - of Nitrate Present in the 
Soil Profile in the Spring and Fall of 1980 
( H igh Rates ) .  
N Applied Annually, lbs/A**  
0 80 160 2�0 
Increment s----.� s F s r s F 
0-6 
6-12 
12-18 
18-24 
24-30 
30-36 
36-42 
42-48 
48-54 
54-60 
60-66 
66-72 
0-24 
0-48 
0-72 
21 19 
11 8 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
S 6 
8 6 
9 7 
19 8 
22  9 
22  10 
1 5  8 
4 0  37 
66 61 
144 96 
104 38 
23  31 
22 19 
31 16 
44 28  
44 30 
36 2 9  
34 26 
2 8  24 
28 21 
2 3  18 
2 0  1 1.4  
180 104 
338 217 
4 37 294 
166 87 
70 7 5  
74 70 
9 6  96 
102 107 
10 5 91 
97 74 
90 65  
72  47 
57  32 
40 24 
30 17 
406 328 
800 665 
999 785 
1 57 
77 
55 
91 
96 
10 5 
150 
139 
79 
66 
46 
36 
380 
870 
1097 
114 
7 5  
6 8  
104 
1 57 
124 
103 
94 
8 6  
66 
5 3  
38 
361 
839 
1082 
112 65  
4 5  47 
39 41  
56 5 5  
62 74 
6 5  63 
7 3  53 
6 8  4 8  
50 41  
43  32 
33 26 
2 5  19 
252 208 
519 446 
669 564 
*S = Ss!:mt ed. l n _pring (fl'.iii:y): F .:: Sample· in Fall { f;ovamb�r,). 
** Treatments have been applied for the past 12 years (1968-
1980). 
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:"�le S.  Th-c l.tl?.illIDce Oi" �i>P l..iicl t! .. 6 _gen ov � .a S ":"=a:r 
:>"cr _:._c...j .'.}l'I - � am�..inl. .JI ta7.r�� ?r•ta!E: •• ,: i-:a th@ 
Soil Profile in the Spring and Fall of 1980 
(Low Rates). 
N Annually, lbs/A** Apolied 
Depth 0 20 40 60 8 0  Avera� 
Increment s F� SF s F s F s �r-
i.,c ... �s 
0-6 
6-12 
12-18 
18-24 
24-30 
30-36 
36-42 
42-48 
0-24 
0-48 
13 
9 
s 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
31 
4 7  
16 32 14 
9 15 8 
5 6 5 
4 4 4 
4 4 4 
3 4 3 
3 44 4 
4 4 5 
34 57 31 
4 8  7 3  47 
- 6 
Vr:.. 3 -� , lEi li� 
59 20 72 
20 12 21 
7 7 9 
5 5 7 
5 4 8 
4 4 8 
5 4 12 
6 5 15 
91 44 109 
111 61 152 
23 
17 
9 
6 
6 
8 
9 
8 
5 5  
8 6  
8 6  3 4  5 2  27 
2 6  28 18 19  
9 16 7 11 
9 9 6 7 
11 6 6 5 
12 6 6 5 
11 7 7 7 
10 7 a 7 
130 8 7  8 3  63 
174 113 110 89 
ic s = Sd11ipled in Spring (May); F = Sampled in Yall (.November) ** Treatments have been applied for the past 5 years 
(1975-1980). 
Taole 46 . The Influence of Applied Nitrogen and Residual 
Nitrate on Yield of Corn Grain and Silage � 
Southeast Experiment Farm, 1981. 
Nl tregen 
! 
.!;;; )l_ qij !-, ::...' 
Grainl/ Tr ia:itr.t...! rr.:.::. c· , ft. 0-4 ft . .. -..... - - - - - - -lbs/A - --- - bu/A 
1 0 34 4 8  76. 9 
2 20 31 47 86. 3  
3 4 0  4 4  61 102 
4 60 5 5  8 6  109 
5 80 87 113 113 
6 80 104 217 105 
7 160 328 665 100 
8 2 4 0  361 839 95 
l1Treatments 1-5 were applied from 197 5-1981 .  
/
Treat�ents 6-8 were applied from 1968-1981 .  
I Samples taken November, 1980. 
IIAt 15.5% moisture, May 6 planting date. 
�!At 60, moisture, May 6 planting date. 
60 
Silage!±/ 
T/A 
14. 9  
15.2 
17. 8 
16. 1 
16 . 3  
18 . 2  
17. 1  
16. 3 
F IGURE 5 .  NET CHANGE I N  SO IL  NIIRATE TO FOUR F�ET 
BETWEEN SPR I NG OF 1980 AND FALL OF 1�80, 
150 
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FIGURE 7 .  Y IELD RESPONSE TO N ITROGEN AT S.  E ,  EXPERIMENT FARM, 1981 (0-24 FT . )  
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RESIDUAL PHOSPHORUS -
GRAIN SORGHUM YIELD RESPONSE 
P. Fixen, R. Gelderman, B. La·.r."ensen, 
P. Carson, R. Nettleton and R. Narem 
PLANT SCIENCE 81-18 
Objectives 
1. Determine the effect or residual fertilizer phosphorus 
�r '-':ot'g 'illfil .. lclJu. 
l .  T:- :i:::1.!.-::0- ,. n<= =a. � �11� 5..-.,i,_ test as phosphorus is 
removed through crop yields. 
Materials and Methods 
1. The experiment is loca�ed on an Egan silty clay loam 
(Udic haplustoll) ' south of the office building at the 
--1..--::J1=:- _x.8 .!..l:•..:..r .. �---:! .  i;-ar 'JC ee-;-, 
B..:.:......:..l ... , .F='--1 ... _.:.n�:i l!Ll .__;:r7 1.� rl�'-'=lo�e-:: i�. a. 
silty cap over glacial till. 
2. This experiment was established in 1964 to study the 
effect of various r�tes of phosphorus (P) fertilizer on 
the yield of corn. From 1964-1967 five rates of P 
(0, 10, 20, 40, and 160 lbs per acre) were broadcast and 
pl-wed down annually. Each of the phosphorus treatments 
wa divided into thirds, with one-third receiving about 
10 lbs of P as a starter fertilizer from 1964 through 
1967, one-third receiving 10 lbs of 2N per acre in 1964 
and 1965 plus 10 lbs of P as a starter, and one�third 
receiving no additional fertilizer. In the spring of 
1978 an additional 13 lbs of P was applied to the plots 
which received zinc in the 1960 ' s. 
3. This land has been in various crops since 1967, such as 
soybeans, sorghum, oats, and alfalfa. The soil on the 
experimental area was sampled in the spring of 1973, 
after the first cutting of alfalfa in 1977, and in the 
spring of 1980. The results of these tests for 
available phosphorus are listed in the accompanying 
Table 47. 
4. After having been planted to alfalfa since 1973, the 
p...ct5 Were r O�,':-- ' r  t ";:,:;: .5. • ..J.. lg �cl, ".' I {Ind We.Te 
planted to corn in 1979 and L, 6 0 - �.htlti.::.1= ha J_ �O!"m!i 
in 1980 prevented yield determinations that year. 
�. The study was planted to grain sorghum on May 29, 1981, 
variety Cenex 310T. Bexton 20G and Furadan lOG were 
banded at planting for weed and greenbug suppression, 
respectively. Nitrogen was applied at 100 lbs/A. 
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Results and Discussion 
Soil test P levels from 1973 to 1980 are reported in 
:';t:1..:..1:: f' .  •1,..��r =-..- � .... �i::;:..:e=. fr::.it ., :ltl a..-l.:±E""' •, .... r1:1..d.:l} 
nu E�il i'"�;n; �n.w-�01 .. "tfl f .;:,l\!)=Ph rus o--:u.f'IT't;!i !:I 'tW!!esJ 1 973 =ni:2 
1;t o .  T'!�'i.� d�on�r::"a:te:.s th� Trer.1-tiJ ,ii:  l. 1f:'erlng ahi:1.��· 
5oils fi-V� �or v !l��lt phosphor�- a- l�w �oil �· t�v�l�. 
n:; $C.:. l C:!:.;, -�· .. ·-;: i.1.=1 � .... rr.:-S .: •• 7;:I .... :... - ( ;  1 - = I fl,E" 1)-f 
added P 1964-1967), the amount of draw-down that occurred 
between 1973 and 1980 increases. At the 320 lb rate, soil P 
decreased 28 lbs in the surface 4 inches from 1973 to 197 7 and 
an additional 25 lbs/A from 1977 to 1980. 
:D!ceUen- '"" t"gh� ·i-eld .. V£!.%"� .r,ar-ve:a��d -TI _;el {�bl c.i7 ) .  
G ' d  . es�on=c � :_ � --� � _•- �� t �� :J_ - e 1  �� 
silage yields up to a soil test level of 39 lbs/A based on the 
1se,: .:Jc,.:1 �:t-::1 ;:;l;:;. �-1 · ri.a_ � �� 
:- ::.r _!'" .!::!Ii .::.� -�.-JD" :: r' ., �  _ _.::5 • .:::; r,e:-- ... -r -...-.. , .... 1 ." s_ •• _;-
no yield response occurred in 1979 for corn when 130 bu/A was 
p! '" .. :�-p-�.._j . -:;.� ST � :_:_:. • ::j.�i..�.! 1--r-
__ � .J� I 
!S� �� - -�V--.Q-� the ? r Sp �5� . 
Table 47. Effect of Past Phosphorus Fertilizer Additions 
on Sorghum Grain and Silage Yields at the 
Southeast Farm, 1981. 
Silage Yield Grain Yield!!/ 
Treatment!/ Test Pl/ A�/ � . . ... -� 
P,lbs/A 
0 13 4. 2 4 .0 4.1 4.1  95 97 97 96 
40 20 4.4 4.7 4 . 8  4. 7 106 108 96 103 
8 0  22 5.0 4.8 5.4 5.1 103 110 114 109 
160 39 5.2 5. 3 5.7 5.4 118 122 121 120 
320 7 3  5.4 5. 6 5. 7 5.5 112 125 127 121 
Avg. 4 . 8  4 . 9 5. 1 107 112 111 
1/ 
Total amount added over a four year period <-J.964-1967) . 
2 1  Bray l extractable P averaged over subplots (Q-4 11 ) in Spring 
of 1980. 
3 /  
Subplot treatments: A 
B 
c 
4/ 7 . 5% water. 
= 
= 
: 
no additional P or Zn. 
10 lbs of starter P (1964-1967).  
10 lbs/A Zn plus 10 lbs/A P in 1964 
and 1965 ; 13 lbs A of broadcast P 
in 1978. 
65 
(1) 
0) 
Table 48 . The Effect of Past Phosphorus Fertilizer Additions on Available Soil 
Phosphorus at the Southeast Experimental Fa'li""JQ , 1973 .. 1980 . 
Total Fertilizer Applied, lbs P/Al
/ 
0 40 80  160 
Plot!/ 1973 1977 1980 1�? 3 1977 1�8 0 1973 1977 1 9 81'.f 1973 197 7  
lbs/A_ 
0-4" 
A 12 9 14 27 2 2  2 0  40 32 2 :.a.  60 46  
B 15 12 12 3 6  31 2 2  45 3 4  2 2  71 5 2  
c 10 10 12 35 2 2  17 3 8  27 2 4  5 9  4 9  
Ave. 1 2  10 13 2 9  25 20 41 31 2 2  63 4 9  
4-811 
A 9 7 12 2 2  14 18 35 -rr 16 57 36 
B 12 7 11 36 13 19  4 2  2 0  20 77 4 2  
c 9 5 10 2 2  13 16  37  16 22  5 7  32 
Ave. 1 0  6 11 2 7  13 18 3 8  18 19  6 4  37 
8 -12" 
A 4 4 5 1 3  8 9 13 ' 14 3 2  9 
B 7 5 6 18 9 9 14 8 8 2 6  11 
c 5 4 6 1 3  7 8 16 6 9 2 3  10 
Ave. 5 4 5 15 8 8 14 7 10 27 10 
1 /  
A No additional P or Zn = 
B = 10 lbs/A of starter P (1964-1967) 
c - 10 lbs/A Zn plus 10 lbs/A of P in 1964 and 1965 ; 
13 lbs/A of broadcast P in 1978 
1/ Total amount added over a four year period (1964-19 67 )  
3/ 
Bray 1 extract�ble P ( 1 : 7  in 73 and 77 and 1 : 10 in 8 0 )  
1 980 
35 
44 
3 9  
3 9  
3 3  
4 0  
38 
37 
14 
15 
13 
14 
3 2 0  
1973 1977 
121 102 
131 97 
125 95 
126 98 
122 84 
134 88  
12 7 85 
1 2 8  8 6  
3 9  13 
44 14 
37 13 
4 0  13 
1980 
8 2  
6 6  
72 
73 
76 
5 9  
65 
6 7  
2 2  
16  
14 
17 
EFFECT OF RATE OF NITROGEN 
ON YIELD OF FORAGE SORGHUM 
R. Gelderman, J. Gerwing, P. Fixen and P. Carson 
PLANT SCIENCE 81-19 
Objectives 
1. Determine effect of added nitrogen on forage sorghum 
yield and nitrogen uptake. 
2. Determine if yield of forage sorghum can be related 
to soil nitrate level. 
Methods and Materials 
l. The experiment was established on the east edge of the 
south quarter of the Southeast Experiment Farm on an Egan 
silty loam. Egan soils are moderately well drained 
silty clay loams developed in a silty cap over glacial 
till. The soil tests on the site before the experiment 
was established are as follows : 
51(10-med) 
O .M. 
% 
3. 0 (med) 
p 
lb/A 
14 (10) 
K 
lb/A 
9 50 (hi) 
2 .  The site had been in switchgrass for the past ten years 
and was plowed in early spring of 1981. Thirty pounds 
1)-'-J'I arr e :it p"l ':l:'.:?-£lQ- :.l_ l t- ·� ) wa- br ...a.�.:aJ.lt .ll •• J t.to"'"; i;,d 
in1:'0 -:h!! :o;ci- wi-h -hi:! n • t:t'Og:e11 U"&:!:..J'l1c.n:.u �;;, .£:1:uninat.� 
pho�ohor�� �a _ _  !Ti - -i.ng f�eto1 . 
3 • �� p.,xr Er :i!rien ---S-S�C'" :r:- ;: a. � -- -l tz.·�;_-;D . > $ij ,  
60, 90, 120, and 150 lb N/A. These treatments were 
repeated four times in a randomized complete block 
design. Ammonium nitrate was used as the nitrogen source. 
4 .  =- er --.rq;: ;j a� W=:;. .-..: � l - _. l .;-s..:. . :-:.'!-. . ·-- i:::r: u:;in.. Wc"S 
::_n�-r 95n. lr:!ssg �&G �?l�e �wo WE!..e.-�� �for; 
pl:1.n�ing fo� ��;d �-� .. �1 . 
5 ... • � - b 't , �-=- licilllTFe.!i WA-r r-al'! 2Il S:;..p-;�m ;r Hi , 1 _ 8 ,,. Th; 
ha1.'1Vcs�e!'l 100.T{!?°'il!.1 · ...... -e T..Jitl_g�!.! in th� ti ... _ n_ 
�ub�rl� �a �� ��- �i� !.1.:."= =rl or���i4 ist?.."lll.-nati�n . 
Whole plant samples were taken on-July 24, when plants 
w�re apprc;:.ximately 30 ° tall. These will be analyzed for 
nitrogen - �ntent. 
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Results 
Yie-lds <:r: �O'li m!:>Lrn::urr�. ·11a.F..e- .a!\e sli.Dwr.. ln 1':':!.l� t1 9 . 
Yie:('!!i t,,ittrt:: ax�ellen� i .a..1-=ho.t�n .-n, .. s..;;:r::.!:.::;:r: ,·fe.l-:. .:.:ir
.z nr­
ence due to nitrogen is seen. No nitrogen deficiency was noted 
ji....:. lng c�n. �ow.:;:.ng 5��;1':'. . .. :1r. c.:u-s tJ--.11.- g'; l n:� 1:rot:r:n '...-it'3 
_ac:;equatf; tr. w.�t •h£;;_ ::t'"�JlS n:i�o6.;Ti cle+n;tr.�. -:r.e !_c,-.. :i.n"J; W 
u.:l r.�1..r::1.tc-.ri. --c_ ... g.er 1�1 .J'- -·- h .... ·,;e. :i.=.. .... � -;_ ._d:.e.-:. -
otherwise. It should be kept in mind that this site was in 
grass production for 10 years prior. Often after grass is 
plowed , an inordinate amount of organic nitrogen is rcnverted 
to available nitrogen during the first few years. TJ. s may be 
the reason why there was no nitrogen respon� here. The plots 
will be established in the same location nex: year to continue 
to monitor nitrogen release by this soil. 
"1:'able 49 . Forage Sorghum Silage Yields, 1981 . 
Rate Yield* 
lb/A N lb/A (60% moisture) 
0 24 , 360 
30 26,008 
60 24 , 222 
9 0  24 , 287 
120 27 ,249 
150 24 , 548 
Yields due to treatment were not significantly different 
at the 0. 05 level. 
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1981 PERFORMANCE TR IALS OF CORN J 
GRAIN SORGHUM) SOYBEANS AND SMALL GRAINS 
AT THE SOUTHEAST EXPERIMENT FARM 
J ,  J ,  BONNEMANN AND G ,  W. ER I ON 
PLANT SCI ENCE 81-20 
Performance trials with corn , grain sorghum , soybeans and 
small grains (oats, barley , spring wheat and du�um ) were seeded 
at the Southeast Experiment Farm for 1981 harvest. 
The small grain trials were seeded on April 7 ,  1981. 
Conditions were favorable for good spring wheat yields as the 
average for all 1981 yields was 44.3  BIA . Oat yields were not 
exceptional in 1981 , the average being 76. 6 B/A.  Barley yields 
w� � 6 ...r -=t!L r 11� .. �- .;.i:.. 
� 
!!:.11 t .1-e.s "le ng b , .  �,,�, 
P�Ulll ht:..:."il n:.1. a�-� :.;: _ _  r.r.. . · rst time in recent years a.nd 
the yields averaged 4 0. 2  BIA . No durum varieties yielded 
significantly better than another . Test weights were average 
or better for the barley and oa.ts but down for spring wheat and 
durum. The data included in this report are bushels per acre , 
test weight and available several -year averages. Results are 
found in Tables 5 0 ,  5 1 ,  5 2  and 5 3 .  
The corn trials included 82  proprietary hybrids at the 
1::-1• --i ... ..... _ _  .... . .... � _  �,.,- ' r  ... ,., .- L� � ,= - · -..... � �  u1  - ··� "-" • ... - - 11'_;\.,,t,.I...\.I.. ..,__ r-- _ ...... - '-'n ,:: _..,,':E-
1 1:)  � ..,a_ r .. J� .. 1...i ,  .. .  ;, .. .  ':T"T :::L�-g """'-=--ao ---ere- �ed 
with final counts being 15 ,685  and 19 , 5 2 5  plants per acr€ at 
final stand count in late August. No statistical differences 
were found for either population being better than the other. 
The yield reported is the average of •a'll 4 replications harvested . 
Harvest was with an Almac small-plot combine on November 5 and 6. 
The corn trial mean yield was 127. 3 BIA of No . 2 shelled 
oov... Tt. jr • � r.Jar:n SL,.. ... d.lt..ll�- uct'j.1 --C:E, <i:.J ;:.a ... t.s �o:l 1-li i' 
.� �1 -r .  i .. - -n� L ·r!,:.� occur until late October and 
moisture at harvest averaged 19 . 4  percent. Stalk breakage 
averaged only about 5 % ,  which was rather good considering the 
strong winds that blew for several days at a time in mid-October. 
Additional information will be found in the upcoming 
circular, 1981 Corn Performance Trials. The trial results are 
presented in Table 54. 
Two soybean trial sites were located in Southeastern South 
Dakota that included entries from USDA and State breeders . These 
determine potential for new public releases. The "'trials included 
... e ,..11;:'" • M ... J:, = ui.c. � , ,41 _: _ ' o:,r-t-�- 1'li.: ":. � �<4 �1 .. ...-+ ,_,...rn 
IA • .:. cr:n f"'.-,."! 'm- r.=:-'' le5T:. ai:. :_n::erville and Elk Point. Standard 
public varieties and proprietary entries are grown at three 
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locations in the area ; Ellis, Centerville and Elk Point. The 
proprietary entries, varieties or blends, are the choice of 
the participating companies and a nominal fee is charged to 
partially offset trial costs. 
The soybean trials were seeded on May 2 1  at Ellis and 
Centerville and May 22 at Elk Point. Harvest was with an Almac 
small-plot combine on October 8 at Centerville, October 9 at Elk 
Point and because of wet conditions harvest was delayed until 
October 28 at Ellis. Two rows, 16 feet long in 30-inch spacings 
were harvested from four replications. 
Yields were good to excellent for adapted entries at all 
sites. The absence of a hard killing frost until late October 
permitted the later maturity group varieties in all trials to 
r;::.l"r..dr...r.;� g . ..;1 'l-;xl-- . I  r=.: =.... ::._, . :.a;:J� of 11�:.L--r,· 
0'.::..Ct: of h,ii1 d:.d �:e.:r� o�d s · .e at Centerville. 
The trial at Ellis averaged 55. 6 BIA with the range going 
i:I'u.R: �] " l T h · � �  f; " .... �1r= o:e�;- :�:.: �� _ :-r,--. ..:.1 .! _ �:: . E  
&1l·. ; 'f'fl-:1 . .  :a1 ,i;- h,.._ ,:n;- :..,..-,. ; . ri  -;. -:- , · .. :; , • -,. .... � -;11r.i1r-�� 
touch of hail may have caused some yield loss. Yields at Elk 
Point were also good, ranging from 42.7  to 59.8 B/A. 
Many public and proprietary varieties yield very well. The 
trial at Ellis is a newly established site and an average over 
a period of years is not available. Group II soybeans are 
generally most adapted to the SE Farm and several varieties have 
2-year yields of 45 B/A or better. Some late maturing II's and 
III ' s  have higher yields but these results must be tempered with 
the fact the fall weather has been mild the last few years and 
plant-killing temperatures did not occur in mid-September. The 
warm fall weather favored the full season varieties at Elk Point. 
However, over the period of years, the Group II varieties have a 
�������i�1l�: fr��;��n "m�:; ;�;r �. -- ::=i�a·- �< :i�� :�i 1::� 
were included at Elk Point, and they produced satisfactory yields. 
Semi-dwarf lines were developed for use in narrow rows, 7-9 inch 
spacings, in areas where yields usually exceed 40 BIA . 
The yields and other agronomic data from the trials are 
shown in Table 55, 56, and 57, for Ellis, Centerville and Elk 
Point, respectively. Results of all soybean performance trials 
are available in Plant Science Pamphlet #63, 1981 Soybean 
Performance Trials. 
The 1981 grain sorghum trial at the Southeast Farm included 
28 entries. The trial was seeded on May 2 2  and harvested on 
October 8 ,  1981. The row spacing was 36 inches. Recommended 
herbicides and insecticides were used at seeding time for 
weed and insect control. 
7 0  
Yields were excellent, ranging from 6900 down to 4685 lbs/A. 
The trial mean yield was 5555 lbs/A. Light frost nipped the 
trials twice before harvest. The cool, wet summer delayed 
heading, flowering and ir.aturity so kernel moisture was still 
quite high when the trial was harvested. Much of the material 
headed 10-14 days later than usual. The dry, war�er September 
aided full development of most lines. 
Additional information will be found in the upcoming 
�; ,...-!.!.l , . q a 1 Ct ·d r : arirJ-nJr.t r� f ")t �=-- 'J' · a.. 1  �.  'hi.: .·;;;.sul ts o"' 
&. ... 19 a 'l  Sot:. hi;..!.S1: Farm 'i:rlc_ al'� .four.rl .:il Table: 5:. 
Table SO. 1981 Standard Variety Spring Wheat Trials 
Variety 
Beresford* 
1977 1979 1981 3-�! 
Bushels Per Acre 
..._3.e l �-vr 
T �ll�t: �J�g.hi: 
Standard/mid-tall 
Fortuna 
Chris 
Waldron 
A 1 ex ( ND 5 5 0 ) 
Lew 
Butte 
Eureka 
Coteau 
James 
Pondera 
MPV-2 
MPV-3 
Semi-dwarfs 
Era 
Olaf 
Prodax 
Pro tor 
Angus 
715 
Wal era 
Solar 
711 
Oslo 
Aim 
906R 
Means 
LSD (.OS)  
CV - % 
23. 3  
20. 0  
26.6 
10.8 
24.l 
21. 7 
14.9 
23. 0  
26.4 
35. 9 
26.2 
26.5 
33.6 
31.1 
33. 3 
39. 3 
34.0 
30.2 
35. 1  
30. 2 
32.3 
26.0 
36.0 
33. S 
32. 2 
36. 9 
24.0 
� 1978 and 1980 hailed out. 
71 
36. 3 
44.4 
45. 1 
48. 7  
37.1 
47.9 
40.6 
45.5 
47.2 
43. 8 
48 . 1  
46-7 
45. 9 
44.2 
34.6 
40. 8 
51. 1 
40.5 
44.4 
44. 3 
43. 3  
46.6 
49.5 
35.4 
44. 3 
3. 1 
5. 0 
31. 1 
31. 8 
35. 0 
32.7 
32.9 
32.5 
32 .4  
33. 0 
34. 3 
32.2 
34. 3 
37.0 
51.J 
SS  
55 
56 
54 
58 
53 
55 
5 6  
55 
56 
5 7  
54 
55 
50 
55 
57 
51 
52 
53 
55 
54 
54 
SS  
55 
57 
57 
56 
58 
55 
58 
5 6  
57 
57 
53 
57 
58 
Table S L  1981 Standard Variety Oat Trials 
Beresford* 
1976 1979 1981 3-yr 1981 3-yr 
Bushels Per Acre Test Weight 
Burnett 51 .  6 87 . 5  7 3 . 4  7 0 . 8  37 36 
Nodaway 6 4 . 6  107 . 0  64 4 78.7 39 39 
Chief 55 , 6  104 , 3  7 3 . 1  77 . 6  37 36 
Otee 64 . 7  95 . 8  7 5 . 9  7 8 . 8  38 36 
Dal 4 2 . 4  87 . 2  7 0 1! 6  66 .. 7 37 37 
Noble 7 3 . 4  101 , 8  7 6 . 0  83.7 3 6  36 
Lyon 40.5 98 , 3  85 , 7  7 4 , 8  35 36 
Bates 62.3 103 * 6  86 . 3  84.1 36 35 
Wright 5 1 .  2 93 . 4  7 2 1! 2 7 2 .3 38 38 
Otana 94 . 0  89 .. 1 
Lancer 105 , 6  7 7 , 8  36 
-..J Lang 69 • I 94 , 6 80 . 5  81 . I+ 37 35 rv 
Benson 95.8 7 8 . 0  35 
Moore 104.3 86 .. 2 37 
Marathon 90 , 9  7 6 , 9  32 
Larry 102 . 5  7 2  .. 7 37 
Ogle 111 . 1 90 .. 9 36 
Stout 102.6 6 5 . 0  38 
Means 7 6 . 6  37 
LSD ( . 0 5 )  6 .. 3 
CV - % 5.9 
it 1977, 1978 and 1980 lost to herbicide 
residual damage and hail storms 
Table 52. 1981 Standard Variety Durum Wheat 
Trials 
Beresford 
Variety Bu/Acre Te st wt . 
Rolette 
Ward 
Crosby 
Rugby 
Bot no 
Edmore 
Vic 
Cando* 
Calvin* 
Means 
LSD (. 05 ) 
CV - \ 
37 . 1  5 6  
38 . 2  57 
40.3 5 6  
36 . 4  S S  
4 1 .  4 55 
4 2 . 4  55 
43.9 556 
4 2 . l  53 
40 . 0  54 
lt0 . 2  5 5  
� . s . 
Table 53. 1981 Standard Variety Barley Trials 
Beresford* 
1 97? . ,., � 1:gs1 3-Vt 1881  i].-�z'! 
Variety llus.t1,3 l · Pl!T i\QF.'t� Tt:.s-t �e 1aiit 
Firlbeck I I I  37 . 9  44 . 3  3 4 . 5  38. 9 46 49 
Larker 27 . 4  47 . 4  54.7 4 3 . 2  49 45 
Primus I I  26 .9 35 . 5  48. 9 37.1 50 47 
Klages 26 . 8  45 
Glenn 4 1 . 7  5 2 . 2  46 
Morex 26.8 4 1 . 8  64 . 4  44 . 3  49 4 4  
Clark 45.3 4 7  
Bumper 62.7 46 
Onda 58 . 2  4 5  
Means 50. 7  47 
LSD ( .05)  5 . 8  
CV - \ 8.1 * 1978 and 1980 hailed out . 
Table 54. 1981 Corn Performance Trials, 
Type 
and 
Brand and Variet? Cross 
PAG SX351 L 2X 
MIGRO HP-470 L 2X 
SOKOTA TS-75 L 2X 
CARGILL 967 L 2X 
WILSON 1600 M 2X 
MC CURDY 6555 m 2X 
MIGRO HP-44 L 2X 
CURRY SC 1455 M 2X 
O ' S  GOLD SSOOA L 2X 
PAG SX333 L 2X 
O ' S  GOLD 6882 L 2X 
KELTGEN KS112 L 2X 
'-l ASGROW RX777 L 2X w 
TALL CORN SX113 M 2X 
DE KALB XL-SSA M 2X 
CURTIS 601 L 2X 
NORTHRUP KING PX74 L 2X 
CARGILL 921 M 2X 
TROJAN TllOO L 2X 
SOKOTA 6 60 M 2X 
MC CURDY 6262 L 2X 
DE KALB XL· 67 L 2X 
KALTENBURG KX 61 M 2X 
WESTERN KX-70 L 2X 
!<.ALTENBURG KX 7 3  L 2X 
FUNKS G-44 35 L M2X 
CURRY SC 1424 M 2X 
WILSON 1600A M 2X 
MIGRO HP-401 M 2X 
ACCO PAYMSTR UC2990 M 2X 
DE _ .. LB XL-7 2A L 2X 
Area E, Beresford, SD 
Pct 
Yield Stalk Percent 
BIA Lodged Moisture 
151. 5 1. 2 21.1 
14 5.1  2. 3 18.4 
144.6 1.1 18.9 
142. 7 1. 2 21. l 
142. 6 7. 3 17. 7  
142.1 3. 4 19. 3 
141.5 3.4 19.7 
141. 2 2.4 18.7 
140 . 4  1.2  20. 8  
140. 4 0 . 6  20. 5 
138.4 1. 1 19 . 2  
138 . 2  4 . 0  18.7 
138. 2 8 .  0 19. 6 
137 . 3  1 . 7  19. 0 
137 . 1  7.4 18. 9 
136. 5 1. 8 20. 7  
136.1 3.4 20. 0  
135.9 5.2  19.5 
135.5 3 .  O 18.9 
135.1 6.4 17. 5  
134.7  11. 2 20. 4  
134 . 4  5.2 20.2 
133.9 4.0 16. 6 
133. 7 6 . 8  21.1 
132.7 o . o  19. 3 
131 . 6  4 ,  5 19 . 6  
131. 4 3. 2 17. 3 
131. 4 6. 3 18.7 
130 . 9  1. 7 17. 6 
130.5 4.6 16.7  
130.4 0. 0 22.4 
Performance 
Score Ratir ! 
1 
2 
3 
77 
4 
6 
8 
5 
10 
9 
11 
12 
16 
13  
17 
19 
20 
21 
15 
18 
35 
27 
14 
34 
22 
32 
2 3  
30 
24 
25 
41 
Table 54. Continued 
Type Pct 
and Yield Stalk Percent Performance 
Brand and Variet•1 Cross B/A Lodged Moisture Score Rating 
MIGRO M-2 0 2 2X E 2X 129.5 3 t 18 . 5  2 8  
KELTGEN KS114 L 2X 129 . 9  4 • , 19 . 5  3 9  
MC CURDY 6475 M 2X 129.8 2 . 9  19 . 7  37 
MC CURDY 814 L 2X 129 .7  7 - 2 0 . 3  4 6  
KELTGEN KS115 L 2X 129. 6 1 � ii 2 1 . 1  4 2  
KE KALB XL- 3 2A M 2X  129. 5 2 . l 16.8 2 6  
CENEX 2114 L 2X 129.0 0 .  ti 10.9 31 
FUNKS G-4 5 2 2  L M2X 129. 0 3 I 22.2  5 2  
CURRY SC-1 4 6 2  M 2X 128 . 8  17 , 0  18.1 56  
CURRY SC-150 L 2X 128.8 1.:? 21.1 44 
ACCO PAYMSTR X94790  M 2X 1 2 8 . 7  2 2 • I 17.6 29  
-...] 
SDAES CHECK l L 2X 128.4 0 .  E 21 . 0  4 5  
.$= CURRY SC-142 2  M 2X 128 . 0  15 . U  17.3 54 
LYNKS LX1+210 M 2X 127.7 2 • CJ 17. 4 33  
KELTGEN KS106 L 2X 127.7 9 .  ·� 16.7 43 
TROJAN Tl058 M 2X 1 2 6 . 8  1 .  ) 17.3 3 6  
CURTIS 530  M 2X 126.4 s . o  18.6 48 
FUNKS G-4 3 2 3  M M2X 126.3 6. 15. 9 4 0  
KALTENBURG KS 67 M 2X 126.3 0.7 17.4 3 8  
MC CURDY 5596  M 2X 126. 3 2 2 . �  17 . 5  67 
MC CURDY 6 0  L 2X 125 . 6  3 . :  18 . 7  4 9  
PAG �X249 M 2X 125 . 6  6 . i  17 . 0  47 
CENEX 2157 L 2X 125 . 3  1 9 .  d 16. 9 64 
CARGILL 872 M 2X 124. 9 8 - 16.6  5 0  
NORTHRUP KING PX59 M 2X 124. 9 7 � '1  17.7 5 5  
CARGILL 924  M 2X 124. 2 5 � 1  2 0 . 3  6 2  
PRIDE 4488  M 2X 124 . 0 6 .  • 16 . 3  51 
NORTHRUP KING X6169 L 2X 123.6  5 , 2  16.8 53 
NORTHRUP KING PX9573 L 2X 1 2 3 . 0  1. 1 2 2 . 3  66  
WILSON 1500  M 2X 1 2 2 . 9  11 . 2  16.9 60 
Table 54. Continued 
Type Pct 
and Yield Stalk Percent Performance 
Brand and Varie y Cross B/A Lode:ed Moisture Score RatL1  .. 
CENEX L 2X 121.s 6.2 17. 4 59 
LYNKS LX4305 L 2X 121.4 1 . 9  18.1 57 
KELTGEN KS107 L 2X 121.2 6 . 8  16.6 5 8  
PRIDE 5592 H 2X 120. 8 4.1 17.6 61 
GREEN ACRES 824 L I.JX 119.9 1 1 . 6  22.5 75 
ACCO PAYMSTR UC4660 M 2X 119.3 5.4 15.9 6 3  
LYNKS LX4100 E lX 119.0 4.2 16.9 65 
SOKO A TS-62A M 2X 117.8 9. 1 16 . 2  68 
PRIDE 6678 L 2X 117. 1 7. 0 18 . 2  72 
MIGRO HP-360  E 2X 116.9 4. 6 17.2 69 
FUNKS G-4315 M M2X 115.6 6 . 4  16.0 70 
'-J SDAES CHECK 9 M 2X 115 . l  7 • lJ 16.9 73 
(Tl LYNKS Ll<4075 E 2X 111.f . 9  5. 5 15.7 71 
PAG SX397 M 2X 111.f . 7  11.0 17.8 74 
GREEN ACRES 831 L 4X 113 . 8  4.6 22.9 76  
GREEN ACRES 835 L 4X 106.4 10. 7 21.8 7� 
�..-1::srl:IW KX-6b M 2X 105.8 3.2 20.0 78  
MIGRO-HP 277 E 2X 104.2 6.0 16. 3  77 
WESTERN KX-52 M 2X 97.9 6. 5 18. 2 81 
TALL CORN SXllO M 2X 97.1 3.7 18.1 80 
SDAES CHECK 2 M 2X 94.7 1 2 . 1  15. 4 82 
Means 127.3 S . 3  18 . 6  
LSD (. 05) 18. 5 c . v .  - % = 10.5 
Table 55. 1981 Soybean Performance Tria l ,  Southeast Experiment Farm, Centerville, SD 
1981 Field Data 
100 
Identification of 
Entriesl 
Maturity Plant seed Aw:l"aa..,c Yie1j in Bu/acre# 
Date Height wgt . Lodging4 ,�37 19?7 191§ l�i:j_ itJit: -F.[ 1tl'1:9-lll -----,------- -- -------------.- --- - -- --- -- ----- ----------------------.-.......---------------
Standard Varieties (mo-day) (inche s ) (gram s ) ( l - � '  
Day9 r� Maturity 
Entcy ��tu�e� Groui 3 
Hodgson 78 
Weber 
Hardin 
Vickery 
Corsoy 79 
Hare or 
Wells II  
-..-] Nebsoy 
m Beeson 80 
Amcor 
Sloan 
Century 
Gnome (S-D) 
Pella 
Will 
Sprite ( S-D) 
Hobbit ( S-D) 
Mead 
W.!i.yne 
Proprietary 
Brand 
Land 01Lakes 
Land O ' Lakes 
Latham 
Mustang 
Mc Curdy 
Entries :  
+ 6 
+ 7 
+ 8 
+10 
+12 
+13 
+13 
+14 
+18 
+19 
+20 
+20 
+21 
+24 
+24 
+25 
+25 
+25 
+26 
l!!:1r1 ry 
�Q-r.r. l l  ( B )  
LL 4404 
150 
Exp I 
101+ ( B )  
I 
I 
I 
II 
I I  
I I  
I I  
II 
I I  
II 
II 
II 
I I  
III 
III 
I I I  
III 
III 
I I I  
b 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
9-8 
9-9 
9-9 
9-14 
9-14 
9-15 
9-15 
9-16 
9-20 
9-21 
9-22 
9-22 
9-23 
9-26 
9-26 
9-27 
9-27 
9-27 
9-28 
9-11 
9-11 
9-11 
9-12 
9-13 
37 
37 
39 
40 
39 
38 
36 
36 
37 
43 
38 
38 
27 
41 
37 
30 
28 
38 
42 
38 
37 
37 
38 
39 
114 • 2 
11 . 7  
12 . 5  
11 . 2  
11 . 3  
13 , 5  
13 . 8  
15 . 5  
16.5 
14 . 0  
14 . 3  
15 . 8  
15 . 0  
16 , 9  
13 . 9  
15 . 8  
13 8 
14 . 0  
15 .5 
13 . S  
16 .. 3 
14 . 7  
16 . 4  
14 * 1  
1 .  25 
2 , 00 
2 . 00 
2 . 7 5  
2.25 
2 .. 25 
1 . 25 
2 . 00 
2 . 25 
2 . 7 5  
3 .00 
2.25 
1 � 00 
2. 50 
2.00 
1.00 
1 . 00 
2 . 00 
3 . 00 
1 .  7 5  
1.  7 5  
1 .  7 5 
2 . 00 
2 . 25 
49 . 3  39.7 
5 3 . 9  41.3 
4 0-. 7 
4 6 . 0  39.7 
53.1 38.9 
13.1 54.7 52. 6 4 1 . 1  
54 . 3  38 . 2  
56 2 38 . 6  
5 9 , 1  34.7 
62 .. 2 4 1 . 3  
58.8 5 2 . 3  3 5 . 0  
5 6 , 1  4 2 . 2  
39. 9  
44 , 7  
5 4 . 1  3 6 . 0  
4 2 . 7  
38. 7  
43 . 4  
21 . 1  4 7 . 9  51 . 1  43 . 2  
ll O ,  4 
3 6 , 3  
41 .  0 
41.  0 
37 . 7  
40 . 8  
43 . 5 
47 . 6  
42. 8 
4 6 . 0  
4 6 , 8  
4 6 , 2  
4 7 . 4  
4 6 . 9  
51. 7 
43 . 6  
49 , 1  
4 5 .  
Table 5 5 .  Continued 1981 Soybeans , Centervill e ,  SD . 
Date ILej�ht wft . 1.ocl�iog lll1 G 1.i117 .I 07 '3 11]81 1 !n s .... a1 1!)".19-81 Fontanelle 42X II  9-13 l l . � . I 11 tr. j 
Mustang M-1120 II  9-13 41 14.8 1 . 5 0  3 6 . 9  
Land O ' Lakes G0-43 ( B )  I 9-14 l+l 13 . 6  2 . 50 38 . 3  
NAPB-Agripro AP200 II 9-14 39 15.1 2 . 0 0  5 2 . 7  3 9 . 5  46.1 
Fontanelle 411Jl I I  9-14 38 15.5 2 . 25 4 0 . 9  
Hy-Vigor Butler I 9-14 3 5  15 . 6  1.25 38.2 
Hy-Vigor Exp 133 II  9-14 39 13 . 1  2 . 0 0  41 . 8  
Latham 3 00 ( B )  I+ 9-14 37 15.8 2 . 00 40 . 4  
Land O ' Lakes LL 4302 II 9-15 36 14 . 5  2 . 25 3 4 . 6  
Mc Curdy 94+ ( B )  I 9-15 37 14 . 4  1 . 7 5  3 4 . 4  
Mc Curdy 102+ ( B )  II  9-15 4 0  13 . 5  2 . 00 40.1 
Dairyland DSR-171 I+ 9-15 39 15 . 1  2 . 50 43 . 1  
NAPB-Agripro 18 ( B )  I I  9-16 40 12 . 5  2 .00  4 9 . 9  40 . 6  45.2 
Hy-Vigor 903 ( B )  II 9-16 40 13 . 8  2 . 25 5 5 . 1  39 . 7  47 . 4  
-..J Cenex 8017 II  9-16 39 14 . 4  2 . 0 0  3 6 . 0  
-..J Mustang M -1220 II  9-16 40 15 . 6  1 .  50 3 6 . 8  
SRF 150P I 9-17 41 14 . l  2.00 3 7 .3 
Land O ' Lakes LL 4303 I I  9-17 39 17 . 1  1. 50 4 2 . 9  
Hy-Vigor Rowtunda II 9-17 39 14 . 0  2 . 50 55 . 5  3 8 . 4  4 6 . 9  
Cenex 7480 II 9-17 41 13 . 8  2 . 25 3 8 . 8  
Hy-Vigor 905 ( B )  I I  9-18 4 0  13 . 3  2 . 5 0  5 3 . 0  42 . 9 47 . 9  Cenex 7461 ( B )  II  9-18 39 12 . 8  3 . 00 41. 0  
Pride B216 II  9-21 4 0  15 . 0  2 . 25 9.5 54.9 57 . 3  47 . 2  4 2 . 2  5 2 .  ' 
Curry CBS-300 B ( B ) Il 9-22 41 15 . 8  2 . 50 59.2 4 3 . 1  51. t SRF 250 II  9-23 42 14 . 3  2.0 0 43 . 7  
Curry CBS-220 B ( B ) II 9-23 41  15 . 0  2 . 50 45 . 3  
Curry CBS-210B ( B) I I  9-23 42 14.4 2 . 25 '46 .  7 
Dairyland DSR-232 II+ 9-23 40 14.4 3 . 00 43 . 2  
Pfizer Genetics ex 290 II  9-24 41 13 . 9  2 .75  4 1 . 7  
Dairyland DSR-207 I I  9-24 3 9  15.4 2.25 3 8 . 4  
Fontanelle 4747 I I+ 9-25 41 15 . 6 3 . 00 5 9 . 8  4 1 .  6 5 0  i 
Pride PK 352 III 9-28 43  13 . 6  3 .00  44.9 
M eans 3 8  14 . 4  2.2 4 0 .  
Table 5 5. Continued , 1981 Soybeans , Centervil le > SD 
1 - Listed in order of Matur ity 1981 
2 - Expected relative maturity at this site compared to Swift when not 
exposed to a kill ing frost 
3a- Maturity Group from USDA classificat ion : I =  early, II = m id-season 
III = late at Centerville 
3b- Information supplied by company 
4 - See footnote 4 following Elk Point data 
B - blend S-D - semi-dwarf 
# - 1978 and 1980 hailed out 
-....) 
CX> 
LSD (.0 5 )  4.9 
C.V.-% 8.7 
Table 56.  1981 Soybean 
IdenT l Li c,ari..on of 
E:n lri�sl 
Performance Trial, Ed Curry, Cooperator , Elk Point , SD 
1981 Field Data 
100 
Mo.ii rud r:y 1? 1 a:n Se�.rl 
I "'ITP He ight Wg-t . •  L0tJg1ng.1,1 
in J!u /aore t\v'1}:ragt! Yield 
Hl '/ B 1!17.3 198 Cf"""':I g"JJ [ 197 B-Hi 199 D-1n 
- - --- _..,. ______________ ----�---·- -------- -- -- -------- -- -- -- --------- ------ --- - --- _.,....., ____ .....,..-_ -- ----- -
Standard Varieties (mo-day) (inches ) (grams ) (l - 5 )  
Days to Ma turity 
Entri Mature2 G1.1ou12..3 
Weber ... 6 I 9-18 36 13, 1  1 . 2 5  4 5  . 1  
Hodgson 7 8  + 7 I 9-19 37  15 . 1  1 ,. 00 49 . 7  
Corsoy 79 +10 I I  9-23 42 15 , 2  l ,. 7 5 36 . 3 36*0 55 , 4  45.7 
Vickery +10 I I  9-23 43 15 , 6  2 ,. 00 54 , 9  
Hare or +11 I I  9-24 4 5  15.3 2 . 00 44.4 37 0 54 . 7  1+ 5  8 
We lls I I  +12 I I  9-25 43 17 , 1  1 2 5  51 . 0  39 . 5  34. 7  53.3 44.6 44 0 
Beeson 80 +13 II  9-27 42 20.3 2 . 00 45 .  1 38 . 8  52.3 4 5 . 5  
......., 
u, Century +14 II 9-27 45 17 , 9  1 . 50 42.3 37 . 7  5 3 . 2  4 5  4 
Nebsoy +14 I I  9-27 39 18 , 7  1.00 47 . 3  38.S 36.8 52.0 43 . 6  44 4 
Sloan +14 II  9-27 37  17 , 9 2 . 2 5 40 . 5  4 1 .  9 4 4 � 0  42 . 7  42 . 3  43.3 
Amcor +14 I I  9-28 44  17 , 5  2 . 00 33 8 54 . 4  4 4 1 
Gnome ( S-D) +16 II  9-29 2 6  1 5 . 7  1 . 00 2 5 � 4  44 , 6  35 , 0  
Will +19 III  10-2 41 16 , 8  1 . 50 50 . 3 33. 7  50.0 41-8 
Sprite (S-D) +21 III 10-2 32 17 , 3  1 . 00 30 7 5 3 . 3  42 . 0  
Hobbit (S-D) +20 III 10-2 30 16, 0 1 . 00 36.1 51. 9 44 0 
Mead +19 III 10-3 40 1 6 , 6  1 . 5 0  33�7 56 . 6 4 5 . 1  
Wr1yne +20 III 10-3 44 1 6 , 5  2 . 2 5  47.0 35 . 7  36. 5 48 , 9  42 . 0  42 . 7  
Pella +20  III  10-4 1.44 20 . 4  2 . 00 55.6 36�9  57 , 0  4 6 . 9  
Williams 79 +22 III  10-4 45 1 6 , 9  2 . 00 34 . 8  52 . 2  43 . S  
Cumberland +23 III  10-4 44 17 . 5  2 .00  4 6 . 2  45.2 32 . 3  50 . 3  43. 2  41.3 
Elk (S-D) +24 III  10-4 30 1 5 . 7  1 . 00 46.1 I.JG . 4 31 . 8  4 2 .  lJ 41.7 37 . 1  
Union +27 IV 10-8 49 18 , 2  2 . 00 40.2 I.J2 . 3  32 7 46 . 4 4 0 . 4  39 . 5  
Proprietary Entries : 
Brand Entrx b 
Midland HCB O O  ( B )  0 9-12 32 15.� I • 0 0 42 . b 
Table 56 . Continued ; Soybean Trials , Elk Point 
1978 197 9 198 0  1981 1978-81 1980-81 
Midland HC895 I 9-17 34 15 . 5  1 . 0 0 39 . 2  
As grow A I937 I 9-20 41  16 . 1  1 .  0 0  5 4 . 3  
NAPB-Migrwo HP 20-20 II  9-21 39 17 . 1  1 .  0 0  35 8 5 0 . 8  43.3 
Dairyland DSR-171 I+ 9-22 43  16 , 6  1 .  25 4 9  8 
Midland HC 9 0 0A ( B )  II  9-22 42 15 , 8  1 .  00  49  4 
NAPB-Agripro 18 ( B )  I I  9-23 39 15 , 9 1 25 38 0 45 0 41  5 
NAPB-Agripro AP200 II  9-23 44 17 , 1  1 . 25 37 . 6 5 5 . 7  46 . 6  
Hy-Vigor Rowtunda II  9-23 41  17 , 5  1 75 4 0 . 2  37 3 47 . 0  42 1 
Kruger K-2005 II  9-23 4 0  15 . 4  1 .  7 5 46 . 5  
Land O ' Lakes G0-44 (B)  I 9-24 43 15 , 9  1 .  5 0  48 . 5  4 1 .  4 34 8 5 0  8 43.9 42 . 8  
Pfizer Genetics 2ER-75 ( B )  I I  9-24 44 17 , 2  1 .  5 0  41.1 35 . 0  S L  7 4 3 . 3  
As grow A2575 II  9-25 43 17.6 1 .  25 5 0.6 42 . 0  37 . 7  54 0 46.l 45 . 8  
Land O ' Lakes LL 4303 I I  9-25 43 18 . 6  1 .  0 0  5 3  4 
Land O ' Lakes G0-43 ( B )  I 9-25 43  17 . 3  1. 7 5 55 . 8  
NAPB-Agripro AP 230 II  9-25 36 18 . 6 1 ,  00  52. 0 
� De Soy 555E ( B )  II 9-25 44 15 , 9  1 75 53 . 2  
Dairyland DSR-207 II  9-25 38 18 , 5 1 .  25 4 9 . 6  
As grow A26 8 0  I I  9-26 38 16 , 1  2.25 52 0 
SRF 200 II 9-26 46 15 . 3  2 , 00 41. 4 4 8 . 9  35 . 4  46 6 43 . 1  41 . 
Pride 8220 II  9-26 44 17 . 1  1 25 5 4 . 3  
Land O ' Lakes LL 4302 II 9-26 45 18 , 6  1 5 0  52 3 
Mccurdy 102+ ( B )  I I  9-26 43 16 . 8  1. 50 3 7 . 7  55 . 0  46 . 3  
Hy-Vigor 9 0 9  ( B )  I I I  9-26 43 18 .9 1.75 52 0 
Hy-Vigor Exp 110 II 9-26 38 16 , 4  1 00  43  9 
Curry CBS-220 B ( B ) I I  9-26 45 17 . 6  1 5 0  37 . 0  53 8 45 , LI 
Kruger K-2000 II  9-26 45 18 , 3  1 25 58  6 
Kruger K-2010A II  9-26 39  18 ,5 1 . 00 54 8 
Kruger K-2030 II 9-26 42 17 . 4  1 .  75 4 9 . 9  
NAPB-Migro HP2530 II 9-27 43 18 . 1  2 . 00 38 , 0  54 8 46 • I� 
Curry CBS-210B(B)II  9-27 42 16 . 7  1.75  54  8 
Curry CBS-3 O O B (  B ) I  I 9-27 43 18 .6  1 . 25 55 . l  
As grow A2853 II 9-28 4 0  20 . 8  1 . 5 0  37 . 9  55 . 6  4 6 . '1 
Kruger KB-25 0 (B )  II  9-28 42 17 . 5  1 . 25 55 . 6  
Dairyland 3617A II  9-28 47 20 . 8  1 . 5 0  4 6 . 4  
Table 5 6. Continued; Soybean Trials, Elk Point 
1978 1979 1980 1981 1979-81 1980-81 
Dairyland 
SRF 
De Soy 
Dairyland 
NAPB-Agripro 
De Soy 
De Soy 
Pride 
As grow 
De Soy 
Mccurdy 
Fontanelle 
Means 
DSR-227 II+ 
2 5 0  I I  
7 50 (B) III 
DSR-232 II+ 
AP250 II 
800 (B)  II 
850 A II 
PK 352 (B) III 
A3127 III 
875  (B) III 
109+ III 
5656  II+ 
9-28 
9-29 
9-29 
9-29 
9-30 
9-30 
9-30 
10-2 
10-3 
10-3 
10-4 
10-'4 
4 4  
42 
40 
43 
47 
4 6  
41 
46 
42 
44 
4 5  
4 7  
41 
15 . 7  
14 , 5  
17 . 3 
1 5 . 7  
17 . 3 
19 ,8  
18 . 0 
15 . 4 
1 5 . 0  
15 . 3  
17 , 0  
18 , 4  
17 . 
2.00 
1 . 00 
1 s o  
2 . 00 
1 .  7 5  
1. 7 5  
1. 7 5  
2 . 00 
1.25 
1 .  7 5  
1 .  00 
2 . 00 
1 • 5 5 
4 5 .  0 
'-12.3 38 . 3  4 7  1 
5 4  8 
4 5 , 2  
40.0 48 3 
59 8 
54 . 4  
5 4 . 3  
43.9 51.0 42.8 54. 9 
59 . 1 
40.2 50 4 
54  S 
5 1 .  4 
(I) 
� 1 - Listed in order of 1981 maturity LSD (.OS )  5 . 9  
2 - Expected relative maturity at this site compared to Swift C.V. - % 8.2 
when not exposed to a killing frost 
3a- Maturity Group from USDA classification : I & II, early to 
mid-season; III - full season to late ; IV late at Elk Point 
3b- Information supplied by the company 
4 - Lodging rating as follows : 
1 = almost all plants erect 
2 - all plants leaning slightly or a few plants down 
3 = all plants leaning moderately (45° ),  or 25 to 50\ of the plants down 
4 - all plants leaning considerably, or 50-80% of the plants down 
5 = almost all plants down 
(B)  = Blend (S-D) = semi-dwarf 
42.7 
44 . l  
48.l 48.8 
4 5 .3 
Table 57. 1981  Soybean Performance Trial , Les Winterstein , Cooperator , Ellis, SD 
100 1981 
Identification of Maturity Plant Seed Yield > 
Entries1 Date Height wgt. Lodging4 BIA �------------------------- -----------------w----�----------------------- �-----� -�--
Standard Varieties (mo-day) (inches ) (grams) (1-5) 
Days t<] Maturi . y  
Ent1 • Mature Grou p '  
Evans - 4 0 9-12 40 16 . 2  1 . 25 44 . 8  
Swift 0 0 9-17 3 8  16 . 9  2 . 00 4 9 .6 
Hodgson 7 8  + 5 I 9-22 40 17 . 0  2.00 53 . 4  
Lakota + 6 I 9-23 45 17 . 0  2 . 7 5  57 . 8  
Weber + G I 9 ... 25 40 14.2 2 ,. 0 0 5 8 . 0  
Hardin + 7 I 9-28 43  15.6 2,. 00 61.7 
Corsoy 7 9  + 9 II 9-30 47 16 . 0  2 , 25 5 7 .1 
Vickery + 9 II  9-30 44 15 . 6  2 . 2 5 56 . 9  
(J) 
Hare or +10 I I  9-30 4 8  15 . 5  2 . 25 56 . 6  l's) 
Nebsoy +10 II  9-30 40 18.0 2 . 00 56 . 5  
Wells II  +10 II  10-1 43  16 . 5  1 . 75 52. 9 
Gnome ( S-D) +12 II  10-2 30 16 .0  1.00 52. 9 
Sloan +15 I I  10-2 44 17 . 4  2 . 00 5 1 . 2  
\mcor +18 II  10-3 51 15 . 4  2 00 55 . 3  
Century +17 I I  10-3 45 18 . 6  2 . 00 5 8 . 2  
Beeson 80 +18 II  10-4 5 0  18 . 1  2 . 50 46 . 0  
Will +20 III  10-5 43  15 . 5  2 00 47 . 2  
Proprietary Entries 
Brand EntI'y b 
Hy-Vigor Hardy I 9-20 36  17 . 9  2 00 55 . 5  
Mustang Exp . I I 9-21 42 17 .0 1 . 75 56.2 
Mustang M-1120 I 9-23 41 17.4 2 . 00 5 8 . 4  
Land O ' Lakes LL 4404 I 9-24 42 18 . 8  2 00 57.2 
Hy-Vigor Butler I 9-24 39 18 . 7  2 00 56 . 4  
Table 57 Continued. 1981 Soybean Performance, Ellis, SD 
Dairyla.nd DSR-141 I 9-25 44 19 . 1  2 . 00 57.2 
DairylQnd DSR-171 I 9-26 45 17.2 2 . 00 58. 9 
Hy-Vigor E-90 ( B )  I I  9-27 43 17 . 7  2 . 00 54.7 
Cenex 9017 II 9-28 41 17 , 7  2 . 00 59.6 
Hy-Vigor 9 0 0  ( B )  I I  9-29 47 17.7 2 .25 55.9 
Land O ' Lakes G0-44 ( B )  I 9-30 4 9  17 , 1  2 00 55.l 
Land O ' Lakes LL 4303 II 9-30 43 18 . 5  2 00 58.8 
Pfizer Genetics ex 1 s s  I I  9-30 46 1 5 . 8  2.00 55.8 
Hy-Vigor Rowtunda II 9-30 43 17 . 8  2 25 56. 5 
Cenex 7461 (B) II 9-30 4 5  1 5 , 8  2 , 00 55.2 
Northrup King Sl492 II 10-1 46 15 , 0  2 . 00 55.8 
Northrup King MV 24-59 II 10-1 4 2  15.6 2 00 58.9 
Northrup King 82596 II 10-1 42 18 , 2  2 00 59. 6 
Mustang M-1220 I I  10-1 45 18 , 2  2 0 0  58. 8 
Land O ' Lakes G0-43 ( B )  I 10-2 14 7 17. 1 2 . 00 58.2 
Dairyland DSR-207 II 10-2 42 18 , 7  2 00 55.4 
CD Northrup King Sll.J74 I I  10-3 45 15 . 1 2 . 00 54.9 w 
Dairyland DSR 232 II 10-3 4 9  16.7 2 . 00 56 . 4  
Means 43 16. 1 ' ,  0 0  55.6 -
1 - Listed in order of maturity in 1981 LSD ( .  0 5 )  4.2 
2 - Expected relative maturity at this site compared 
to Swift when not exposed to a killing frost c . v .  - i S. q 
3a- Maturity Group from USDA classification : 
0-& I =  early 
II = mid-season 
III • late for Ellis 
3b- Information supplied by the company 
4 - See footnote following Elk Point data 
( B )  - blend (S-D) - semi-dwarf 
Table 58. 1981 Grain Sorghum Performance Trial, Area E,  
Southeast Experiment Farm ., Cente ·" ille, Clay County, 
South Dakota 
Brand and E7brid 
DeKalb DX-38 
Warner W-655T 
Migro TEX l4R 
Migro TEK 1021R 
Asgrow Dorado E 
Northrup King Brand 2030 
Migro TEK lOllR 
Warner W-564T 
PAG Ex 91008 
Western WS-212 
Asgrow Corral 
Golden Acres T-E Y44R 
Warner W-545T 
Cenex 224T 
Northrup King Brand 2222 
Cenex 228T 
Cenex 310T 
DeKalb DK-42 
Sigco 254YG 
Stauffer Seeds PV535 
Cargill Ex 91002 
Pioneer Brand 8515 
PAG 354 
Cargill 30 
Pfizer Genetics M548G 
Barzan Rancher 30Y 
PAG 4433 
Stauffer Seeds PV515GR 
Means 
LSD ( .  O S )  
Yield 
lb/A 
6900 
6 620 
6100 
6085 
6035 
5 9 4 5  
5835 
5785 
57 65 
5745 
5715 
5625 
5540 
5535 
5530 
5 5 0 0  
5 4 9 0  
5470 
5390 
5210 
5175 
5155 
5150 
4910 
4875 
4875 
4865 
4 685 
5555 
965 
Test 
Weight 
lb/B 
84 
6 1  
6 1  
6 2  
6 1  
62 
6 1  
6 1  
6 1  
61 
62 
6 1  
62 
61  
61  
60  
60  
61  
59 
60  
61  
61  
61 
60 
60  
62 
62 
5 8  
60 
61  
Height 
inches 
51 
51 
57 
52 
49 
4 3  
4 5  
48 
47 
53 
51 
4 3  
3 9  
3 8  
4 5  
47 
52 
4 5  
'+8 
53 
4 5  
52 
48 
52 
47 
51 
50 
3 6  
48 
Date 
Headed 
8/1 
8/4 
8/6 
8/6 
8/1 
7/28 
8/5 
8/3 
8/6 
8/1 
8/1 
7/24 
8/2 
8/4 
8/5 
8/5 
8/5 
8/4 
8/5 
8/5 
8/1 
8/7 
7/26 
8/5 
8/4 
8/3 
8/4 
8/3 
8/3 
c . v .  - \ = 10. 6 
9/17/81 
Percent 
Moisture 
35.0+ 
35.0+ 
35.0+ 
35.0+ 
35. 0+ 
30.7 
35. 0+ 
35. 0+ 
35.0+ 
34. 4  
35.0+ 
31.7 
35.0+ 
33.7 
35.0+ 
35.0+ 
35.0+ 
35.0+ 
35.0+ 
35.0+ 
28. 9 
35.0+ 
29. 6 
35.0+ 
29.4 
35. 0 +  
35.0+ 
35.0+ 
SOYBEAN TILLAGE SYSTEM 
EFFECTS ON WEED CONTROL 
M. A. Wrucke and W. E. Arnold 
PLANT SCIENCE 81-21 
An experiment was established in 1972 at the Southeast 
South Dakota Research and Extension Center at Beresford to 
compare the effect of various tillage systems on weed control. 
"'I �) T-Soybe_a1� -' ';!-JQTI ,._ r .aO'""�=t.:� ,., - I a_ir,_-:_itl.illt, '!:}IL 
5amu tilla-e �r�� lc�5 01 each plo-. Plot j - �  �as 201 x �� 0 1 
L.., -arv.:::.=.i.- d ;::r-:t!'l= • 9.::_ • ...,J-11 --.zr. .:.''"".t ; i  _ ,..,r • 
The experiment was located on a well drained silty clay loam 
( - .,  • S.cilu ... .. -4-;l.-"t s.:.: • . -,_ - l J .li:.· -� 6 • .5 nd l . ::· 
crga.rdc. mrt1:<.rr. ':'o 9repal"l -f\"'Se µlo-rs f o� r.he -ren ::h >'i&!iJ. • 
corn s.tn.lk w� chop i!d on S p:.e1:1b;t 20. L9c0 --·- - =11 
-tl.ll go; "t'T'eaor:e.n"t"2 we.re one. l""' l l h•J.rbie:id= -;: =.;-;nan�!= \.:er� 
"'lull a:µpllied a:t -;;his _!.Ill wi-=::h a cnu-1'h-�l. biCY--= J)'t' :.,...,.r a1:  
1-0  G:PA -jd ;s p:s.:. ,..,t:-:;:stbor £:ood · 1:,;,ons a.: �i.m:! �r o{>!"'-:aliYi."'lg 
W!!l" (iS � f -ir -;.;;;rp=l'c Ur!! , ':. T!l'Df:.." -:u:.'!e. 50 
��:a�ivF- hUD'���:v ;n� ��ls� -oil conditions. 
Spring tillage was done on the appropriate plots on 
H;;..7 c. ,  ... "" '1 � --... �r • s- .,. .:; ""'- -- p:a - , "i i � 
r:•-ter:1 c:o :1 c:f!_ l.ant: i. 60 lb ;.. !n '0-... nchrr-ows -n di .::!.;:Jlle 
d_y. O:le-n:uru!�� �ando �e� �C�€ af l6-32-D wa� �ided- �S�td 
,;.:,it:h t!Je plam;�. All &--:pri.ng h bic:id u-ea1:me.ri-� Wrcl'e <lso 
L--r � :: :1 Ma .J' � - W � "'.: .:. - = ! :. - ,.i_ L.r. - ._-,ti I ! - 6 pl. a. -- :1 -
20 GPA and 40 PSI. Weather conditions at time of spraying 
were 52° F air temperature, 54 ° F soil temperature, 38% 
relative humidity, and moist soil conditions. 
W.:20 4.?Villu�-; icmEl -,,,�.� a;ckc.n t::1 A • :s1: 6 .1:0._ 9'C!£'d � i�lde 
•,.;r'-!::t't: � ��Y-Ill JJe,d on 11.ugu:Ot li by tai i.!'t ... f.if :::.=,. r :-:: cm ,:ruadrc.nt;!l 
and s�pi!!r�ting t.y :spee:iss. 5oybetrn yie d wal!l J-=. _.!nnlni::'d ;:,fl 
JL t b""r .2 � hy erunb · ni ns 210 0 i" 2/µl ot nd e;;pre ssing · .L':! I.­
as bu/A. 
Weed yield was lowest and soybean yield highest in the 
plots with tillage. Control of grassy weeds was especially 
J...Jn J.. ,..,1 ... = ,:;-..- - t•• =....i....._ ;:.---;;:i.- �-""""'n 
f::!J: - ·- -:: -:.r =J ,·=.__:=:$.. -.ee� ,a -::_1:.a.:L;. .. _ _ -::.:r.an! o· 
Also ,  perennial weeds such as field bindweed and common 
milkweed were observed in the no-till plots, but not in the 
tilled plots. 
85  
CX> 
O'l 
Table 59. Tillage Effects on Weed Control at Beresford, South Dakota. 
Herbicide \ Weed Cor,trol Weed Yield S "beans 
1'Grft Colq pw Pesw Cocb Grass Bdlf Yield Test 
lb/A lb/A lb/A lb/bu ---------��------�--�-------- -
No-Till paraquat + -77 Cpreplant) 26  
( O . S )  '. 0.5) 
alachlor + metribuzin (pre) 
(2. S) (0. 5) 
trifluralin SG (l. O) (fall) + 1 disk 
(fall) -
1 disk 
(spring) 
metribuzin ( 0 . 50 )  (pre) 96 
No-Till pendimethalin (2. 50) + 
metribuzin (O.SO) (fall) 
3 
Plow-Disk- alachlor ( 2.50) + 97 
Drag metribuzin (0.50) (pre) 
Plow(fall) paraquat ( 0 . 5) + X-77 (0.5%) 71 
Plant rye- (preplant) 
No-Till-in alachlor (2 . 5) (pre) 
spring 
LSD (0.05) = 3 0  
� Grft = Green foxtail 
J.l 1 : n ..iu.1 I r. I 
h'rtJW � Red �ti't pig 1-,.e:?d 
· • = ... r • 1 .,.., � sm.ar ..,. Ol1 
Cocb = Cocklebur 
99 97 88 
99 99 97 
7 7  79 15 
98 98 92 
65 87 70 
17 16 2 0  
94 
8 5  
87 
66 
99 
28 
3134 894 17.7 52.9 
248 634 19. 2 5 2 . 4  
3 0 5 3  4 2 3 7  9 . 6  51 . 8  
86 842 17. 5  51. 8  
616 849 21. 5 51.7 
1683 1453 2. 8 0.8 
COMMON COCKLEBUR CONTROL IN SOYBEANS 
R. L. Smith and W. E. Arnold 
PLANT SC IENCE 81-22 
An experiment was conducted at the Southeast South 
I=-\ .�s.. ri:b· r�h -no .-x 1 -= a- _ ... :.-�r� r I t'.e!'!!l.:n 
cocklebur. The herbicides were applied alone nd in various 
tank-mix combinations as post-emergence treatments. 
The: Goil "'�i;i a • ... :e.l- ±!'" ..n� s!...1•y cla:t lOJ..un ( aar,d � . 0"% 1 
ai..1 �e . oi. �l�y 3 •. 0 J �i�h 2 . ,0 nr��nic ma l� and pH 
ot 6 .1 .  11!i0-dge1tm ' s-oybfil\nG wer-e plan1:ea in 3 -inc-tt :t:'O�a 
,\ Mii:,- 30 r l :al. Plot: -i;; 1..a 7 .  c; by _5  feu• w_ h t: ur 
re :.ic t:ioru;. .n • :_y _ by t1v !°ai:n:or:Cl .rr.a.n e:r.lsn-r: or tr-r.a-:--
ut..:11�=� in :-·,.u1dorni.!: d C:Olilpl t; bl.Qe d?5.::_.gr.. Thi: 
t:t'--t..nen-:: W0re �pp i� J!..Ul 23 W'h� 't'ht: t:�ybs:mT5 Wr!.i" i; th 
l- r� ?-t:-i.t lo.i t= stctg • mmon -oo �1ebu-r \l=i= :i.:n 
-ha -- -o li- l-e:i:- • =&= t.:- tc --.:rc:u1��) . .  if' 
.... • 6 c - .J = ·... l .L..::.._. -y v � 7 Q -t: 
Spray volume was 20 GPA at 35 P�I r '  • ,,,., 1 
made June 25. Cocklebur control evaluations were made 
June 25 and July 11. Cocklebur dry weight values and stand 
LI L,Ti"t!; ... � .. O!:·t'.=in"" ..TU·"' _ • "t;.e..1 .... ...... ,h ... l'.'• � 
Oc:obl..!!' 2 :!"O� a 165 ft � _/plo . 
the: 
aJT]CilJ.fl t 
l:H:iiEi:I! .;ifid 
·�tm-cro.3 :for 
-Un t::-: : nd 
GiE:r:.ii' .:_ _ rrt 
87 
a 011 
Table 60 . Common Cocklebur 
Dosage Lb/A 
acifluorfen-Na bentazon 
0 . 00 o . oo 
o . oo 0.25 
o . oo o . so 
o . oo 0 7 5  
o . oo 1.  00 
0 . 2 5  0 � 00 
0 . 2 5  0 . 25  
(lC) 0 . 25  0 . 50 
00 0 . 25  0 ,  7 5  
0.2 5  1.00 
0 . 50 0.00 
0 . 50 0 . 25 
o . so 0 . 50 
0 5 0  0 . 7 5  
0 , 50 1 .  00 
0 , 7 5  0 . 00 
0 . 75 0 . 25 
0 7 5  0 , 50 
0 . 7 5  0 . 7 5  
0 � 7 5  1 ,  00 
1 . 00 o . oo 
1 . 00 o . 2 s 
1 . 00 0 . 50 
l .  00 0. 7 5  
1 .  00 1 .  0 0  
LSD (a  = 0.05 )  = 
Control in Soybeans 
Cocklebur ResEonse 
Dry 
"6 -2 
Con r.ro1 ,1 i_r,li L 1- 11 -L 
(Elt tru ) 
pct' I ' I 5 
,J d rt � " I 
16 43  17. 3 
20 63 12 . 6  
30 84 0.4 
31 96 0.2 
4 0  22 34. 2 
61 54 13 . 2 
70 76 3 . 0 
7 3  8 5  1.9 
71 93 1 . 8  
5 6  46 17. 8 
80 63 7.8 
89 81 3 . 3 
90 91 o . a 
94 95 2.2 
81 5 6  18. 8 
89 7 5  3.7 
91.J 89 1.3 
90 94 3.0 
91 96 1.  7 
8 3 ,, 66 5. 6 
86 81 2.4 
93 90 2.S 
94 95 o . s 
95 99 0. 7 
12 17 7 
Plant 
, ,'Jr 
7-1'1 
cm2 
I.J 
6 . 5  
7 * 3  
0 . 3  
0 . 3  
9 . 3  
7.5 
3. 0 
2 , 8  
o . a  
6 0 
4 , 5  
3 .0 
0 . 8  
o . s  
9.0 
2 .8 
0 . 5  
1 .  0 
1 , 3  
4 ,, 3 
2 , 3  
1 .  0 
0 .  Q f  
o . o  
So�bean Res:eonse 
Test % 
l'H! HJ 
fflJ' 
24 
27 
28 
27 
20 
24 
28 
28 
29 
24 
26 
27 
27 
27 
23  
27 
29 
27 
27 
28 
25  
27 
29 
29 
4 
',1 '1 't"I 
J'B au 
5 I+ •  I 
5 4 .  9 
5 5 . 3  
54.6 
54 . 5  
54 , 6  
5 4 .  8 
5 4 , 3  
54 . 5  
5 4 . 2  
5 4 . 7  
5 4 .  lJ 
5 4 . 7  
5 4 . 4  
5 4 . 7  
5 1+ .  3 
5 1+ .  3 
54 . 3  
54 . 5  
54 . 6  
5 1+ ,  4 
5 4 , 8  
5 3 . 7  
54 . 5  
54 . 2  
o . � 
.... Tl 1\.!t v 
6 -? !:  
r 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
5 
5 
8 
9 
3 
11 
14 
14 
19 
9 
11 
20 
21 
20 
13 
14 
21 
23 
25 
5 
N ITROGEN SOURCE AND PLACEMENT STUDY 
R. G elderman, P. Fixen, J. Gerwing and R. Nettleton 
PLANT SCIENCE 81-23 
Popularity of urea as a nitrogen fertilizer continues to 
......... }I .  _ .... � rirurl:..i _ .... -=.::.:---:i..ug ..Jn'l Jnt� �· "':..""":1c::gf1r1 1 lJ·i!d ..wl 
pan:i::ul.::T . !:c. be. ,apr.:1_ ... ..:: l L a planter attachment is not well 
documented for the soils and climatic conditions of South 
Dakota. Toxicity of urea as a nitrogen source involves its 
chemical form. Urea nitrogen after applied to the soil, goes 
through the following simplified changes. Urea � ammonia � 
ammonium -+ nitrate. The a:nit,onia form, in high amounts, can be 
toxic to a germinating seed. 
Objectives 
1. To determine the amount of nitrogen that can be 
applied with corn using a planter attachment. 
Methods and Materials 
. .  
2 • 
3 • 
4 .  
The experimental site was located on the s .  E. Experi­
ment Farm east of the office building. The soil series 
was primarily Egan silty clay loam. Egan soils are well 
drained silty clay loams that formed in silty drift 
over glacial till. However, a large part of the 
"seed applied" treatments were located on Tekonka soils 
that have a clayey subsoil. Permeability is very slow 
in these soils. The area was in corn the year before 
and spring plowed. 
Two experiments were established side by side to meet 
the objectives. In one experiment, the nitrogen 
fertilizer was applied "2x2" ( 2  inches to the side and 
2 inches below the seed). The other experiment had the 
nitrogen applied in close proximity with the seed . 
Both experiments used urea and ammonium nitrate (AN) 
as nitrogen forms. The rates of actual nitrogen used 
for each experiment are given in Table 61. 
The experimental design for each experiment was a split 
plot randomized complete block. The main plots were 
rates split between nitrogen sources. Plot size was 
1.C x D fe�� . =.a.c.i 1 •n e · r.-.. � _r.,J.r "!' 1iifS" =:. �01--n . 
Sci.:. :::rd!Cp_ £: fen ·r ---=.. r: -=.rudy a:rc ::.:i ,.._r,e Y-c!..· (!I' !n th.!! 
spring and were as follows : 
O.M. 
% 
� 
p 
lb/A 
35 
89 
K 
lb/A 
810 
pH 
-rz 
5. No additional nitrogen (besides treatment N) was added . 
Weed Control - Lasso II, banded at planting; sprayed 
Bladex 4L pre-emergence (May 15). 
Insecticide - Furadan lOG 
Variety - Pioneer 3388 
Planting Date - May 7, 1981 
il ,  Corn was harvested by hand October 12. Forty feet of 
row was harvested from each plot. Ear mid-section 
samples were taken for moisture determination. 
7. Rainfall was very limited during germination. However, 
soil moisture was fairly good in the germination zone. 
The remainder of the growing season was excellent in 
terms of moisture and heat units. Some hail occurred on 
August 3 ,  causing some damage. 
Results 
The yields for both experiments are shown in Table 62. It 
is apparent that nitrogen was limiting and there was a yield 
response to the added nitrogen ( Figure 8) . This complicates 
the interpretation of the yield results. However, too much 
nitrogen with a planter attachment usually causes germination 
problems. If we observe the number of plants soon after 
emergence (Table 6 3 )  we can see a definite trend. The high 
rates of nitrogen, regardless of source, had no effect on 
number of plants per acre when the fertilizer was applied 2x2. 
Seed placed urea nitrogen did reduce stand when the rate 
exceeded 10 lb/A nitrogen ( Figure 9). 
This trend also shows up clearly in the yields for the 
seed placed study. Note the yield differences between ammonium 
nitrate and urea forms when over 10 lbs N/A was applied 
(Table 62). 
The yield difference s between the two experiments (seed vs 
2x2) are also quite evident. This is primarily due to the two 
different soil types at the experimental site. The seed 
placement study was located on the Tetonka series which has 
very slow permeability and a subsoil which can be restrictive 
to root growth. The 2x2 placement study was located on the 
more permeable Egan silty clay loam. 
In summary, urea fertilizer caused stand and yield 
reductions on corn when over 10 lbs of urea nitrogen was applied 
close to the seed. No yield or stand reductions were noted 
with the rates used for 2 x 2 placement. 
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Table 6 1. Rates of Nitrogen Used for the Nitrogen Source and 
Placement Study. 
Lbs . of Nitrogen 
Applied Per Acre 
2x2 Placement Seed Placement 
0 
2 0  
4 0  
8 0  
1 6 0  
3 2 0  
0 
2. 5 
5 
10  
2 0  
4 0  
Table 6 2. Nitrogen Source and Nitrogen Placement Studie s ,  
S. E. Farm , 19 8 1 ,  Yield of 1 5 %  Corn. 
Rate 2x2  Placement Study Rate Seed Placement Study 
lo/A N AN UREA lb/A AN UREA 
bu/A 1 5% Corn bu/A 15% Corn 
0 117  115  0 8 5  8 6  
2 0  124 119  2 . 5 98 9 9  
4 0  1 2 4  1 3 8  5 9 0  94  
8 0  13 2 1 3 8  10 9 1  9 2  
1 6 0  13 4 1 3 3  2 0  1 03 9 6  
3 2 0  14 3  1 3 8  4 0  109 8 6  
Averag_e 12 9 1 3 0  9 6  9 2  
Nitrate - N soil test = 98 lb/A-2 ' .  
Table 63.  Nitrogen Source and Placement Studies , s .  E .  Farm , 
1 98 1 .  Plants Per Acre Four Weeks After Emergence. 
Rate 2x2  Placement Study Rate Seed Placement Study 
lb/A N AN UREA lb/A AN UREA 
0 17 , 206  16 , 6 6 1  0 17 , 0 9 7  17 , 4 2 4  
2 0  16 , 4 4 3  16 , 8 8 0  2 . 5 17 , 8 5 9  17 , 53 2  
4 0  17 ,750  17 , 5 3 2  5 16 ,770 17 , 2 06 
8 0  17 , 5 3 2  17 , 2 06 1 0  17 , 097 16 , 98 8  
1 6 0  16 , 98 8  16 , 879 2 0  16 ,770 1 5 , 572  
3 2 0  17 , 2 06 16 , 988 4 0  17 ,750  11 , 107 
9 3  
DOUBLE CROPPI NG 
Hanson, G. Williamson , B. Jurgensen 
D. DuBois and F. Shubeck 
SOUTHEAST FARM 81-24 
01 - ectives 
1. Is  the growing season in S. E. South Dakota long enough 
to mature a second crop like edible beans or sunflowers? 
2 .  What kind of yields can we expect from a second crop 
planted after harvesting a crop of small grain? 
3. What are the problems associated with double cropping? 
Methods and Procedures 
The first crop was spring wheat. It was harvested for 
silage on July 7 ,  1981 and yielded four tons of silage per acre . 
Wheat stubble was tandem disked twice in opposite 
directions and then spike tooth harrowed. 
Edible beans were planted July 8, 1981, in 30 inch rows 
at the rate of seven seeds per foot of row. This amounted to 
approximately 120, 000 plants per acre at harvest . 
Variety of navy beans used was Seafare and variety of 
small reds was VI 36. 
No herbicides were used for the beans . Fields were 
cultivated twice. Volunteer corn and velvet leaf were pulled. 
No fertilizer was applied for the beans. 
Sunflowers were planted on the remaining wheat stubble 
July 9, 1981 at 20,000 plants per acre. Variety was Sigco 890 . 
Cultural procedures for sunflowers were the same as those used 
for edible beans. 
Sunflowers were combined on November 13, 1981 . 
Table 64. Yields of Second Crop of Edible Beans and Sunflowers 
Crop and Variety 
Edible Beans - Navy Seafare 
Edible Beans - Small Reds UI 3 6  
Sunflowers - Sigco 8 9 0  
94 
Yield/Acre 
14 bu (60 lb/bu) 
10. 3 bu (60 lb/bu) 
925 lbs ( 32 lb/bu) 
% Moisture 
14. l 
12.7 
11 . 0  
Table 64 
Yi�ld� -f sai:-ontl �i··�op � ,app:e.;.:r -o � ra l;.bl!..J;. low.. w ... 
u t.  .::-!\i��r1-:: -::ii-"':; .. tt._s -m. n. .,_ ...h:L " l"r �:- p  per =e �. 
Remember that four tons per acre of wheat silage were taken 
off on July 7. 
l"h e-OrlO.tll�-= C- d ubu c-rop�in • a .  rh!.&. no�herri 1-a'tit:. -�e 
1'-.a•.'i.". nee been 1:nor;;:.i4g-hh' "t"Udie.d '" but if: aoi;s a.ppe,a!: fu.1omis.:..re-. 
Tl1r1 1.1 ... :.; : u -� uc..:......· • • :--- _,.,.. · ... t r, , .. x- .� t LJ."aµ 
will take time to evaluate. For example : If all the late 
summer and fall moisture is used for the bean crop, will yield 
of the next year ' s  crop be reduced proportionately? Several 
studies have shown that it is impossible to save much more than 
1/4 to 1/3 of the moisture that falls in one complete year of 
sununer fallow. If we can only save 1/3 of the moisture that 
falls after the wheat is :emoved for silage, then 2 / 3  must be 
w� ... .: ::J :.,•· _via£:-:--.:P-"'"� _,;._ ·= t 1. -c:..: ,...:i.f-3 a :.-5 nJ ::._ r ........:-;:e 
edible beans or sunflowers can me - b�-�er unc o� ��i5 mol��ur_.  
One of the major problems in double cropping is to get 
the second crop matured. To do this, the first crops must be 
:-ett:-::�.-� �=-- fl•  •- "' 1- ... -:__:�!!_ _. �- - ;J�I._ •reJ .- .-T =1'l 
interplanting. There must be su: -� ...., _:__-� "" · _...,«:; sell 
to get the second crop off to a fast start. If the second 
crop is planted in dry soil, the chances of success are 
considerably less because it may be one or two weeks before 
enough moisture falls to germinate the seed. With this delay 
it is very difficult to mature a second crop. A forage crop 
that can be used at an immature stage for feed , will help 
to reduce this risk. 
In our double cropping experiment, leaves on the edible 
h_a.r.c 'ii _ _ _  � .. 1..:1 ... _ �,., _ ... :--s-: _:: ;.--r �be._· :-- . ::-::. iA� -re: 
- he:.� J"� 5' :-ins:- -t. : ::c:i •. '11-= -4 -' ! ... . , .. � .... ;r..i_J• {-:., j 1 :ili�· 
beans. There were many other pods that were immature or had 
no beans in them. If the first killing frost occurred on 
October 10-14, as it usually does, the yield of edible beans 
would have been considerably more. 
Another problem with edible beans is in the harvesting. 
Navys are more erect than pintos and can be combined without 
special equipment. Setting the combine to avoid cracked or 
tPC:.J � - d.r.3 ..:_- - -:.r"f '---r;r.-,a- mp.....-r: T V  • -.. n-:i 1-;-C, r - ,�JJ 
� •• d rl..:..1 , rr lJ:: 1... ...,_ '- .  c -� f _ h...u.a..a:J o.rJ '11",p 1 !�n . This 
drastically reduces the value of the crop. 
S1'-�f ... c�reJ.15 1: Oll.r ::!:JI.lb_ cn:.m,in& �:.?-= ....men.: :iiJr\· �v:arl 
-ht: S';µt5fflh';r 17 ;-ros-t ,. Cool 1,.te tl,-e?"" �L .1.:-J me: u�! -:,· .  �u-t 
-;-hey •,1ere do\.ll"i eo l_l!. !t,o..:_-rrt: 1..1!e by };i:-vGD1l:;r J 3 1 1.981. i:i=ld"5 
weri� Hiir-ly _g • � d for c -.si:on:d ::::rop. It ..ra..:::. in ;re!;;t:L"\' "..: 
t.1.) t'"' fl�._, �11 3:'T l ..J. � -4 ..:n_ c� and - ' ft.:::LB dnr.tagii! in tn��"' 
late planted sunflowers. 
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PERFORMANCE OF HERBICIDES IN CORN AND SOYBEANS 
W. E. Arnold and L. J. Wrage 
PLANT SCIENCE 81-25 
H -:'cic. de m:urms�a ..:.on plot. :::-�v::.de 5iide-hy-sj(! 
co:u;Q1<son r..i:= h.1.rl:dcidt: �: -�rr...e-r.t . r:--e= · :t., n-rs L1.-=:. · le 
h��bi� ·ae� p a,-��ly lcbo..letl and those which may be approved 
"T n t;h= .:J,;._r "1 .. ,. , " .  D-Ernonstra lu11 . ---rs .; -e r n.e :.n.aJ s�� r 
in he �vbic!de ev ��iu� p�ogram, = �d ep:l= JI: n 
·1u:: tno �i == -�s�d en �c'S'Ult� o �= ·nee1 i1 �rcvious 
years ' screening tests. 
METHODS 
?rgp:!.an""t" a.nd pf'e-g:Jr.c�en ... c; �c:nr1-f:mts �Lr; a npI.ied 
H.;:y ll . A plot apM!,.'_!"< i!ecli\-=l·-1,g 2Q gp� wra"t"e� anc! ti Q ?Si 
;u et>&Ur>e wa;. used.. P,-.;J lan -:-rc---r: . 'ts ·aN ... necri)0!:19."t.e-d 
iJHr.u.::di.a:t:�ly ,._,!�h 1:1#40 tune� dia}::Jig_ G�t -o cu 5-5 irtclics 
d oJcp . La.sso. Dual r ..i at::!!:a::ine 1-1e.t ,c. ineo.:.'"iv.,l'o-:;�� r,.iJ.:._b em_ 
Shc..11..c.� d iDki�g a.nd �·L�cwcd. 
Half of each plot was on a fall plowed seedbed and half 
was on a disked seedbed. The 1980 crop was corn. 
Rainfall the first week after application totaled . 29 
inches and . 09 inches the second week. Weed pressure was 
moderate. Annual grass species included green and yellow 
foxtail. Major broadleaves species were smooth and rough 
pigweed and lambsquarters. 
RESULTS 
l llfr ptlr ... o:-rn:mc cu ;:i•e.a't!l!.ilnrs is presented in the 
.::-1lla1.,d.aF: a.h:las. £val::ua.;;ic:ma re based on two visual 
a5 �a-cs � �==� � r__ A 3-year average for early 
season weed control is included. 
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Table 65. 1981 Corn Herbicide Demonstration 
Percent Weed Control 
1981 
Plowed Disked 3 year Ave. 
Treatment lb/A act. Gr Bdlf Gr Bdlf Gr Bdlf 
PRE PLANT INCORPORATED 
Check 0 0 0 0 
Surpass  4 96 94 91 93 
Eradicane 4 96 93 95 93 97 7 5  
Eradicane+atrazine 3+1 94 97 91 94 97 97 
Eradicane+ Bladex 3+1-1/2 96 95 91 93 97 9 4  
I l •a �an •h �  dex-ata•iu 3+ 1-1 / 2 +1/2 95 96 87 90 
�-t t1 4 89 69 80 73 9 4  60 
Sutan+ +atrazine 4+ 1 88 93 83 91 94 94 
Sutan+ +Bladex 4+1-1/2 88 90 94 91 93 92 
Sutan++Bladex+atrazine 4+ 1-1/2+1/2 92 97 87 93 94 96 
SHALLOW PREPLANT INCORPORATED 
atrazine 2-1/2 78 94 73 89  69 96 
Lasso 3 83 83 64 69 84 80 
Dual 2-1 / 2  80  79 69 67 84 69 
PREEMERGENCE 
Check 0 0 0 0 
atrazine 2-1/2 79 94 4 5  87  72  94 
Blad ex 3 87 76 4 5  4 0  80  76 
Lasso 3 91 85 77 65 93 62 
Lasso (harrow) 3 83 76 72 48 
Dual 2-1/2 89 82  68 47  93 66 
Prowl 2 85 85 69 68 63 87 
propachlor 6 93 73 7 0  41 94 70 
Mon-097 2-1/2 9 'J 9 0  85 85 
Lasso+atrazine 2+ 1 90 96 69 83 92 96 
Lasso+ Bladex 2+ 1-1/2 94 92 75  78  90 89 
Dual+atrazine 2+1 89 96 69 7 7  91 97 
Dual+Bladex 2+ 1-1/2 93 93 74 7 0  9 3  91 
Prowl +atrazine 1-1/2+1 93 94 80 8 7  87 94 
propachlor+atrazine 4+1 92 93 7 0  8 6  94 95 
propachlor+Bladex 4 +1-1/2 96 89 82 57 95 94 
Lasso+Bladex+atrazine 2+ 1-1/2+1/2 91 95 78 85 
Dual+Bladex+atrazine 2+1-1/2+1/2  91 94 73 83 
Lasso+ Bladex+Sencor 2+1-1/2+1/4 89 95 71 84 
Lasso+atrazine+Sencor 2+1+1/4 87 97 66 8 5  
9 7  
Table 6 5  cont inued ; Corn Herbicide Demonstration 
Plowed Disked 3 year Ave . 
PREEMERGENCE (c.ont. ) lb/A act . Gr Bdlf Gr Bdlf Gr Bdlf 
Dual�Bladex+Sencor 2+1-1/2+1/4 8 5  9 6  6 6  84 
Dual+atrazine+Sencor 2 +1+1/4 92 97  6 7  92 
Lasso+Bladex+atrazine+ 
Sencor 2 +1+1/2+1/4  9 5  98  6 9  9 5  
POST-EMERGENCE 
Prowl+atrazine ( 2  lf) 1-1/ 2+1  94  97 77 95 
Prowl+Bladex (2 lf )  1-1/2+1-l/2 9 4  9 5  88 92 
atrazine+oil 1-1/2+1 gal 86 9 7  5 9  91 64  98 
Bladex wp+WA 1-1/ 2 +1/2% 7 0  7 9  42 60  54  82 
PREEMERGENCE & POST-EMERGENCE 
propachlor& Banvel ( 5  lf) 4 & 1/2 91  91 7 3  90 91 94  
r ] .ch: r ;; nv • 4&1/4 90 9 5  70 8 5  9 0  9 4  
1: (l par:hJ.ti I b 2 • t - n- 4 & 1 / 2  8 9  9 0  6 0  88 8 9  8 9  
propachlor&Basagran 4&1  8 8  7 8  6 0  72 
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Table 66. 1981 Soybean Herbicide Demonstration 
Plowed 
Treatment lb/A act. Gr . Bdlf 
PRC?!.ANT ll,CORPORAITD 
Check 0 0 0 0 
Treflan 3/4 95 94 85 58  
Tolban 1 93 90 8 3  53 
Basal in 1 95 92 8 3  67 
Prowl 1-1/4 94 89 89  74 
Vernam 2-1/2 91 84 77 68 
Treflan+Amiben 3/4+2 94 93 8 2  79 
Treflan+Sencor/Lexone 3/4+3/8 9 4  9 5  79 79 
Treflan+Atniben+ 
Sencor/Lexone 3/4+2+1/4 97 98 80 79 
SHA!..i.O �.• PR£FLAI�? DICORPO RAT er; 
Lasso 3 92 8 6  73 59 
Dual 2-1/2 93 77 79 43 
Treflan+Modown 3/4+1-1/2 95 85 85 80 
PREPLANT INCORPORATED & PREEMERGENCE 
Treflan+Sencor/Lexone 3/4+1/4 
& Sencor/Lexone & 3/8  95 92 85 8 6  
Treflan&Sencor/Lexone 3/4&1/2 97 96 89  90 
Treflan&Modown 3/4&2 98 96 86 89 
Treflan&Amiben 3/4&2 99 99 89 91 
Treflan&Lorox 3/4&1 95 9 3  70 77 
PREEMERGENCE 
Check 0 0 0 0 
Treflan+Surflan 1/2+1/2 8 5  65 50 12 
Amiben 3 89  79 58 45 
Lasso 3 93 86 63 70 
Dual 2-1/2 89 71 58 50 
Lasso+Sencor/Lexone 2+1/2 89 92 70 8 3  
Dual+Sencor/Lexone 2+1/2 89 91 71 85 
Lasso+Amiben 2+2 91 91 55 69 
Dual+Amiben 2+2 89 89 57 68 
Lasso+Modown (harrow) 2+1-1/2 89  87 48 86 
Dual+Modown (harrow) 2-l/2+1-1/290 85 54 84 
Lasso+Lorox 2+1 8 6  80 45 62 
Dual+Lorox 2+1 8 6  77 37 6 2  
Lasso+Furloe 2+2 8 5  8 3  4 4  50 
Lasso+Premerge 2+4-1/2 78 80 54 58 
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3 year a •g , 
Gr Bdl 
0 0 
92 85 
89 85 
92 84 
89  81  
90 71 
8 5  92 
95 93 
88 6 5  
91 60 
95 89  
97 97 
85 8 3  
86 74 
8 6  66 
82 8 6  
85 8 8  
86 87 
80 75 
72 67 
Table 66  Cont"inued ; Soybean Herbicide Demonstration 
Plowed Disked 3 year avg . 
PREEMERGENCE (cont. ) LB/A act. Gr Bdlf Gr Bdlf Gr Bdlf 
Lasso+Goal 2+3/8 94 96 8 2  9 2  
Lasso+Lorox+Sencor/ 
Lexone 2+1+1/4 91 95 6 9  88 
Dual+Lorox+Sencor/ 
Lexone 2+1+1/4 91 95 7 6  89 
Lasso+Amiben+Sencor/ 
Lexone 2+2+1/4 97 97 85 90 
Dual+Amiben+Sencor/ 
Lexone 2+2+1/4 96 97 84 89 
Lasso+Modown 2+1-1/2 92 95 66 81 8 1+  7 9  
PREEMERGENCE & POST-EMERGENCE 
Lasso&Alanap+2, 4-DB 2&1-l/l.4+1/1683 85 45 68 
Lasso&Blazer 2&1/2 81.f  88 53  81+ 
Lasso & Dynap 2&2-1/2 88 90 60 78 7 9  8 2  
Lasso&Tackle 2& 1/2 90 93 66 89 
Lasso&Tackle+Basagran 2&1/2+1/4 9 0  94 5 9  8 4  
POST-EMERGENCE 
Hoelon+Basagran 1+1 27 4 3  a 55 
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THE EFFECT OF BREED AND IMPLANT ON 
GROWTH, CARCASS CHARACTERISTICS AND 
PALATABIL ITY OF BULLOCK BEEF 
Roger Johnson, Dan Gee, Roland Hanson 
AN IMAL SCI ENCE 81-26 
Introduction 
�: .. ;
-r
��5 �_:,.·-=� ��� - t.,;._ .t-- - -�- ---- ---..... •L 
fat ratio. In response to these needs, several revisions have 
been made in the U . S . D . A .  standards for quality grades of car­
cass beef that have and will continue to encourage the 
production of lean beef. 
Several alternatives are available for producers to increase 
� _n1""'\••n- - ;  .: t __ c.:G. .:.. ., ... :: �-·n'- ....... ::, � ..... 
•l"v:h.i=-_ n t! .. Efi�;i.�::,r. ::11 7ii0.'Gn.; ""Offll!! ,,. · tiQ(J is -?tt:: of"" 
i.mr..:1. ·..;nict l ...... r:- -.:: l ___ _  : ,=�-J ·- - L"'! = 
utilization in steers and heifers. Research data has also 
indicated that the production of beef by young bulls may be 
another possible solution to more efficient beef production. 
The knowledge of the above information presents possible 
production method--the use of implants on bulls. However , 
limited work has been done with the use of implants on bulls. 
Procedure 
Two . t ri dr-:,;::Ci y �n �:_ 11.r. .,, _ _ - "TJ -
; �--' 21l -'"-::s:1br w - �,.= sed to evaluate the effect of 
breed and implant on growth, carcass characteristics and 
palatability parameters of bullock beef. All of the bulls were 
purchased from three ranches in South Dakota and raised under 
typical climatic conditions for the area. Following an 
acclimation period, the bulls were weighed and divided into 
eight equal groups based upon breed and weight. One pen from 
each breed was randomly selected and implanted with either 
Ralgro, Synovex-H or Synovex-S. The fourth pen of each breed 
served as a control. 
The bulls were fed in outside dirt mount lots with fence­
line bunks and cable fences. A growing ration, of 67% corn 
silage and 33% high-moisture shelled corn (as fed) plus a 
commercial supplement, was fed for the first 92 days. For 
the remainder of the trial, the r�tion consisted of 67% high-
1Tn..:.. .. ,·-;...: - --=· .a.... ,.:i - _..:__]"; (�- _ _  J :, .. 
�U!>tJ '.!.e!n.ent . � L�-s pi--ev.: _ • :illIJP,...a;vn:-=-a 
w.:..-:h tl-.e: � i..."np!ant all!"in_g pl�� .. 
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At the conclusion of the feeding trial , the bulls were 
slaughtered at a commercial packing company and the quality 
and yield grade factors were evaluated by a U . S . D . A .  grader. 
A four-rib section from one side of each carcass was trans­
ported to the SDSU meat lab and broken down into samples to 
be used for Warner-Bratzler shear , taste panel and proximate 
analysis. 
Results 
Statistical analysis has not been completed on the data.  
Therefore , the significance of the trends that are noted 
cannot be stated. 
Mean values for the feedlot performance according to breed 
and implant type are reported in Table 67. The variation in 
the number of days on feed can be explained by the scheduling 
restrictions at the packing company and the endpoint selected 
for each pen. The use of implants on bulls appears to 
improve average daily gains during the growing phase , but the 
benefits of reimplanting during the finishing phase are some­
what questionable. 
Table 68 presents the mean values for the carcass  charac­
teristics by breed and implant type . The Gelbvieh crossbred 
bulls were heavier muscled and later maturing as indicated by 
the larger rib eye areas and less external fat on heavier 
carcasses. Due to trimness and muscling advantages, the 
Gelbvieh bulls would be expected to yield a higher percentage 
of boneless  tri1med retail cuts as shown by the more desirable 
yield grades . The earlier-maturing Angus bulls possessed 
higher marbling levels and , therefore, higher quality grades 
than the Gelbvieh crossbred bulls. 
Sensory evaluation mean values and standard deviations by 
breed and implant are shown in Table 69. General trends 
cannot be drawn from this data without complete statistical 
analysis . 
Further analysis being done in this project inclues 
(1) taste panel evaluation of juiciness , tendernes s ,  connective 
tissue amount and flavor desirabilit y ,  (2) proximate analysis , 
(3) Armour Tenderometer evaluation of fresh and aged bullock 
beef , and (4) relationship between chilling rate and tenderness. 
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Table 67. Mean Values of Feedlot Performance 
.:m:--s Bulli:i Gel.bv:.1.lH C"!'-l.':l!lo.Ored Bull� 
Contrr;.l R4l�-ro �]r.-:H SYli-S Con&o! P l�ro S •n-H S-lli-S 
Days on feed 
Avg.daily gain , 
lb,day 
Growing 
Finishing 
Overal l  
Live wt , lb 
205 
2. 9 4  
2.64  
2.79 
1090 
19 5 
3. 56 
2.56 
3.08 
1121 
198 
3 . 07 
3 . 08 
3. 08 
1 1 3 3  
2 02 
3 .10  
3 . 0 3  
3.07 
1145 
223 
3 . 32 
2. 9 4  
3.12 
1237 
230  
3.36  
2.70 
3.01 
1233 
2 3 3  
3.57  
2 . 6 5  
2.9 6  
1233 
2 2 6  
3 . 4 3  
3 . 0 5  
3.23  
1289 
Table 68. Mean Values for Carcass Characteristics 
An,.._s lillll& 
Cttnl:"t:ol Pti.:ro ,Syn-H S��-s 
Carcass wt , lb 686  
Rib eye area , 
sq inc 12. 41 
Fat thicknes s ,  
in . 41 
Percent kidney , 
heart , pelvic 1. 9 
fat 
USDA yield 
grade 
MCl.turitya 
Marbling levelb 
Qi.:ality gradec 
2 . 5  
A 
Sl 
c 
722 707  720 
13.16 12. 4 5  12. 37 
. 4 9  . 5 2  . 54 
1 . 9  1 . 8  2.0 
2.7 
A 
Sl  
2.8 
A 
Sl+ 
G+ 
3.0 
A 
Sl+ 
G+ 
Gelbvieh Crossbred Bulls 
�(l!"�tr:-.l f.:ilk o Syn-H Syr:-S 
771 
13 .84  
.18 
2. 0 
1. 7 
A 
Tr+ 
St+ 
765  7 6 9  7 9 5  
14. 02 13 . 95 1 3 . 9 6  
.17  .21  . 24 
1.5 2.1 1 . 9  
1.6 
A 
Tr 
St+ 
1. 9 
A 
Tr+ 
St+ 
2 . 0  
A 
Tr 
St+ 
� A maturity = cattle 9-30  months of age. 
Tr = traces ,  Sl - slight. 
c G - good , St = standard. 
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Table 69. Mean Values and Standard Deviations for 
Sensory Evaluation 
An�us Bulls 
Control l<aI c.1 S ::-H _yn-S -
Warner-Bratzler 
shear, lba 19.66 18 . 27 18.88 21 . 7 4  2 0.82 22.89 21.97 
Standard 
deviation 3. 61 2 . 2 9  2 . 88 2 . 7 0  2 . 69 4 . 90 2 . 06 
Overall gesira-
bility 4.95 5 . 19 5. 31 5.12 4.81 4 .  8 3  4.7 2 
Standard 
deviation . 8 8  .38 .67  .77 . 65 . 69 . 4 2  
aPounds of shear force required to cut through a 1 inch core. 
bExtremely undesirable = 1, slightly desirable = 5 ,  ext- emely 
desirable = 8. 
1 04 
2 1 .  26 
2 .  93 
4.75 
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SUNFLOWER PEST MANAGEMENT 
D D Walgenbech , T. Heilman, J. Gednalske 
PLANT SC I ENCE 81-27 
Sunflower hybrids have the genetic capability of producing 
seed yields approaching 4 0 0 0  pounds per acre. Under normal pro­
duction practices interaction with the environment reduces 
potential seed yield by about 5 0%. Management of the sunflower 
crop to maximize  profits through reduction of insect damage from 
seed weevils , stem insects and sunflower moth has considerable 
potential for decreasing this los s  in South Dakota. Most of 
these insects are native to this area and feed on several plant 
species in addition to cultivated and wild sunflowers. Expansion 
of cultivated sunflower acreage is expected to encourage 
these insects to become profit limiting on an annual basis. 
This situation has occurred in South Dakota and other areas where 
sunflowers have been a major  crop the past 5 to 7 years. We 
believe certain management practices can increas e  seed yields 
and hence profits while at the same time reducing insect losses 
to sunflower producers. 
The impact of insect pests upon yield can range from no 
damage to destruction of the crop. The major management prac­
tices that have potential for limiting insect pest populations 
and ei�her increase or sustain yields are : 
1 .  Early planting (May 1-1 0 )  
Plant population ( 18 , 0 0 0  emerged) 
Fall or spring moldboard plowing of harvested 
sunflower land. 
These practices are discussed within the parameters of 
current knowledge of the pests . Must of the research on which 
these recommendations are based was initiated in 1981. These 
recommendations are tentative as they are based on one year t s 
work. However , the results are encouraging and the suggested 
practices have potential for enhancing yield in addition to 
reducing pest populations . Moldboard plowing of sunflower land 
entails some risks from either wind or water erosion . Each 
Ei.elJ -� I ,, ll L.. ' -t!'l.P 
1e .,. · _:-.,_g - . --- , • � .. r1::rn-i.ni 
row crops must be taken into consideration. Importantly, some 
fields should not be plowed or planted to row crops. 
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The major insect pests of sunflowers will be discussed as 
affected by the su�en�� practices. 
SEED WEEVILS 
The red sunflower seed weevil Simicronyx fulvus is the 
most damaging insect pest on sunflowers in South Dakota and in 
c.-:rt:::iii". irea'5 � s joilv ... ·1 by lJ. g".! ,�· .., ::J rJ �-l ,  S: .  or.:Ut!.ilE .  
R� p!ii:tl.tc:t! �x��T"�t h1 1991 !iltow� ... e-h!l t ruo..:i.d.h:)�- lovln b 
either the spring or fall reduced adult weevil emergence by 40 
percent. The only other treatment showing a reduction in weevil 
emergence was the spring chisel tillage treatment. Plowing 
was compared to fall and spring disking, Noble blade, chisel 
plow operation and untilled soil. 
Weevils began emerging from the soil on July 8 and con­
tinued to emerge until September. By August 1, only 50 percent 
of the seed weevil population had emerged. Sunflowers that 
blossomed prior to August 1 would escape seed weevil damage, 
since seed weevils have been reported to require a 2 week period 
before they begin laying eggs. Weevils only lay eggs in 
developing seeds and do not oviposit after the seed coats have 
hardened. Most sunflower hybrids require 65 to 70 days from 
planting to flowering and pollination lasts from 7 to 10 days. 
:"n::.. !}�nti.ui; o. L-:-� !Il.11:ur..u� hybridn uer.:-i..tet11 nr. J O  
�.::. .tl:1 r�;..L � - ha ..r Jni ,of  -�J w�v!. 1  d=t.,..�-f;- � c-. · i!JlV 
eliminate the need for an insecticide application during 
flowering. 
An emerged sunflower plant population of approximately 
18,000 plants per acre has a head size and position that can 
increase insecticidal control when compared to plants with 
large, less erect heads. Observations are that seed weevil 
escapes in aerial insecticide applications occur on large heads 
(greater than 8 11 ) that are bowed during flowering. 
STEM INSECTS 
The stem insect complex contains 3 weevils and 2 beetles 
plus several associated stem rotting organisms. Further 
research is necessary to determine the level of yield reduction 
due to these insects and associated disease. Research in 1981 
showed a positive correlation between insects and stem rot. 
'!'"our �i The !..,a Cl:G ,  �:,:1.n :;.:-cr.:021:u,:-"!; �i:;prtrrru!:i • .i:.,��iu .EJ - 1: J :-, ; , . .. 
Dl.!� t:� ... ":l!>!:un'.!. • '1-m! '1:lr!!..;;iili-M.i.!1 P · _i• Tt.1L-;�m" .i.:;- ar·.ra= !ri 
the stel:'1Jl una roots o1 sunflowe1:- , r l !  �1 ap.'X"!t.g i:ro l-jbo r:f 
plowing of sunflower land should have a suppressive effect on 
the populations of these insects. Since these insects migrate 
in spring, a �eduction in their winter survival should reduce 
the potential for damage. Work in the mid-1970 ' s  in North 
��� shg��d a sier i ft��n� reduc�. � of - - ac5nuru..LS -r rn 
p1¢�lng . b�ete� � �a , � C:;J"��� � �  i -:f p.rt!��la� 
c:>nc,:.::,n au 1.1: i;..r.:.a f."i:P.,:'�rd .,..o be  a serious pest of soybeans in 
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Missouri during the late 1960 's. The infectation level of 
r:,t1..:1:.� r • 1: • i.,_ • '=' ·=- ;..,- ··r:�,-,5 has not been established. 
T.'P!on-ci:-::id'=nt=I� ala.o irlf� r-:; sunflower stems, however, it 
- ·,cru�--c:-= :-: tir  =��· � .. ·r1- effect of plowing on Apion 
survival is still unknown. 
SUNFLOWER MOTH 
The sunflower moth does not overwinter in South Dakota. 
Present information is that moths are carried into the state 
during June by weather systems. The moth can complete its 
lifecycle on a large number of weeds and plants in addition to 
sunflowers so it is difficult to predict the severity and 
.. ;r- ns • T - "")--5-r:-: J -J '  •• - � .  ,-� ... ,- � - ::} F 
s_..::h =-�·· ·-· :· ..rr/ ,_.__;_a...:.:· ... � • •  nf.  .le? J11J l:i:: .·-= L.J:!'..2:1c:nd 
that early planted flowers are most subject to moth damage. 
Early planted sunflower fields can have high moth populations 
although this is not generally true because of the erratic 
nature of moth infestations. Moths are attracted to sex 
pheromone traps. Populations can be monitored fairly easily 
and adequately controlled with insecticides. Generally, the 
overall risk of infestation from the moth is less compared to 
seed weevils. 
The recommended practices of early planting and populations 
of 20-22,000 seeds per acre should enhance yields under most 
situations. Newly emerged plants are resistant to frost until 
the six leaf stage. Early planting may justify the use of a 
�· J:i6i-i- 'c::. -t.!.�j t:"i.:..lt.:Il'!.:.l.:.. :. - �- .• rn _:. �\.I _ .... -� _ :  
tk,Wi:1Y ill1. l.;;; � • 
Desired plant populations are difficult to define because 
of compensation by the plant. for example, lower plant popu­
lations tend to produce larger heads. Generally, highest 
yields have been obtained in the 18-22,000 final stand range. 
Other factors which favor populations in the 20,000 final stand 
range include smaller head size and its association with faster 
dry down, and less stalk breakage and more erect heads during 
bloom. A more erect head provides a much better target for 
aerial insecticide application. A 15 to 30 percent reduction 
in seed weevil and sunflower moth control can be expected on 
larger (greater than 5 t, d) when compared to smaller more erect 
blossoms . 
CUTWORMS 
Three species of cutworms have sporadically occurred in 
sunflower production areas. Moths of the darksided and redbacked 
- � l a..ro-n_r- -._ -• ..,L.� . ..:.. -t. -• -� ·-, • • :- -�--- ':,r..--:.nlt:::° - --:: .. �-:. "lg l ,- ·. t t :� 
.,.�uo_- 'iii J '.:Z'" �----:� ... :Ii:!. �:>;. =--:..::.  :'}-.,- V, • -•m :.rt== 
and larvae emerge during late May and June and begin feeding 
ot1 1r.}- ::c:n.m...,:�./ f l.=--j· ·- =4 �=·"' =:...J; . T: .. � J_:n:-_ \.-_tw-.:.1!1 r.v,_1:-wi:1::��a ;; 
-1. ... � �=r i.,. J -1 ir -.. m ..:..::r, :., .,. begins to feed slightly earlier 
than the other species. The larvae of all species feed primarily 
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at night, cutting plants at the soil surface or slightly above 
ground level. We expect damage from cutworms can be reduced by : 
A. Early planting . . .  
1 .  R�rll.!.t!• c�.rr·wo� d�·=11P· to g�m!�-ti:ng _p:'l�t: �!"liar 
:: � l!.r.l.ElXgfill�:; :...a.:r. .. r;'C �!"1"'..d t\.fi'u...00 Ci::!JU.t"U JU".lOT' i;-ii;i, 
cutworm activity. 
2. Allow initial damage to be more noticeable on 
larger plants for better treatment timing. 
3. Improve insecticidal control in larger plants 
for oral and contact materials. 
B. Plant population . 
1. Adequate plant populations of 20,000 plants will 
provide greater latitude in economic threshold. 
SUNFLOWER MIDGE 
The sunflower midge has not caused economic losses to 
sunflower produces in South Dakota, however, the midge was 
found and identified in several widely separated areas in the 
.c=a-�,.. ... .... . . '"' r"'""- <rr"'ta "f��= - -.. ,.. �:-� .-- =-� �,- ..1 .  _.. ........._ 11.- •I .. -� •• ::.....i,_ .. 'IIW _ .., ,. ::.-i- i.:...;..,..:_.. . ......__ � 1fr." • -- &.a. 
:..U- := - . tl'1e �d._ - t. s.  �� ......:....1..L - ·  :':��..i..:._:- ::-:iS.frc.:."::.: ._:;:: . ..10- - �  ri... ·!:: 
difficulty emerging from sunflower fields that were fall or 
spring plowed. Since the sunflower midge is extremely difficult 
to control with insecticides, cultural control appears as the 
major method �o prevent population buildup in South Dakota. 
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CHEMICAL CONTROL OF STALK-BOR ING  I NSECTS 
I N  SUNFLOWERS 
D. D. Walgenbach, T. Heilman and J. Gednalske 
Stalk-boring insects and associated stalk-rot diseases 
appear to be common in sunflowers and may reduce potential 
seed yields. During the 1980-1981 growing seasons, the larvae 
of four insect species were commonly found in sunflower stems 
in South Dakota. This complex of stalk boring insects includes 
t;•,,o :it:tir '1•:: • •  �·L-.: .• ___ _  .., � ·� :::::-=--L·-- 'J- _ t.,  
c:.d.4 ,;,..! -S; Oil.; .1..0:-g-h' t'«� be�- =- �-_: "t..e�nu ; � ,c;,nc! 
tum.t.:
.
:n� :"low ... �:;:;.tl,s- ,, IL,L :'.! _1 tena sp. 
Little research has been done on the effect of these 
insects on sunflower seed yields or the potential for chemical 
control of insect larvae in the stem. An investigation was 
initiated at Redfield and other locations in 1981. 
Three granular, systemic insecticides were applied at 
planting time : Furadan lOG, Counter lSG, and Temik lSG. 
Each of these was applied at several rates and with different 
placements i.e., ( a )  band over the seed furrow, (b) seed 
=-...r l .. .  .) . - ,,.. - , ,.-,a-
=u l t: i V.:l.: .i .c, n \4' = :e 
The effectiveness of each insecticide ,  rate, and place­
ment was determined by hand splitting of twenty sunflower 
stems ( S  from each of 4 replications) from each of the chemical 
treatments. The species of insects present and a subjective 
rating of the severity of stalk-rotting (fungal infection) 
were recorded for each stem. Ratings of stalk-rot were as 
follows : 0 for stems with no fungal growth (no infection), 
'):! • 1":tr W �]. - :_: ••  - - • �- • • -· -h:;;: H • • I _ 1 �J1.'t. 
J ' ,..  -i JI 1! .. ._.. !....� - - :..;;.a ,# - :.!'"' ..... J_;;'- "" l � 
pith in one area of the stem (moderate infection), and 3 for 
stems with a complete destruction of the pith and partial 
destruction of vascular tissue by fungus in one area of the 
stem (severe infection). All stems were split and the above 
information recorded during the full bloom stage of the 
sunflowers. 
Table 70 summarizes the results from tests at Brookings, 
Watertown, Centerville , Redfield and Highmore. 
THE CHEMICALS USED I N  THI S  STUDY ARE NOT REGI STERED FOR USE ON 
SUNFLOWERS I N  SOUTH DAKOTA . REGI STRAT ION OF FURADAN AND 
COUNTER MAY OCCUR W ITHIN  THE NEXT TWO OR THREE YEAR S ,  
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Table 70. Effect of Insecticide Treatments on the Percent of Sunflower Stems Infested 
( By any Insect Species) ; On the Severity of Stalk Rots (Fungal Infection 
Rating) ; And on the Percent of Stalks Infested by Each of the Four 
Treatment 
Untreated 
Furadan lOG 
Furadan lOG 
Furadan lOG 
Furadan lOG 
Furadan lOG 
Counter lSG 
Counter 15G 
Counter lSG 
Counter lSG 
Counter 15G 
Counter lSG 
Counter 15G 
Counter lSG 
Temik lSG 
Temik 15G 
Insect Species 
Rate & 
1.0 lb 
1 . 5 lb . 
2 . 0  lb. 
2. 0 lb. 
1. 0 lb . 
1.0 lb . 
1.0 lb. 
1. O lb ,. 
1. 0 lb. 
2. 0 lb, 
2.0 lb. 
2 . 0  lb. 
2.0 lb . 
1. 0 lb. 
o . s  lb , 
Placement 
Fur>row 
Furrow 
Furrow 
Band 
Subseed 
Band 
Furrow 
Cultivation 
Sub seed 
Band 
furrow 
Cultivation 
Sub seed 
Furrow 
Furrow 
% Stems Stalk Rot 
Infested Rating \:) I 
97 
8 5  
7 O* 
6 7 l� 
7 Q1; 
8 5  
7 2* 
7 5  
8 3  
6 5* 
7 2* 
60* 
57* 
30* 
97 
97 
2. 28 
1 ,  551, 
1 . 3 8 1'' 
1 . 18 1': 
1 .2 8 1' 
1 .  6 5  
1 . sa ,·, 
1.  7 51r 
1 , 30* 
1 , 00* 
1 , 65* 
1. 63ii: 
1 . 3 o�"' 
0 . 8 3 * 
1.  95 
2 05 
45 
4 0  
3 8  
4 5  
50 
14 5  
5 0  
58 
63 
I.J S  
5 8  
38 
3 3  
15* 
52 
3 3  
Most stalks were infested by more than one insect species. 
6 5  
23* 
13* 
8 ,•r 
1 3 it 
8*  
23* 
2 3)'; 
1 0 *  
5* 
4 0* 
23* 
13* 
a �'c 
3 o�\ 
4 Qir 
3 3  
20 
10* 
2 0  
15 
3 0  
18 
12* 
13  
10* 
5* 
5*  
3 �'c 
9 1, 
3 3  
45 
50 
4 3  
2 3 �'c 
13 1't 
2 o�·, 
3 3  
23* 
23* 
30 
28* 
3 3  
20* 
17* 
5* 
38  
3 3  
* Means followed by an asterisk were significantly different from the untreated mean 
in the same column of the table at the .05  probability level. 
Few of the chemical treatments had a major effect on the 
percentage of stalks infested (by any insect) or on the 
� .. .,-;:-- � i1-, ... S .:.r..:-!,:..-�� - -=JA . :.. �,I .I ";.r �- • � 
occidonta e r  The en!;• O ·ce�t! -J. - re- . �- _ ... · 
:ij\lbs:eed , \.,i'h.i.ah gE!\·e e�.:c.o:len C . mtrol of all insects. Several 
�; the tT-�atm n't!i s!gn!.rica...1t l reduced the percenta�e of stalks 
i:nf�s:.:-� by th ot:het '.!:nss: ... .li1 ..:cies , particularly t e stem 
�e · · CvUndrocoin .run d5ge. .� and the long-horned beetle, 
Di!. l ;;- te�!LJlul,li .  ::i'h!! sa:r..e t:E-:a tents were also effective in 
re · -. -LS the severity o: stalk ·ots in t:,e stem. The placement 
o.f h-=- che:lie l c:.pp - · l t-c be 1ore impo tant than the rate. 
<:ie:ric:raJ l;· ,  ;:;ubn�(I _;��rmt O'. Counter and first cultivation 
l!PP-� -: .l Coun-� 'I \r-t .h- most effective treatments at 
the lower rates. At higher rates, Counter subseed, Counter 
cultivation, and Furadan in furrow produced equal or greater 
control of most insects and somewhat less stalk-rot. It should 
be noted tr�t Furadan was not applied subseed at higher rates. 
Also, the �ifference in insect control or severity of stalk-
ro't: �t H:STI tl:e . . /er ii!'lr.l .J.:. ::6 r t:ha; li.n .eC'i"iC.- tllB�' 
no � €�onornic41.y ��nt . 
No significant differences in seed yield were found at 
Watertown, where there was a light infestation of stalk­
boring insects. The test crops at other locations, inc_uding 
Redfield, were damaged by high winds, other insects and or 
bids prior to harvest, so differences in seed yield cou'd not 
be measured. Yield tests will be repeated in 1982 .  
Some re�en� �eoe_n.;h don� by • • C. RDSCI' on a�n. lower� 
in :'E!Xi'!!J imSiC"a-ted th� lo.!!f!VY in;f rnt!cns o:f -he frtfilll -1ciet1 ! ' 
£xlL-,'i.nocn;e,1:eru 3-de:.tiu!'nus c:=...ri ?"ildua.e G:ee?J yi :d,.. :ny 't mt.in& 
plan!: t'Ow-ctl jnt!_/01· r.hr<iu h lod�il1& of th p. nts be.! 01' 
hru;•·.·e�c. 0 h-er r""OS��,i done by - • :H. H:::to� l! t .  e:t .  l. on 
�h� :an�-h�rned bo�-..:1.-�  Da�t -�;an s.  indicat�s �ID� �his 
i.r . · .c. · :;�::; _ � r ::: _ .1 __ .... � - ;:; Gnybai ... for hos nl n 1;5 . n;! 
it has caused significant soyb- ,n yiel� 1 0:s ..e& • J.•jrn., T. 
Soybean yield losses have resu ted from lodging of the plants 
before harvest or from harvesting losses when stalks break off 
too easily to properly feed into a combine. Crop losses have 
�n ".!::?'"' -� >-� -
• 
;.t, rt_d .�..::.;. • · . �-
OCCi'..d:..i"Chl� . c,r ch • � :.mu>l s - :owor bee1;le, Mo':'de.111 fn:£r a�. 
Since all four of these insects are natural pests of wild 
sunflowers and do overwinter in South Dakota, one or more of 
these species may increase in number with continued cultivation 
of domestic sunflowers. Future research on these insects in 
South Dakota will help determine their �ffect on sunflower 
seed yields and what control measures are the most effective. 
Despite t1e loss of yield information in 198 1 ,  two important 
discoveri s were made toward those goals. First, it is now 
evident that these stalk-boring insects are associated closely 
with stalk-rot diseases. Second, granular insecticides can be 
used effectively to control these insects and to reduce the 
occurrence of stalk-rot diseases. 
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EUROPEAN CORN BORER CONTROL 
D. Raemisch and D. D. Walgenbach 
PLANT SCIENCE 81-29 
FIELD INFORMATION 
Location - Platte, South Dakota 
Flood irrigated field 
Row spacing - 40 inches 
Corn Variety - DenBesten SX60 
Date Planted - May 1, 1981 
h �1 � c:...iL� - /\A-;.':� � • • l .hs C P0:6 i.: � 
_ r !!, e.-_ t -L:;: - Il'-•:::' ..:-r..c:i::· ... J ... s lbti . C ::"OG'i. ,..,orm) 
Plant population 28, 000/A 
Insecticide Trial : (Table 71) 
Application Method - John Deere highboy Gandy applicators 
(chain driven) 
Application Date - June 23, corn was 40-45n extended leaf 
height 
Analysis - July 20 split stalks, corn in tassel stage. 
Treatment Means 
(# cavities/�lant) 
2 . 41 
1. 40 
1.17 
1 .  07  
1. 05 
0.86  
0. 62 
0.45 
0 . 38 
0. 38 
0 . 36 
0.34 
Treatment 
Control 
Dyfonate 0.25 lbs. 
Lorsban 0.25 
Thimet 1.0 
Thimet O .  5 
Furadan 0.25 
Dyfonate 0.5 
Lorsban 0.5 
Furadan 0. 5 
Lorsban 1.0 
Furadan 1. 0 
Dyfonate 1.0 
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Grouping 
A 
B 
BC 
BC 
c 
CD 
DE 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
Table 72. Corn Grain Yield as Influenced by European 
Corn Borer Cavity Counts 
No. of Cavities Per Plant 
0 
1 
2 
3 
Grain Yield-Bu/Acre 
206 
194  
190 
177 
Two studies were conducted to assess the impact of the 
European corn borer (ECB) on corn yield in South Dakota. The 
first examines the affect of ECB on grain yield and the second 
looks at effects of ECB on total plant weight. In both cases 
treatments consisted of individual plants tagged as either 
O::ir I 1£--, { ..;,:"1. .. f\.'2h;,. 1 F,:, - :�r L.. . .....,.. - -.,._ ) ·- . - r,\rr,;� -
�y fir J �  t�Q�d �CB . :n Qu�n--entral South Dakota the ECB 
::'.:( l\ ib i :'J. -:: •.,,'lo g lllL.t'- t- n T r r , ,.. 
�r" i1 1 =-,-:,r.a --: -r._- -=- � was reduced from 208 to 190 Bu/A 
by second brood damage while a combined attack by first and 
5e-�,.._ J• � �.1 =L::,.:,;c� .... ::: .. . . _ .. ,::;:_ �:... ... .. �H?. _..;:;_ �at_ : ·_J 
At 'the ;;1�5en- �s...1! �� cor!l �c..,.r� ir4 -�-is ""te:a · n i t:  r 
.l.r t t: ,,_ :""'•':£ hu. _ _ _ ,.. _;;;. L.• ._ ._ _ .. t.:_; . e- ,  
borers. This study indicates that it may be worthwhile to 
ir,-·::J. .. ..,_ .... --•• t,_ ...,,., _ s. In east-central South 
Dako-.a -o-_.=.-'t pla.:. =-tudied on adjacent irrigated 
li:nd t'}'1-:ld pl.a�r::: . .. n of 100% first brood damage 
t n¥ =�--� broca ��ge � w� an 8.8% yield loss under 
Lcr_ ' ticn Qnd m l �- o,s :..r dry land corn. Within non-
��.c1g(!lj �o�n . dr:,:i'ilv.i y.:n1t.1 d l _ · :,..,, ""- --=r r :;;-a....,. -1 ::: n 
"'t�i. · -·� - ri�-:- ;...:i � -t brood damage sustained a 
30. 5% loss when comparing dryland to irrigated corn. This 
study supports the use of different threshold levels for making 
management decisions on either dryland or irrigated corn. 
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, •.r -
CORN ROOTWORM CONTROL - 1982 
D. D .  Walgenbach 
PLANT SC I ENCE 81-30 
Results from eight years of corn rootworm research on 
insecticide efficacy are shown in Table 73. * Both the number 
of tests and the percent root protection afforded are indi­
cated for each year. The average percent root protection is 
calculated for the eight-year period from 1974-1981 , inclusive. 
These test averages involve both light and heavy corn 
rootworm larval infestations with very little Western corn 
rootworm pressure since 1977. The Northern corn rootworm 
species has predominated in South Dakota since the collapse 
of the Western corn rootworm populations in 1977 . 
The overall corn rootworm population pressure in the field 
has been low the past four years and indications are that 
the 1982 corn rootworm populations in South Dakota will not 
be any higher than the 1981 growing season, or possibly even 
lower. The Western corn rootworm species is building up in 
some southern South Dakota counties and the Belle Fourche 
area in western South Dakota . However, most corn growers in 
South Dakota will encounter predominately Northern corn root­
worm in 1982. 
Since the field situation indicate less Western corn root­
worm pressure for the 1982 season, we are eliminating our 
category placings of corn rootworm insecticides for 1982 . 
Performance of all rootworm insecticides the last four years 
has been satisfactory against the Northern corn rootworm 
species and lighter populations, in general, have been 
encountered in the field . 
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Table 73. Corn Rootworn Research 1974-1981 
Insecticide Efficacy 1974-81 
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 Avs . - w-- ;;;--- r- � (I) (I) (I) (I) ti) ...., . i . .µ I I I • f-1 . ...., . ...., .. ...., . 
jl. ,., µ. 1·) ,, 111 r ' 111 11, 1/.1 1::i, Cl) '1.. (I) jl. Cl3 jl. 
Q) rl . 1' ...... • Ill I I • 111 I I QM I l • l!:J rl . Q) ,-I • Q} l""1 • (I) .rl . 
Insecticide '* E-1 � ::ft:, E-1 dP ll:: "#:: E-1 dP� '* E-t df>ll:: '*ri dPP::: �E-1 dP� �f-f o"l!r. � df.P:: =#l E-t - � 
Amaze 2 75 14 62 15 S S  12 91 il 8 2  Ii 8 5  9 6 9  14 79 80 74.6 
Counter 14 71 25 6 5  2 1  55 11+ 83 7 76 7 8 1+  11 69 21 84 120 73. 4 
Furadan 32 76 20 73 18 60  12 7 5  � 68 9 67 12 56  12 71 124 68.0 
Thi.met 32 5 6  12  lt 9  17 lJ 9 10 81 7 72 5 78 11  66  18 80 112 6 6.5 
Dyfonate 14 6 0  1 3  60 1 0  51 1 0  76 .. .. 69 6 6 5  11 60 1 6  74 8 8  64.5 
Mocap 14 58 13  48 19 44 9 7 9  (Tl 7 67 5 62 1 0  6 0  21 76 98 61.8 
Lo rs ban 3 62 13 42 21 44 9 80 L, 7 3  2 71 11 55  15  64  80  61.0 
• Not Marketed 
.1 \ R . P .  - Percent Root Protection = % R. P. = 100 �.a,z,o �ti.
DJ; 1f t·pr.::!tmurt ) -1 
root Z"'l'L�1.ng ll t 
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